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Moore twins create Girls State 'dynasty'

"The hills are alive..."
Murray may not have
hills, but we do have
"The Sound of Music,"
which begins tonight at
Playhouse in the Park.
Page 9

By JOE HEDGES
Murray State Information Services

SPORTS:
The loss of Mohamad
Soltani deprives Murray of much more than
a soccer coach. `Mo'
was a man who touched people's lives. Page
10

TODAY
Thursday, June 13
WORLD
BONN, Germany — Foreign
Minister Alexander Bessmertnylch of the Soviet Union today
confirmed that the Red Army
still has "a certain number" of
nuclear weapons in eastern Germany. Page 2

Rachel (left) and Rebecca Moore of Lexington created their own political dynasty during Girls State actirities at Murray State University. The fraternal twins are both holding offices, with Rebecca elected as
governor and Rachel serving as speaker of the house. The 45th annual Girls State ends Friday morning at
MSU.
MSU photo by Anita McDowell

Associated Press Writer
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SPORTS
INGLE WOOD, Calif. —
Michael's moment was a
moment to be shared after Jordan and the Bulls won their first
NBA crown. Page 10)

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Wholesale
prices shot up a surprisingly
sharp 0.6 percent in May, the
biggest gain in seven months,
the government said today. Page
3

FORECAST
Tonight, partly cloudy and
warm with the low near 70, light
wind; Friday, partly sunny, very
warm and humid with a 30 percent chance of afternoon thundershowers. High around 90.
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BARKLEY LAKE
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received their home-delivereck,
copy of the Murray Ledger if'
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m,-noon Saturday.

Sisters Rebecca and Rachel Moore of Lexington created a small political dynasty and carried on a family tradition at the 45th annual Kentucky
Girls State this week at Murray State University.
The 17-year-old twin daughters of Larry and Sammie Moore of Lexington were both elected to offices during balloting Tuesday. Rebecca Moore
was elected governor and her sister was named Speaker of the House.
The twins' two older brothers, Tim and Chris, both attended Kentucky
Boys State in the 1980s, with Tim serving as lieutenant governor of the
1983 Boys State.
Sponsored by the American Legion Auxiliary, Kentucky Girls State is
designed to offer a comprehensive view of the duties, privileges, rights
and responsibilities in American citizenship. The 253 high school juniors
attending Girls State are assigned to one of eight mythical cities for the
week.
A two-party system, the Federalists and the Nationalists, is established
and elections are held to choose city and state officials. In addition to
selecting officers, the students write, introduce and debate their own hills.
Delegates to Girls State are selected based on their interest in government, leadership, scholarship and community participation and service.
In addition to the Moore sisters, other officers are: Lt. Governor Ana
Reyes of Louisville; Secretary of State Kim Mangan of Lynchfield;
Superintendent of Public Education Melinda Shawhan of Elizabethtown;
Attorney General Lee Helwig of Owensboro; Treasurer Jennifer Feiler of
Paducah; Auditor Melissa Lawson of Louisville; and Secretary of Agriculture Andrea Lynch of Fulton.
As Governor, Rebecca Moore will preside over the last three days,of
the 1991 Girls State and the opening sessions of the 1992 Girls State.
A member of the Tates Creek Senior High School varsity softball team,
she is also a member of the Beta Club, the National Honor Society and
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. She and her sister are both active at
the Wilmore Free Methodist Church.
Rebecca Moore said attending Girls State has helped her see first hand
how legislation moves through the General Assembly.
The students depart for home Friday morning.

Political mandate puts Yeltsin at pinnacle of Soviet power
By DEBORAH SEWARD

A Senate subcommittee has
taken a "critical first step" toward solving an erosion problem
that threatens part of Hickman,
said U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky. Page 12

50 CENTS

MOSCOW— He had power, popularity ,and magnetism
that his rivals envied, but Boris N. Yeltsin wanted a political
mandate to pursue his dream of greatness for the republic of
Russia.
Preliminary results today showed that Yeltsin, 61, has
achieved his goal of becoming the first popularly elected president of Russia.
He has won what Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
has never faced — a direct election.
Czars and Communists have ruled Russia, but never a
democratically elected president. The election has brought the

republic, the Soviet Union's largest and most populous, into
the tradition of Western democracy.
Like so many of his countrymen, Yeltsin's life was turned
upside down when Gorbachev came to power in 1985 seeking
to open up and reform the Soviet political and economic
system.
On his rise to the top Yeltsin has soared to dizzying heights
of power, only to lose it and start over. But all along he has
had the faith and support of the Russian people.
His appearances always draw crowds that are enchanted by
the Siberian's blunt speech, lumberjack physique and unabashed belief in himself.
Yeltsin came to Moscow in 1985 as a member of the Communist Party's Central Committee after more than two

decades as a party bureaucrat in the central Siberian city of
Sverdlovsk. He quickly became one of the most vocal supporters of perestroika, Gorbachev's term for social, economic and
political reform.
He was named Moscow party leader soon after his arrival
in the capital, but was bumped from the prestigious job in
1987 for criticizing the pace of reforms at a closed party
meeting. He lost his non-voting membership in the Communist Party Politburo in 1988.
In earlier times, the ouster would have meant the end of a
Communist's career.
But in an era of political reform, Yeltsin managed to win
(Cont'd on page 3)

Mt. Pinatubo erupts for second day; no end in sight
MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
Mount Pinatubo spewed a deadly
cloud of ash and gas more than
15V2 miles high today after a turbulent night in which the volcano
shook with the most intense fury
since it awoke from six centuries of
sleep.
"What we are seeing now are

phenomenal eruptions," said Raymundo Punongbayan, director of
the Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology. "The
story of Mount Pinatubo is not
quite over yet."
Two deaths have been reported
from the eruptions, which began
Sunday.

A Filipino serving in the U.S.
Navy was killed Wednesday when
his car skidded on an ash-slickenecl
road north of the Subic Bay naval
base, 30 miles southwest of the
volcano, and crashed into a bus.
A member of the Aeta tribe that
lives on the slopes of Pinatubo,
said he saw his uncle die in an

eruption Wednesday. There was no
official confirmation, but the man
was himself badly burned.
The latest eruption occurred at
8:41 a.m. today and lasted for a
half hour. It unleashed giant mudflows down the jagged, ashcovered western slopes of the
4,795-foot mountain and into the

Marella River.
The eruption sent a gray avalanche of deadly ash, gases and
molten rock down the slopes. The
billowing ash cloud above turned
day to dusk.
Debris from the eruption covered
(Cont'd on page 2)

Four Rivers Productions incorporates,
plans 'family entertainment' projects

Former hostages ask for investigation

"This is an event," said State Representative Richard Lewis of Benton at the recent meeting of the newest production company in the
region.
The board of directors of Four Rivers Production Company have
officially adopted articles of incorporation and by-laws, and Four Rivers Productions (FRP) is now a non-profit corporation created to produce, enhance, and sustain tourism and recreational development activities throughout the Four Rivers region.
"It is a simple fact." said Ron Gentry, Tourism Secretary for Kentucky,"that people tend to go where they are invited, but they return to
where they feel welcome.' FRP is actively working toward boosting
the area's repeat family visitations by creating more family entertainment attractions in the Four Rivers region.
The board members discussed potential projects for the next few
years and finalized plans to launch the Populanty Showboat and other
entertainment attraction projects in the region. Organizers of the production company are developing shows, an area magazine, special
events, and festivals for those vacationing in the area.
The "Popularity Showboat" will tour the region June 19-August 11,
with the free musical extravaganza held every Wednesday night at
Kenlake State Resort Park, on Thursdays at the Barkley Lodge, and on
Friday evenings at Kentucky Dam Resort Park.
The cast is composed of students from the area, including those from
Murray State, University of Tenn.-Martin and several area high
schools. The production company hopes the "Showboat" will be a
launching pad for the talented performers. "This company is really
making dreams come true for a lot of people in this area, said cast
member Tony Bohannon.
The Grand Community Festival is another project of the FRP. The
four-day festival will feature area acts from throughout the Four Rivers
region performing musical skits, songs and entertainment from turn-ofthe-century days.
In addition to the musical entertainment, the Grand Community Festival will also feature artists and craftsmen displaying their skills
hands-on. The performances and displays will be held free of charge at
Kenlake State Resort Park Aug. 30-Sept. 2; community acts or musical
groups interested in performing at the Grand Community Festival
should call 527-7145 for more information.
FRP also publishes an annual newspaper. In its third year of print,
The Popularity Gazette is filled with articles about the region and its
heritage, people and wildlife. Mother Mallard, a bedtime story for
young listeners, is the Gazette's most recent addition.
Delegates from FRP have met with Gentry and Tennessee tourism
director Sandra Fulton to discuss their extensive future project plaLs.
Tourism organizations, communities, and economic development
associations from the west Kentucky and west Tennessee area may petition the Board of Directors for membership, said chairman Allen Morris. "We encourage local citizens and organizations to get involved by
sharing their ideas, or through donations," Morris said.

Associated Press Writer
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By JOAN MOWER
WASHINGTON — Eight
Americans who were held hostage
at the U.S. Embassy in Iran asked
Congress today to investigate allegations that Ronald Reagan's presidential Campaign worked to delay
their release until after the 1980
election.
"I believe there was a good possibility" that political machinations
kept the hostages in captivity longer than necessary, said Barry
Rosen, one of the hostages who

appeared at a press conference
today.
Despite 10 years of freedom,
Rosen said, "the impact continues
to affect" the hostages, who were
held for 444 days.
Rep. Butler Derrick, D-S.C.,
agreed with the ex-hqstages there is
"reasonable cause" for a full-scale
investigation into whether the Reagan campaign promised Iran weapons in exchange for keeping the
hostages until after November
1980.
He said that 75 members of Congress have signed a letter asking

for a probe which would give Congress subpoena power.
Another hostage, Moorhead Kennedy, said the investigation is
necessary to get to the bottom of
the case, which has spawned
rumors and innuendo for a decade.
"Something probably happened,"
Kennedy said, but no one will
know for sure until an investigation
is completed.
The ex-hostages joined a chorus
of critics, including former President Carter, who want Congress to
(Cont'd on page 3)

Bubble bath

Cleaning detergent turns the Peoples Bank downtown fountain into an inviting bubble bath Thursday
morning. One bank official said vandals are usually responsible for putting soap into the water "almost
every night," an act which damages the fountain.
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`Chaos, total chaos!'

NEWS OF THE WORLD
By The Associated Press

Army hopes to learn from lessons of real war

/I

about the battle. Kick's remarks and early accounts of the battle were first
By ROBERT BURNS
reported by the Seattle Post-Intelligences and the military newspaper Stars
Associated Press Writer
and Stripes.
The fighting took place on the afternoon of Feb. 26, the third day of the
WASHINGTON -- "Chaos, total chaos!" 18-year-old Pfc. Jason E.
ground war. It was the first clash between allied forces and the
four-day
vehicle.
fighting
his
Bradley
Kick screamed into a tape recorder inside
Guard.
Republican
"One just got one of ow guys."
The
name was taken from its location. The 73 Easting is a grid
battle's
It was Kick's fellow cavalryman, Sgt. Nets A. Moller, whose Bradley
took a ddect hitfrom an Iraqi tank round — "like somebody hit us with a line on a U.S. military map of southern Iraq. Ironically, this stretch of
empty desert was a peacetime training ground of the Republican Guard. It
sledgehanumr," one soldier said.
ss ill, if the simulation is successful, serve the same purpose for the U.S.
us
get
or
us
this
affect
Moller was killed. "Can't let this, can't let
down or we're all gonna die," Kick said into his recorder "And he Army for years to come.
The 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment had eight 150-man "troops," or
wouldn't want that. He don't want that. But I'm scared."
companies, engaged in the battle, but to make the project manageable the
• • • •
Kick and the other members of the 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment historical recreation includes just three of them: Eagle Troop, Ghost
managed to control their emotions and went on to a smashing victory in a Troop and Iron Troop.
Krause and the others also reviewed battlefield "situation reports" of
little known but classic cavalry engagement that has come to be called the
the three troops, voice recordings of the battlefield communications and
Battle at 73 Easting.
Like most of the major battles against Iraq,. only the soldiers themselves after-action reports. They spent two weeks at the site in early April and,
with the soldiers, reconstructed the battle, shot by shot, mile by mile,
witnessed up close the Battle at 73 Easting.
start to finish.
from
Kuwait
of
west
just
desert
of
patch
The violent clash on a featureless
They even made a rough estimate of how many Iraqis were killed in the
lasted only six hours and its outcome was hardly in doubt from the opening shot. The Iraqis were taken by surprise and crushed. More than 2,000 battle — something the Pentagon says it did not and will not attempt for
the war as a whole. The historians estimated that Eagle. Ghost and Iron
of them surrendered.
.Few Americans are likely to know of the Battle at 73 Easting, but the troops killed 590 Iraqis and destroyed 50 tanks, 36 armored personnel carriers and 37 infantry bunkers.
Army is taking an extraordinary interest in its most minute details.
Six members of the regiment were killed in the battle. For his fellow
With the help of the U.S. soldiers who actually fought it, the Army is
reconstructing key pieces of the Battle at 73 Easting: the tank-on-tank cavalrymen, ?stoller's death became a source of inspiration as the battle
firings, the helicopter assaults, the exploding Iraqi armor, the U.S. com- raged on.
"Boom. Hit. Hit and kill," Kick said into his recorder as he watched
manders' orders to their troops, even the deadly strike on Moller's
gunners fire at two Iraqi tanks. "He hit it. That's revenge for
U.S.
Bradley.
The reconstruction gives an unusual and sometimes telling look at the Sergeant Moller."
The 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment crossed into Iraq from Saudi
way the Army fought the war. It also provides a glimpse of the grim side
on Feb. 23, one day before the official start of the ground war. On
Arabia
Pentagon
the
that
anger,
and
fear
the
destruction,
and
death
the
of war,
managed largely to keep from the American public during the war. the 25th intelligence officers advised that the Tawakalna Division's main
This is not history for history's sake. The Army intends to use the data. defens.es were set up at, the 73 Easting to cover for the withdrawal oLthe
to create a computer-driven simulation of the battle. From inside a train- Iraqi Army from Kuwait.
On the afternoon of the 26th, the battle began in a fierce sandstorm.
ing simulator, a soldier will experience the "reality" of war without actuIn their comments to the historians, the soldiers described a wild -- and
ally being there.
-Simulators, complete with full-color video displays, a sound system and wildly successful — attack on Iraqi forces who apparently were caught by
Motion devices, have been used for years for military training. But never surpnse as the American M1A1 tanks and Bradley Fighting Vehicles
before has an army attempted to design a simulation entirely from the blasted away from long range.
"Enemy tank turrets were hurled skyward," said Capt. Dan Miller of
details — including the weather, the exact terrain and the results — of an
Mawnee,
Ohio. commander of Iron Troop. "The unforgettable odor of
actual battle.
Col. Michael D. Krause, deputy chief of military history at the Army burning diesel, melting metal and plastics, expended munitions and anyCenter of Military History, said he expects the simulation to be finished thing else that happened to be burning in bunkers hung heavy in the air."
Capt. Hebert R. McMaster of Philadelphia, commander of Eagle Troop,
in about six months.
In attempting to recreate the exact circumstances of the Battle at 73 said the fighting was so intense, and the weather so bad, that it was not
Easting. Krause and other members ofthe project interviewed soldiers of until the next morning that he and his men saw the full extent of the
the 2nd ArmOred Cavalry Regiment, which fought the battle against the devastation they had wrought.
"I had grossly underestimated enemy losses," he told the historians.
Tawakalna Division of the Iraqi Republican Guard — one of the ablest of
"Countless
enemy tanks, personnel carriers, trucks and bunkers were still
Iraq' armored divisions.
—Krause incorporated the soldiers' comments — including those which smoking or in flames. We were faced with the gruesome sight of a battleKick spoke into his tape recorder — in a comprehensive report he wrote field covered with enemy dead."

Lack of fresh intelligence hurt commanders
WASHINGTON (AP) — Operation Desert Storm's commander.
basking in a hero's welcome on
Capitol Hill, said a lack of fresh.
clear intelligence information
plagued American military leaders
the Persian Gulf War.
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"That was a void all of us felt
existed out there." Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf said Wednesday
in standing-room-only appearances
before the House and Senate
Armed Services Committees.
Opening two days of testimony,
Schwarzkopf called for action to
ensure that U.S. forces will be provided with up-to-date, clear intelligence about the enemy in any
future military conflict.
Lawmakers, in their first-chance
to question him since the rout of
Saddam Hussein's army, showered
praise on Schwarzkopf, who
appeared before them in a crisp
green uniform.
"The right man at the right place
at the right time," declared Sen.
Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of the
Senate panel.
Schwarzkopf said overall intelligence efforts were good in the Gulf
War, but he complained that pilots
were operating with target photographs more than a day old.
"One of the shortcomings ... we
just don't have a responsive intelli-
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gence capability that will give the
theater commander near real-time
information as he personally needs
to make a decision," Schwarzkopf
said.
"That's the void we now have in
the system,'' he said.
Schwarzkopf called for a standardized system to speed the
exchange of data between the services. In the gulf, problems existed
in transmitting bombing targets
from one service to another, he
said.
He said that by the time commanders received the data, "it had
been caveated, disagreed with.
footnoted and watered down to the
point that estimates could have
supported any outcome."
Intelligence agency officials

believed they were in a better position to analyze the data than were
commanders in the field, Schwarzkopf said. He said the result was
confusion over battle damage
assessment.
Schwarzkopf told lawmakers that
the United States should maintain a
strong military presence in the
Middle East to head off regional
flareups that might escalate into
broad-scale wars.
Some 30,000 U.S. troops will
still be in the region by Sept. 1,
including 14,000 who will oversee
the return of American equipment
and then return home themselves,
he said.
He said women performed well
in the gulf but that he still believed
their combat role should be limited.

Mt.Pinatubo•••
iCont'd from page It
the roads, and huge boulders, some
the sin of cars, littered gullies and
riverbeds.
Associated Press reporter Claro
Cortes, who was 10 miles west of
the crater when the eruption
occurred, said residents fled on
foot in panic, some clutching
chickens and holding handkerchiefs
before their faces.
About 40 reporters and photographers ran for their cars, taking in as
many residents as they could.
Ash fell as far as Olongapo, 25
miles to the southwest.
Aviation authorities warned airline pilots to avoid flying near the
volcano after a Saudi Airlines 747

developed engine trouble Wednesday when it passed near the ash
cloud en route to Manila from
Dhahran.
The plane landed safely and an
inspection showed volcanic ash in
the engines, according to air controller Roserene Reyes.
Today's eruption followed a violent night in which the volcano
exploded with a fury, first at 10:52
p.m., then again a short time later
and a third time at 12:04 a.m.
today.
"This is already the big bang,"
Punongbayan said. "I can't see any
other eruption that will exceed this
... What we are seeing now are
phenomenal eruptions."
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TOKYO — Fearing another eruption Jittery residents living in the shadow of a
rumbling Mount Unzen donned goggles
and helmets today and the death loll
from the volcano s sudden eruption ear
her this month rose to 39 Swelling at the
top of the mountain from magma and
gas detected earlier in scientific readings had subsided by about one-third
today, Kyoto University professor Kosuke
Kamo told reporters But tremors con
tinued to shake the 4,480-foot mountain
and Kamo warned of more explosions

LIMA — Leftist guerrillas bombed 15
banks in working class districts on the
outskirts of the capital and two people
were killed in other guerrilla related achy
ay, police and news reports said It was
unclear which of Peru s two main rebel
groups was involved in the attacks Wednesday Both the Maoist Shining Path
and the smaller. pro Castro Tupac Amaru
Revolutionary Movement frequently
bomb banks and attack police A passerby was killed Wednesday during a shootout between police and eight guerrillas in
downtown Lima Two policemen and two
rebels were seriously wounded, and all
the rebels were captured Television
news reports also said the Shining Path
shot to death a mining company director
Wednesday in the northern Andean city
of Huaraz. 175 miles north of Lima The
reports said the director had refused to
pay protection money to the rebels More
than 22.000 people have died in political
violence since the Shining Path took up
arms in 1980

U.S S R./GERMANY
BONN — Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander Bessmertnykh said today that the
Red Army still has "a certain number" of
nuclear weapons in eastern Germany
Bonn officials previously had said they
were led to believe the weapons had
been removed During a Bonn news conference. the Soviet envoy promised that
the nuclear weapons would be removed
quickly

BANGLADESH
DHAKA — A U S general bade an emotional farewell to Bangladesh today, saying his 7,500-strong task force delivered
lifesaving relief to survivors of a killer
cyclone and showed that the world cared
Speaking in the local tongue with an
accent that spurred Bengali journalists to
applause. Mal Gen Henry Stackpole
said he was impressed by the courage
and generosity of the people and was
leaving with "a heart full of hope for the
future " President Bush diverted an eightship U S amphibious flotilla heading
home from the Persian Gulf War to Bangladesh about two weeks after the April
29 cyclone ravaged the southeast coast,
killing an estimated 139.000 people During its monthlong mission, the task force
delivered more than 4,000 Ions of food
and medicine to an estimated 1 7 million
cyclone survivors and ferried millions of
pounds more between Dhaka and the
southern port of Chittagong, Stackpole
said He said the urgency of the Bangladeshi and the U S response, which
was dubbed Operation Sea Angel, "was
able to convince the people that the
world really did care " Asked about U S
military intentions in Bangladesh at a
farewell news conference, the general
stressed that the unarmed Marines and
sailors had come as "citizen soldiers
responding to a humanitarian need

IRAN/IRAQ
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iran is proposing
that the United Nations send another
fact-finding team to southern Iraq, where
it claims Shiite Muslim refugees face a
massacre, the country's official news
agency reported today Iraq has denied
the accusations — and U S officials in
Washington and Western journalists in
Iraq have reported no unusual military
activity in southern Iraq The official
Islamic Republic News Agency said Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar Velayati
made the call for a U N visit during a
phone conversation with British Foreign
Secretary Douglas Hurd on Wednesday
The Iranian agency today reiterated Iranian claims that 500,000 to 1 million
Shiites are under siege in and near the
marshlands of southern Iraq In March,
Iraq crushed rebellions by Shiites in the
south and by Kurds in the north that were
launched after Saddam Hussein's defeat
in the war over Kuwait At the time, some
100.000 Shiite rebels and civilians were
said to have fled into the vast southern
marshlands On Wednesday. Sadruddin
Aga Khan. U N special representative
for humanitarian efforts in the Persian
Gulf, said a mission to southern Iraq last
weekend "did not confirm the alarmist
and did not witness any excepreports
tional mass movements' in the marsh
area

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG — Large numbers of
soldiers soon will be deployed in black
townships to try to halt vicious factional
fighting, South Africa's ambassador to
the United States was quoted as saying
today Business Day, a leading newspaper, quoted Ambassador Harry Schwarz
as saying the soldiers would be moved
into the troubled townships within days
-I think order can be maintained with
large forces rather than exposing small
numbers of police," Schwarz was quoted
as saying in Washington However, a
spokesman for South African Defense
Force. Das Herbst, said today that there
was "no move afoot to deploy troops on
a large scale"

PHILIPPINES
MANILA — The United States should tell
the Philippines whether it stores nuclear
weapons at an air base threatened by a
volcano, the chairman of the Senate.
Foreign Relations Committee said today
Sen Leticia Ramos-Shahani was referring to warnings by an anti-bases activist
that radiation contamination could result
if volcanic materials from the erupting
Mount Pinatubo spreads to any nuclear
weapons that may be stored at nearby
Clark Air Base The United Stales
refuses to confirm or deny whether it
keeps nuclear arms in the Philippines
-There must be action because this may
be affected by Pinatubo,- Mrs Shahan'
said in a radio interview "This policy of
neither confirming nor denying must be
changed They should remove these
nuclear weapons It is very dangerous
with this (volcano) and I believe it would
be OK to change the policy " On Monday, nearly 15,000 Americans evacuated
Clark after Mount Pinatubo, 10 miles to
the west, began rumbling The volcano
exploded and erupted Wednesday and
today

GREECE
ATHENS — The government says it is
expelling six PLO diplomats and 20 other
Palestinians who police say are con
nected to an April bombing that killed
seven people It was the second time
since the April 19 blast in the southern
port city of Patras that the government
has expelled Palestinians Last month
20 were expelled after conservative Pre
mier Constantine Mitsotakis pledged to
do everything possible to wipe out terror

— A parcel bomb exploded at a
RIDN
DAI
P
MA
S
transport company office Wednesday,
killing two police officers called to inspect
it and injuring six other people, officials
said The package exploded as two
bomb experts attempted to put it in an
armored van. Madrid Civil Governor
Segismundo Crespo told reporters Four
policemen and two employees of the Ser.
vitrans transport company were injured in
the blast, said a local hospital One
policeman was in serious condition, while
the rest were treated and released, it
said in a statement No group immediate
ly claimed responsibility for the package
bomb Crespo said the blast appeared to
be the work of the Basque separatist
group ETA, which seeks independence
from Spain for the three-province north
ern Basque region

GERMANY/POLAND
BONN — Chancellor Helmut Kohl's
Cabinet on Wednesday approved a landmark friendship treaty with Poland that is
meant to erase lingering ill feelings from
World War II The document sets guidelines for security and economic relations
and cooperation between the neighboring
countries It also aims to settle the sensitive issue of the rights of about 200,000
ethnic Germans living in Poland Kohl
and Polish Prime Minister Jan Krzysztof
Bielecki are to sign the treaty and three
sister agreements at a ceremony in Bonn
on Monday

ITALY/ALBANIA
ROME — Italy's immigration minister
called on local authorities Wednesday to
prevent Albanians refugees from landing
on Italian shores, after nearly 600 were
rescued from flimsy ships in the Adriatic
Sea Also Wednesday, officials in the
port of Otranto said two Albanians were
killed by gunfire and tour others were
wounded aboard a fishing boat filled with
refugees Navy vessels and private terries picked up a total of 590 people on
frail ships in the Adriatic and brought
them to Italian ports on Tuesday and
Wednesday. according to naval and port
officials The arrivals have sparked tears
of a new wave of Albanian refugees
More than 20,000 Albanians sailed to Italy in March seeking to escape poverty
and chronic unemployment Since then,
small groups have been making the trip
ly every day Authorities have said
eare
nh om
most of the new arrivals will be sent

KUWAIT
KUWAIT CITY— Kuwait's prime minister
denied in an interview published Wednesday that the resignations of some
government officials and police officers
were linked to allegations of torture
Crown Prince Sheik Saad Abdullah alSabah also rejected opposition demands
that the government hold elections sooner than the scheduled date of October
1992. His comments were published in
the government newspaper Al-Fair AlJadid Some policemen resigned after
Sheik Saad, in a strongly worded speech
on May 27, said the use of police stations
and security service prisons for torture
would not be tolerated Human rights
groups, including Amnesty International,
have protested that prisoners who
allegedly collaborated with Iraq have
been tortured by the security forces The
trials of about 300 such defendants are
currently being held. The acting
prosecutor-general. Harnid al-Othman,
has said a number of officers were under
investigation for torture

INDIA
NEW DELHI — Police today sought four
more people suspected of conspiring in
the assassination of former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi Two people were
arrested Wednesday Police checked
buses and trains in a wide area of the
southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu for
the other suspects, news agencies
reported Elsewhere in India, campaigning lor parliamentary seats ended, with
the final round of voting scheduled for
Saturday. Vote-counting begins Sunday

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Shell
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 5-7-6 (live,
seven, six); Lotto: 1-7-23-26-28-30
(one, seven, twenty-three, twentysix, twenty-eight, thirty); Jackpot:
$3.5 million
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Wholesale prices posted surprising surge in May, up 0.6 percent
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press Economics Writer

WASHINGTON - Wholesale prices shot up a surprisingly !,harp 0.6
percent in May, the biggest gain in seven months, the government said
today.
The steep increase in the Labor Department's Producer Price Index was
led by a turnaround in energy prices, which had been falling since last
December, and by a steep jump in tobacco prices.
In other economic news, the Labor Department said that the number of
Americans filing new claims for unemployment benefits fell for the fourth
consecutive week, the longest stretch of declines in more than a year.
Analysts said recent economic reports served to support the Bush administration's contention that the current recession will be short and shallow
and the economy will soon resume growth.
The Labor Department said that 401,000 Americans filed first-time
unemployment claims for the week ending June 1, down from 439,000 in
the previous week. Analysts are closely watching the trend in jobless
claims for confirmation that layoffs are finally ending after a year of rising joblessness.
The 0.6 percent rise in the Producer Price Index, which measures inflationary pressures before they reach the consumer, followed a modest 0.2
percent April gain and two months of outright declines.
The May increase would translate into an alarming annual rate of inflation at the wholesale level of 7.2 percent.
Economists, who were surprised by the big increase, blamed it for the
most part on temporary factors. They noted that for the first five months
of this year, wholesale prices have actually fallen at an annual rate of 1
percent as energy prices retreated following a sharp runup in late 1990.
The report on wholesale prices will be followed on Friday by a look at
inflationary pressures at the consumer level. Analysts said they did not
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Former hostages...
(Cont'd from page I)
look into events leading to the
election in which Reagan ousted
Carter.
The 52 hostages were freed
minutes after Reagan was inaugurated in January 1981 - after 444
days in captivity.
"For the last 10 years there have
been rumors, reports and allegations of foul play in the 1980 presidential election," the hostages
said in an open letter to members
of Congress.
"Until recently, these allegations
have been dismissed as unsubstantiated," the letter said. But substantial enough information has
been presented by respected and
persistent investigators to warrant a
thorough examination of this
matter."
The hostages said they were distressed at the thought their freedom
may have been delayed because
Reagan campaign officials persuaded Iran to hold up their release
until after the election.
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Recently, Gary Sick, a respected
expert on Iran and a member of
Carter's National Security Council
staff, said he determined the Reagan's campaign promised weapons
to the Iranian government in
exchange for postponing the hostage release.
Moorhead Kennedy, a former
Foreign Service officer, said he had
ignored the allegations until Sick
produced more than a dozen people
who claimed to know about the
Reagan-Iran meetings.
There is enough evidence to warrant an investigation into whether
anyone "conspired to prolong a
kidnapping," he said in a telephone interview from New York.
Independent investigators claim
a key player in the negotiations
was William Casey, who served as
Reagan's campaign chairman and
later as head of the CIA. Casey
died of a brain tumor in May 1987.
President Bush, who was Reagan's running mate in 1980, has
denied any involvement in the hostage matter.

Political mandate...
(Cont'd from page 1)
election to the national parliament
in 1989 and fight his way back to
the top with a new power base.
The next year he won a seat in
the Russian parliament and became
its chairman.
Yeltsin then left the Communist
Party, taking reformers along when
he walked out of a party congress
in July and left Gorbachev with the
conservatives,
In his yearlong tenure as parliamentary chairman, Yeltsin has
been been a tireless campaigner
against the privileged lifestyle
enjoyed by many senior party and
government workers.
In a television interview during
the election campaign, he said that
his family lives "like other Moscow families, like workers and
clerks that have no privilege," and
that his wife stands in line for
groceries three or four hours a day.
Yeltsin also has pushed radical
reforms that brought him into conflict with Gorbachev, his former
patron and current rival.
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Hazel man faces
assault charge
after accident
A two-car accident Tuesday has
resulted in the arrest of a Hazel
man on assault charges, according
to a report from the Murray Police
Department.
Jamie R. Dhaene, of Hazel, was
arrested and charged with first
degree assault and no liability
insurance after he left the scene of
an accident which occurred at the
intersection of Main and 18th
around 9:17 p.m., police said.
Police said Dhaene, who was
eastbound on Main Street, was
apparently attempting to turn onto
18th Street when he pulled into the
path of a vehicle driven by Betty J.
Willougby, of Rt. 7, Murray, who
was westbound on Main.
Willougby was transported to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
with head injuries, police said.
Dhaene was not reported injured,
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The two recently struck a truce
over a proposed new Union Treaty
that would set out the relationships
between the republics and the central government.
Yeltsin's victory will give him
added clout in this next phase of
political reform.

expect the sharp wholesale jump to be matched in consumer prices, even
though they were looking for retail energy costs to rise.
The administration has been arguing that the Federal Reserve has ample
room to cut interest rates further to stimulate the economy because of low
inflationary pressures.
But even before today's big jump in wholesale prices, financial markets
were not looking for further interest rate cuts. In recent days, various top
Fed officials have signalled a belief that the central bank has done enough
to stimulate a rebound and any further rate cuts could make inflation
worse in the upcoming expansion.
The 0.6 percent May increase was the biggest one-month jump in
wholesale prices since a 1.2 percent advance last October.
Energy prices, which had fallen for five straight months, posted a 2.4
percent increase in May, reflecting a sharp 5.2 percent rise in gasoline
prices. Prices for home heating oil and natural gas continued to decline.
Food prices edged up a small 0.2 percent in May even though vegetable

Fulton resident
charged with
raping Graves
County woman
A Fulton man has been arrested
and charged with rape following an
alleged incident with an 18-yearold Graves County woman Wednesday, according to a report from
the Kentucky State Police.
Ricky D. Jones, 26, of Rt. 1,
Fulton, was lodged in the Graves
County Jail following his arrest
five miles east of Hickory Wednesday, police said.
The investigation into the incident is continuing, police said.
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MPD investigating
theft of vehicle,
potted plants
The Murray Police Department
is investigating the theft of an automobile from the driveway of a lcal resident, according to reports.
Kenneth G. Owens, of 1704
Melrose, told police that his brown
1986 Ford van was taken from his
driveway sometime between 11
p.m. Tuesday and 5:30 a.m. Wednesday, police said.
The keys to the vehicle were
apparently left in the van, police
said.
Murray Police are also investigating the theft of three large potted plants from outside Wingfoot
Golf Shop_ on N. 15th Street,
according to reports.
The plants were apparently stolen sometime between 11 p.m.
Tuesday and 9 a.m. Wednesday,
police said.

prices continued to skyrocket. They were up 22.7 percent in May fon,
ing a record 34.3 percent increase in April.
Lettuce prices more than doubled from April to May while prices tir
tomatoes, celery, and cabbage were up substantially.
These gains were offset, however, by declines in the price of
eggs, soft drinks and various processed foods.
The underlying core rate of inflation, absent the volatile energy .
food categories, rose a more moderate 0.4 percent, compared to a 0.2 ;•. •
cent gain in April.
The biggest price pressures in the core inflation categories came fro, ,
4 percent jump in tobacco prices and a 3 percent rise in the cost of c:.
lian aircraft.
The various changes left the Producer Price Index, before adjusting •
seasonal variations, at 121.7 in May, compared to 117.7 a year ago. 11.,A
meant that a marketbasket of goods at the wholesale level would 11:, .
cost S121.70 last month compared to S117.70 a year ago.
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the editor

Reader expresses fond
memories of Soltani
Dear Editor:
Nlohamad Soltani had a special place in our lives and our hearts. His
winning smile, "you can do it" attitude, and caring for our young people
will be more than missed. He gave of himself, his values, and his time —
unselfishly and willingly. He loved to compete and to win, and we loved
his presence whether on the soccer field as a coach, as an enthusiastic fan,
as a role model to our young people, or as just a friend.
Mo crossed cultural, religious, and language barriers. He made a difference in Murray, although he may not even have known how much he
meant to us. Now that he is gone, we feel a void. We try to comfort each
other, to remember his giving and caring. We question how such a
tragedy could engulf us.
As we attempt to pull ourselves back together and go forward, our best
tribute to Mo would be to follow his example, to touch the lives of others.
to make that special difference; and, to be thankful that we knew him —
if even for too short a time.
Mo, we loved you.
Kathy Perkins
Rt. 3, Bo i 151, Murray

_

Valuing diversity is key to understanding
-To compete on an international
level, we must use all our resources. In
other words," explains Kim Barrett, a
counselor at Murray State University
and a certified psychological associate. "we can't afford to discriminate
against people because of race, gender or sexual orientation."
In an environment characterized by
increasing cultural diver4ty, according to Ms. Barrette sensitivity and
tolerance for others is crucial. She
points out that the world is in a major
state of change, with political and
economic systems in flux because of
dramatic developments such as the
removal of the Iron Curtain, and the
roles of Japan and China in world
markets.
Barrett also remarks that recent
reports of intolerance and hate crimes
against minority groups heighten the
need for sensitivity training that will
create: empathy and understanding
among people.

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Alexander
Lack of information t ueis people's
fears about others who are different
than they arc," says Kim Barrett, and
the counselor hopes to address — and
de-fuse — some of those fears tonight, when she addresses the regular
meeting of the Jackson Purchase
National Organization for Women.
The open meeting is scheduled for
Thursday June 13, 7 p.m. at Pagliai's
Restaurant, Main Street, Murray.
President of the local chapter of
NOW. Sally Mills. believes that
speakers like Barrett can begin to
build bridges of understanding on

sensitive issues like diversity.
"There's a lot of reluctance to discuss
issues like homosexuality, for instance," Mills declares. "But it's important to understand the facts instead
of accepting stereotypes."
As a counselor, Kim Barrett deve
loped an interest in the topic of
diversity because of increasing instances of racial unrest and hate
crimes all over the country. She
believes that education is one way to
prevent such problems, both on and
off campus. and her talks with student
and community groups enable her to
communicate that important message.
Research indicates that about 10%
of the population in general is homosexual, and Barrett points out that
there is a high probability that most
people have a friend, acquaintance,or
family member who falls into that
category.
One of the purposes of Jackson

Congress misleading
public on tax revenue

"et

Dear Editor:
By now I am sure you are aware that despite Congress' promises to use
the new tax revenue to reduce the federal deficit they did the exact
opposite.
That's right, Congress enacted the second largest tax increase ever and
rather than reduce the deficit they increased spending S111 billion (and
that doesn't include the Gulf War costs) and pushed the FY 1991 deficit
to an all-time record $320 billion.
But if you're saying to yourself, "I remember hearing Congressional
leaders promise that the new budget would mean a S500 billion spending
. reduction in the years ahead. How can they say that?"
Let me explain. Only in Congress can you promise a S500 billion savings and at the same time you increase actual spending by Sill billion.
. •
— ---- •
Here's how it • works
When Congress talks about spending cuts, they are not talking about
cutting actual spending, but reducing projected increases. If Congress just
reduces the amoung of iccreased spending, they call that a spending cut
— even though actual spending in still increasing.
Confused? Let me give you a simplified example. Let's suppose Congress today is spending SI on a program and they have budgeted to spend
S2 on the same program next year. However, if they spend S1.75 next
sear they will call that a spending cut of S0.25 — even though they actuspending- bytfy
When Congress promised to save S500 billion in the years ahead. this
was not an actual cut of S500 billion, it was a reduction in their "pie-inthe-sky" budget for the future. Even with their supposed S500 billion cut,
actual spending will still skyrocket:
The PROMISE OF DEFICIT REDUCTION WAS NOTHING MORE
THAN A MYTH. Congress just wanted more taxes for more spending.
And they would promise anything just to get more of our income.
Congress is bankrupting America. Because of Congress' non-stop deficit spending. the interest payments on the national debt exceed a whopping S256 billion annually. These interest payments on the ballooning
national debt are already more than all the individual income taxes paid
by everyone who lives west of the Mississippi River. We are rapidly
approaching the day when we won't be able to make the interest payment
on our debt. I'm sure you understand what happens if you can't make the
interest payments on your debts.
I urge you to tell the Ameircan people the real story — that deficit
spending is increasing, not decreasing as Congress promised. And tell
them that the deficit represents a very grave threat to our future.
Harold D. Welton
Rt. 4 Riverwood Rd.. Murray
Dan Redden
1612 Keeneland Dr., Murray

Bike-a-thon supporters
raise research funds
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the St. Jude Children's Research Hospital let us offer our
thanks to all Bike-a-thon supporters for sponsoring the riders in the Murray Wheels for Life Bike-a-thon. The money our riders raised will be used
for further research in combating the traumatic diseases that affect the
children of our nati6n and the world.
R.P. Hodge
John Page
203 S. 4th. Murray

"Looking Back" and "Today In History"
can befound on the comics page(p. 17)

Just drop us a line...
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Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
express their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
the editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer,
with the writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The
Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Guess who's coming to (Sunday) dinner?
god (cq) showed up last weekend
on CBS television's "Sunday Dinner." Not God, the creator of the
universe, but god in the form of a
syncretic, warm and fuzzy, everybody can know, impersonal spirit.
Those who talk to this god really
like him (or her) because this god
requires nothing of them.
Playing Moses (or John the Baptist, depending on your choice of
prophets), is Norman Lear, who
took some heavy hits from the religious right in the '80s when he was
labeled "the most dangerous man
in America," but gave as good as
he received by founding the leftist
"People for the Americay Way."
Lear testifies to a spiritual search
of his own. He believes America
has gone too far toward secularism.
So, through what used to be called
the "miracle of television," Lear
wants to bring us back to our roots,
sort of.
"Sunday Dinner" follows a
"New Age" story line in which
everyone makes god into his or her
own image rather than the reverse.
But for television it represents a
great leap forward. Until Lear
added his enormous prestige to the
subject, prime time religion was a
vehicle by which producers. writers
and actros gave voice to prejudices
they would never think of directing
against any other group.
Consider some religious themes

on prime time television as chronicled by the Media Research
Center:
In the Showtime film "Flight of
the Black Angel," an ace Air Force
pilot, who ,also happens to be a
By Cal
fundamentalist Christian, goes
berserk, murders his parents and
Thomas
brothers and shoots down several
of his fellow pilots in what was
non's Deal" is waged against an
supposed to have been simulated
combat. He is thwarted before he elderly couple who have kidnaped
reaches his final goal: dropping a their granddaughter. The two are
nuclear bomb on Las Vegas. "I'm religious zealots, denounced as
doing (God's) work." he says. "Bible-thumpin' hayseeds." Their
"Everything (on Earth) must be son, a murderer, is also "religious."
destroyed ... (I'm) bringin' the "When I stood there looking at (my
light of heaven (to) the diseased, wife) holding that rifle, that was an
the unclean, the corrupt, the liars." act of God," he explains, attemptBefore the pilot's final mission, he ing to justify his crime. "It was a
flood. It was as unstoppable as a
clutches a crucifix pendant.
Psychotic behavior on a smaller flood." Later, this "devout Christscale while doing "God's work" ian" puts out a contract on the
was the theme of an episode of show's protagonist, a heroic
"Knots Landing" on CBS. A char- lawyer.
Norman Lear's own god on
acter claims to have found God
while serving time for vehicular "Sunday Dinner" is not my God,
manslaughter. Once freed, he tries but the show is a definite improvement over what we've been getting.
to discourage his ex-wife from
marrying another man. "Our mar- Lear recently told Clark Morphew
riage (was) blessed by God," he of the St. Paul (Minnesota) Pioneer
tells her. "God does not sanction Press, "I had the idea that the
divorce. I will not disobey Him, world of inner thought was being
and I won't let you disobey Him." ignored. We have so drifted into a
When she turns her back, he kid- secular way of thinking, and we've
naps her fiance and attempts to kill ignored the things that really matter: wonder, mystery, love,
him.
A custody suit on NBC's "Shan- gratitude."
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Some conservatives have criticized Lear for his portrayal of a
watered-down god, but just as the
Chinese sage Lao-tzu noted that a
journey of a thousand miles begins
with a single step, so the Bible
promises that those who seek God
shall find Him.
Some years ago I asked the
atheist leader Madalyn Murray
O'Hair whey she thought so many
people were afraid of her. "I'll tell
you why some Christians are afraid
of me," she replied. "They are not
sure what they say they believe is
true. If they were, I wouldn't be a
threat to them at all."
I think she could be right. That's
why "Sunday Dinner" is a worthwhile addition to the TV schedule.
Having barely survived the "Me
Decade" (the '70s) and the "Greed
Decade" (the '80s), perhaps many
Americans who have never considered a search for meaning outside
of themselves will find in "Sunday
Dinner" the permission they've
been seeking to begin the most
important journey of all. If they do
and arrive at the source of objective truth, some of the credity
might have to go to "the most
dangerous man in America."
So lighten up, you conservative
critics of Norman Lear. Haven't
you heard that God moves in mysterious ways His wonders to
perform?

World editorial roundup
(Editor's note: The following is an offering of recent editorials concerning world and/or national issues published by newspapers in the United
States and abroad. Some editorials have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials are not to be mistaken as representing a position
taken by the Murray Ledger & Times or The Associated Press.)
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Purchase NOW is to educate people
on all facets of discrimination and
diversity, including homophobia as
one aspect of the complex issue.
According to the organization's
literature. NOW is dedicated to the
proposition that women, first and
foremost, arc human beings who —
like all other people in society — must
have a chance to develop to their
fullest human potential. The organization believes that women can
achieve such equality only by accepting the full challenge and responsibility they share with all other people
in society, as part of the decisionmaking mainstream of American political, economic and social life.
The Jackson Purchase Chapter of
the National Organization for Women
meets on the second Thursday evening of each month. For additional
information about the organization
write to JP-NOW, P.O. Box 905,
Murray, KY 42071.

June 10; The Morning Journal—Martinsburg, W.Va.:
... Leaders of the most powerful nations once more are talking about
curbing the flow of weaponry to the many volatile countries capable of
starting wars like that in the Persian Gulf.
Cutting back on weapons sales will involve international consensus on
which countries need arms for self-defense. That issue will be ticklish
enough.
Equally serious is the problem that weapons sales bring in tens of billions of dollars a year to the major powers. The Soviet Union is the
world's top arms peddler, followed by the United States, France, Great
Britain and China. All five can use the income provided by arms sales....
Even if the great powers bite the bullet, so to speak, and drastically
reduce arms sales, others will step in to fill the void. The international
arms bazaar is a wonderful example of the workings of a free marketplace; if a commodity is not available from one source, another will seize
the opportunity. ...
Before a lasting international ban on massive weapons sales to dangerous countries can be concluded, every power capable of selling arms will
have to put stability and security in a higher priority than making money.

June 7; The Sun-Sentinel—Fort Lauderdale, Fla.:
Nobel Peace Prize laureate Mikhail Gorbachev used the diplomatic language of his Oslo lecture to convey a bluntly ominous message to the
West: "Help me change the Soviet Union my way or else risk dangerous
instability and chaos."
Gorbachev's warning will only complicate the already tortuous decisions now being made in Washington, London, Paris, Bonn and Tokyo
over whether, when, how and how much to invest in the bankrupt Soviet
economy.
Western leaders grumble about the slow pace of economic reforms and
fear that pouring more aid into the Kremlin will only serve to prop the
failed central government a little while longer.
In his Oslo forum, Gorbachev scorned his countrymen who want to turn
back the clock to Stalinism, separatists who put their national interest
ahead of Soviet society as a whole, and foreigners who want the Soviet
Union to reinvent itself as a democracy in order to receive aid.
In the upcoming summit, Bush should make sure Gorbachev understands that any "grand bargain" must be linked to specific Soviet steps
toward a free market, the transfer of state enterprises and property to private ownership and an orderly monetary system. Financial aid can only be
justified to American taxpayers if it is offset by large, measurable savings
in defense spending.
There is no doubt that investing in Gorbachev is a gamble, but at this
stage, the risks of not investing seem even worse.

Walter and Kelly wedding in October
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Quilt Lovers of Murray and Calloway County will meet Tuesday, June
18, at 6 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Debbie Fisher of Mayfield will present a lesson on "The Template-Free Way to the Pineapple
Block." Carolyn Halford, member, said "we will make one block Tuesday
and for you to learn this technique, you must participate in the program.
You may share supplies with one or two friends. Supplies needed will be
rotary cutter and mat, scissors, sewing machine, foot pedal, attachments,
machine needles, extension cord, ruler for rotary cutter with 1/4 inch and
45 degree angle marked on it, pineapple rule would be best if you are
buying a ruler, six inch quilter's square (if possible), iron, ironing board,
thread of a neutral color for darks and lights, and fabric of 100 percent
cotton, washed and pressed 9-inch square or bright color for center, 1/4
yard light solid color, 1/4 yard dark color. A follow-up and finish-up day
will be on Wednesday, June 19. For more information call Mrs. Halford
at 753-4710.

- Margaret Lynn Boaz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lyndel Johnson of St.
Louis, Mo., and Dan Boaz of At. 8, Murray, was among the 32 graduates
receiving high school diplomas from Salem Academy, Winston-Salem, N.C.,
on June 1. Boaz was president of the graduating class and was one of the
speakers during commencement. She received the 1991 National Spanish
Test Certificate — Level IV, for placing 11th in North Carolina, during the
Salem Academy Recognition Program May 31. Boaz has been accepted as
a student at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. She is the maternal
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Rickman of Murray.

Thursday, June 13
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church
School/6:30 p.m.

Miss Marlene Kay Walter will
become the bride of James Elmer
Kelly on Saturday, Oct. 5.
The vows will be exchanged at 2
p.m. at St. John Vionney's Church,
Wyoming, Mich.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
The bride-to-be of Kentwood,
Mich., is the daughter of Francis
and Shirley Walter of Galesburg,
Mich.
The future groom of Wyoming,
Mich., is the son of Gerald and
Pamela Kelly of Murray.
Miss Walter graduated from
Michigan Technological University
and is pursuing her Master's degree
in Engineering Management at
Western Michigan University.
Mr. Kelly received his degree in
Engineering Physics at Murray
State University.
Both Miss Walter and Mr. Kelly
are employed by Smith's Industries, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Locust Grose Baptist Church
Bible School/6 p.m.
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church
Bible School/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Bible School/7 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters/7:30 p.m./Masonic Hall.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Womenr7 p.m.
Jackson Purchase National Organization for Women/7
p.m./Pagliai's.
.1kasx. 6

The descendants of Dillard Elkins will have their family reunion on Sunday, June 29, in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank,
North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. The activities will begin at 11 a.m.
with a potluck meal to be served after people arrive from church services.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Bethel United Methodist Church will have a gospel singing on Saturday,
June 15, at 7 p.m. The featured singers will be the Glory Bound. The church
is located on Highway 1483 off of Highway 94 East. The public is invited.

Laryngectomee group will meet
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Marlene Kay Walter and
James Elmer Kelly to marry
Queen contestant

Local hospital
releases reports
for past two days

(Cont'd on page 6)

Murray Alliance for the Mentally
111/6 p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/436-2518.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. lnfo/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
(Cont'd on page 6)

Tonya Lynn Bogard, daughter of
Dale Bogard and Ms. Patsy
Bogard, Rt. 3, Murray, is a contestant in the 1991 Murray.
Calloway County Fair Queen
Contest to be July 29 at 7 p.m. at
Murray State College Losett
Auditorium. The event is sponsored by Murray Woman's Club
in cooperation with Murray Calloway County' Jaycees.
Bogard will be a senior at Calloway County High School where
she has been a varsity cheerleader for past two years. She says
she enjoys horseback riding and
swimming. After graduation she
plans to attend Murray State
University to major in business.

The Alumni of Hazel High School will hold their annual reunion on Saturday, June 15, at 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. Charlotte Wilson, president, has planned a special program. Anyone that has ever attended Hazel
School is invited to attend. The cost of the dinner will be $10 per person.
For information call Betty Hill, 753-1381.

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will host the Under-16 Girls
State Soccer Championship Saturday, June 15, and Sunday, June 16.
Games will be at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. on Saturday at 1 p.m. on Sunday at Bee
Creek Soccer Complex. All soccer enthusiasts and community supporters
are encouraged to come and support the local girls, a group spokesperson
said.

We are pleased to
announce that Krystal McMurtry, brideelect ofJason Woods,
has made her domestic and household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Krystal and Jason
will be married June
22, 1991.
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Kent our mo‘ies•at the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3:111 .
•
Open 11:am (,, 10:pm
•

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
'Overcoming Diversity' will be the topic to be presented by Kim Barrett at
the meeting of Jackson Purchase National Organization for Women tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant, Murray. Barrett is a counselor
at Murray State University's Center for Counseling and Testing. Her presentation will address such issues as discrimination, racism and sexual preference. The public is invited to attend. Those interested in dinner before the
meeting should plan to come early. For more information call Sally at
759-9309.

•15 Cash D:scount
on Prescriptions
•Free C ty moe De' ve-.

The Youth of First Christian Church will have a garage sale on Saturday,
June 15, starting at 7 a.m. at the residence at 1551 Canterbury, Murray.
Funds from the sale will go toward the trip by the youth to Washington, D.C.

St. John Missionary Baptist Church will have its annual Choir Day activities on Sunday, June 16. The Rev. James Davis and members of Macedonia Baptist Church, Waverly, Tenn., will be the special guests for the program
to start at 3:30 p.m. Dinner will be served prior to the program. The Rev.
W.E. Cheaney, pastor, invites the public to attend.
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National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Murray Country Club Kids Night
Out for Middle School and up/6
p.m.

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, June
11, have been released as follows:

Dismissals
Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday, June 14, at 4 p.m. in priMrs. °dello Vance, 307 South Sixth
vate dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all
St., Murray; Mrs. Louise Shoemaker,
interested persons. For information contact Ann Ingle, R.N., or Dixie Hopk1512 Dudley, Murray; Hugh R. Daven-speech
ins,
pathologist,;
__port, Rt. 1, Box 252, Hardin:.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, At. 2, Box 276,
Murray; Mrs. Betty G. MacDonald, Rt.
-2-Box- 174-A, Puryear, Tenn.; Sidney
Allen, At. 3, Box 38, Benton;
Toopie Thomas Moore, Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Tour
Mrs. Tommie E. Turner, 629 Riley
Director, has scheduled a seven-day Alaskan Cruise/tour to start Sept. 10.
Ct., Murray; Mrs. Arnie White, 200
This will be on Holland America Westour's ship, The Noordam." All meals
Irvan, Murray; Mrs. Lillian C. Bratton,
and entertainment on board ship are included in the price of the cruise.
108 Fairview, Paris, Tenn.;
Price will depend on category of cabin selected. Participants will be picked
Mrs. Nadine Joyce Smith, 701 Sycaup at Paducah, Mayfield, Murray and Cadiz. The deadline for reservations is
more St., Murray; Paul Max Wilson,
Monday, June 17. For a complete itinerary and reservations call Mrs. Moroe
At. 4, Box 108-A, Murray; Mrs. Ossie
at 753-8274.
Stovall, 112 South Porter, Paris,
Tenn.;
Darcy Davis, At. 3, Mayfield; Mrs.
Mary Jo Bishop, HC 1 Box 19, New
Concord; Mrs. Lisa Ann Williams and
A Diabetic Workshop will be Saturday, June 15, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
baby boy, 307 Head St., Paris, Tenn.
the Barkley Room of Curris Center, Murray State University. "SelfManagement of Diabetes will be the theme of the six-hour program to focus
on the day-to-day challenges of diabetic self-management, exercise and
Four newborn admissions and
nutrition. A diabetic lunch will be available for $5. The workshop is free to
anyone not needing continuing education units, Murray-Calloway County
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
Hospital employees and employees of MCCH physicians. To pre-register,
County Hospital for Wednesday,
call Ann Ingle, R.N., 762-1249.

CALENDAR

Sinking Spring Baptist Church will have Vacation Bible School starting
Monday, June 17, and continuing through Friday, June 21. Classes for
nursery through youth will be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. The Rev, Terry Sills,
director of missions of Blood River Baptist Association, will be principal of
the school. For transportation call John Lax, 759-4908.

Open house at Mayfield Boys' Treatment Center, located on Highway 45
South, Mayfield, will be Sunday. June 23, from 1 to 4 p.m. This center is a
part of the Calloway County School System. The public is invited to attend
this open house and see the work of the facility there, a center spokesperson said.

Rita Hall, right, lieutenant gosernor of Toastmasters International,
spoke at a Toastmasters demonstration held at Murray State Unisersity. Pamela Dawes, left, introduced Hall to the group. A Toastmasters group is being formed locally. For more information call Dawft
at 753-7638.

•PL,'S-Med
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Pad State Alc
Claims Service

varieties • on the square
753-9569

NEW SHIPMENTS!
•Ladies' and Junior rompers (Short and Long)

Buy one single roll
of selected in-stock
wallpaper
Get 2nd single roll for

.Ladies' Plus Sizes •Split Skirts
.Ladies' and Children's Hand Painted Leggin and
Skirl Sets
.Ladies' Dresses - Many Styles & Sizes to 26

SG Ladles' Group
Bathing Suits

q

Childrens'
Denim

0 (Excluding

Rompers)
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Shutt and Darnall vows
are scheduled for July 20

BRIDAL
/14REGISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Keir
Kendall, bride-elect
of Gary Morris, has
made her domestic
household
and
selections through
our bridal registry.
Keir and Gary
will be married
June 22,, 1991.

-

•
,

'

}•*.

Jackie Weatherford was a recent
speaker at a meeting of Singles
Organizational Society held at
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce building. As manager
of Far Lands Trine!. she spoke
about "Trasel Tips for Singles."
The SOS will meet Friday, June
14, at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in the
Park to see the musical, "Sound
of Music." For information call
'Pamela. 753-7638, or Jeanne,
753-0224.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
;Murray
Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
••••

-T.V.'s•VCR's•Appliances•Furniture•Stereos

Sherry Denise Shutt and
Gregory Lynn Darnall to marry

"Now you have a choice!"
753-260C _

•
1(443
*(
:

1
Photography'
;

Mr Tuxeclo,
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Miss Sherry Denise Shun and Gregory. Lynn Darnall announce their
engagement and forthcoming marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James I. Shun of Manitou, Ky.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Darnall of Benton.
Miss Shutt, a 1984 graduate of North Hopkins High School. Madisonville, received her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Art Education in 1988
at Murray State University.
She is now the art teacher at Murray 'High School.
Mr. Darnall. a 1980 graduate of Marshall County High School, Draffenville, received his Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture in 1986
from Murray State University.
He is now field supervisor for Seaboard Farms, Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 20, at 2 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Madisonville.
- - All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

The Flower Bask_et

Laura Foster and Ken Foye
will be married on June 29

75:;• )5 14
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Bring _ziou
thought for the u'eek
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Guardwithin yourself that treasure kindness. Know
how to gil,e without hesitation, how to lose without
regret, how to acquire without nzeanness.
qicorge Sand

Your Wedding Specialist
Ser:'ing you todaq
Serving your children .1-orn,,rro:i'

Coldwater Church of Christ
Bible School/7 p.m.

Murray-Calloway Camera Club
Newcomers' meeting/7
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.

Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Oaks Country Club Twilight
Golf/5:30 p.m.

LBL events include Rail
Splitting/I0 a.m.-12 noon and Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.in./Homeplace-1850; Planetarium
Show/2 p.m. and WKAA/8:30
p.m./GPVC; Eagles Up Close!/2
p.m. and Hummingbird & Butterfly
Gardening/3:30 p.m./WNC.

Irter
iZTTS)
RENT-TO-OWN

eAllison

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

MURRAY
. _TODAY

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

First Baptist Church Bible
School/9 a.m.

Friday, June 14
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

1

Hwy. 641 S

Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church Bible Schools a.m.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Murray Country Club reservations for Father's Day Brunch Sunday due today/753-8l16 or
753-6113.
AA and Al-Anon at J.U. Kevil
Center, Mayfield/8 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.

Glendale Road Church of Christ
Bible School/9:30 a.m.

Community Service/12 noon/St.
Leo Catholic Church.

Grace Baptist Church Bible
School/9 a.m.

Senior Adults of First United
Methodist Church will leave/9:30
a.m. for Lakeshore.

Mt. Sinai Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.

St(111011S 1111111CCI

N'estside Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Locust Grove Baptist Church
Bible School/6 p.m.
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church
Bible School/7 p.m.

Hospital...
(Cont'd from page 5)
June 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Stubblefield baby boy, parents, Gail
and Kenny, 1565 Mockingbird Ave.,
Murray;
Dabbs baby boy, mother, Trisha
Jones, At. 1, Box 24, Hazel;
Harrison baby boy, Eunice and Jeffrey, At. 1, Box 260, Sedalia;
Whybark baby girl, parents, Stephaerraayn.d Brian, 104 College Cts.,
nmiu

Miss Laura Alice Foster and Ken Minoru Foye will be married on
Saturday, June 29, at 2 p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent
The bride-elect is the daughter of Glenn and Nancy Foster of Rt. 6,
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Conley of Murray and
Mrs. Marguerite Foster of Chesterton, Ind.
The groom-elect is the son of James and Doris Foye of Kaneohe,
Hawaii. He is the grandson of Wayne and Bernetta Foye of Crawfordsville, Ind.
Miss Foster, a 1984 graduate of Calloway County High School,
received her Bachelor of Science degree in Child Development in 1988
from Murray State University. She is a former teacher of Children's Center. University of Hawaii, Manoa.
Mr. Foye, a 1985 graduate of Castle High School, Kaneohe, Hawaii,
received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Biology in 1991 from the University of Hawaii, Manoa. He is a former soil chemist at the University of
Hawaii.
Harvard University was named
in 1639 for clergyman John
Harvard.

Dismissals
Mrs. Amanda Morrison and.stiaby
bin, 518 South Seventh St., Murray;
Mrs. Shanna Spiker and baby girl, Rt.
1, Box 470, Benton;
Mrs. Sherry Lynn Miller and baby
boy, At. 2, Box 14, Murray; Mrs. Teresa Snyder, At. 6, Box 53, Murray;
Mrs. Bonnie Douglas, Rt. 7, Box
1341, Mayfield; Mrs. Barbara Bucy, At.
1, Box 135C, Buchanan, Tenn.; Uoyd
Lewis, At. 1, Box 77-AA, Hazel;
Miss Nissa Mjos, At. 6, Box 77,
Murray; Mrs. Bettie Grooms, At. 2, Box
224A, Puryear, Tenn.; Jason Phillips,
At. 6, Box 530, Murray;
Mrs. Rhoda Southern, GAP 3, Box
4, Hilldale Apts., Hardin; Mrs. Ruby
Ann Lickert, At 1, Box 148,B, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Mable Yearry, At. 5, Box 557,
Murray; Mrs. Hilda Dick, At. 8, Box
105, Murray; Mrs. Clara Hendon, Rt. 5,
Box 363, Murray.

Crystal Suzanne Stallons, a 1991
graduate of' Calloway County
High School, has been awarded
the $500 Lynda Coleman Writing
Scholarship, the $750 Bank of
Murray Board of Directors Scholarship, the $500 Kentuckiana
Girl Scout Council Scholarship,
the $500 Murray Rotary Club
Scholarship, and the $500 Murray Lions Club Scholarship. She
is the daughter of Junior and
Patsy Stallons of Rt. 1, Dexter.
Stallons plans to attend Murray
State University to major in business and minor in Spanish.
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8 oz. Top
For
Every Day Sirloin Steak
This Week! Huge 12 oz.
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$50
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$25
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Free
Salad/Fruit
Dessert Bar
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By Popular Demand
Throughout Father's Day Week!
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Friday, June 14
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church Bible School/8:45 a.m.

Thursday, June 13
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.
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Hopkins installed 53rd club president

Warren K. Hopkins
Warren K. Hopkins, a Murray
attorney and assistant Calloway
County Attorney, became the 53rd
president of Murray Lions Club.
The installation service was at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church on Tuesday
evening, June 11. H.C. Sams,
incoming district governor of
Lions, conducted the installation.
This marked the 36th time the

Murray Lions have held their
installation program at South Pleasant Grove. Ladies of the church
serve the Lions and their spouses a
country style, dinner on the ground,
type meal each year.
Hopkins, a native of Calloway
County, graduated from Calloway
County High School and Murray
State University. He received his
Juris Doctorate degree from Salmon P. Chase College of Law at
Northern Kentucky University in
1982.
He is president of MurrayCalloway County Bar Association.
Hopkins, 34, lives with his wife.
Sally, and sons, Robert K., 5, and
Daniel J., 10 months, on Gatesborough Circle. The family attends
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
Hopkins succeqs George Kamavas as president of the Murray
Lions.
Other officers elected were Alvis
Jones, first vice president; Charles
Homra, second vice president;
David Hi third vice president;

Buel Stalls, secretary; James
Rogers, treasurer; Terry Hart, tail
twister; and Ed Pavlick, lion tamer.
Board members are Ronnie Pool,
Bailey Gore, Tommy Reid and
Tom Tompkins. Doug Crafton will
also serve on the board by virtue of
his appointment as membership
chairman.
Budl Stalls was awarded the
"Lion of the Year Award" for outstanding service to the club.

WMU and BYW
meet on Monday

TODAY'S CHILDREN are sociable but subject to mood swings. One
moment these Geminis are down in the dumps,the next moment happy-golucky. Science and foreign languages will bold special appeal for these
children. Their nervous energy will undoubtedly help them stay slim and trim.
They are unlikely to remain in one place or job for long. The ideal mate will
understand and sympathize with their need for frequent change.
1.il

Cam )beli resented award

WMU and BYW of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church met Monday, June 3, at 7 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Tonja Wells and Mary ,Bynum
gave report on last month's activities of the van ministry.
Eighteen children were taken to
Murray-Calloway County Park for
a devotional service and then to
McDonald's for lunch.
An average of eight home bound
persons are being taken tapes of the
Sunday services.
The church- is sponsoring some
of the girls to Acteen Camp at
Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly,
June 10-14.
Plans were made for Back Yard
Bible School June 10-14.
Twenty members Were present.
The next meeting will be Monday, July 1, at 7 p.m. at the church.

David L. Campbell of Murray, center, has received the 1991 President's Award for the College of Veterinary Medicine at Auburn University, Auburn, Ala. This award is given annually to the top student from
each of Auburn University's 13 colleges and schools. Campbell transferred to AU from Murray State
University. Among his numerous honors, he received the Hill's Pet Products Award and Scholarship, the
OTS Kentucky Scholarship, the Bethea McCall Scholarship and the Salsbury Foundation Scholarship. He
has been tapped for membership into Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Zeta honor societies. Campbell and his wife,
Tracey, left, live in Pensacola, Fla., where he is serving a preceptorship at Scenic Hills Veterinary Hospital. At right is J.T. Vaughan, dean of the AU College of Veterinary Medicine. Campbell is the son of
Kenneth Campbell of Baxter and Marilyn Burks of Holbrook, Ariz.

Y OU an now gel .1person4ued11411.\, horoscope from leant Dixon based on your own birth date. It A:tist,
S \XIII`, per minute Call I -40(1,48N-77t011

I "order jresist-if and updated copy of Jeane DOton's hest-selling book."Yesterday. Today and Forever:
How Astrology Can Help You Find VOW Place in God',Plan," send S11.95 plus SI postage and handling to
fhl1,11.
and Mt. Meet.P0 Ros 4 I qr150. Kansas City, Mo.454 141. Make checks payable In Andrews
And 1,1, Merl
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Your determination and hard work
will payoff handsomely. A class
reunion could reignite an old romance.
Influential people recognize your
special qualities in early fall. A
positive attitude will carry you to
new career heights in October. A
financial windfall is a distinct
possibility at Christmastime.
Romance introduces --Y-UU to a new
social circle early in 1992. Modifying
'your lifestyle next spring will make
you healthier and happier.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE:tycoon Donald Trump,
tennis champion Steffi Graf.
journalist Pierre Salinger,singer Burl
Ives.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Ulize morning hours to get in touch
with important clients. Influential
people will demand your time and
talents later in the day. Monitor your
spending but do not scrimp On the
basics.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Spend some time investigating anew
field or career. Cottage industries
prove especially lucrative now. An
investor is open to practical
suggestions. A special project will
succeed!
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
financial proposal could arouse strong
emotions.Talk calmly with everyone
involved, emphasizing the benefits
of cooperation. Spend more time
communing with natuw.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Keep your feet planted firmly on the
ground. Refuse to be distracted from
your work. A career tipange or new
home will bring gooa luck. Dress up
if going out this evening.
LE()(July 23-Aug. 22):Jealousy
can harm a personal relationship. A
child's needs should not take a,
hackseat to anyone.Team work brings
new financial success. Past mistakes
are forgiven by higher-ups. •
.'• VIRGO ( Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
financial hacker may try to dictate
what you should do in regard to other
business opportunities. Gratitude
should not cancel out common sense.
Avoid putting all your eggs in one
basket.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The
investment picture looks promising.
Speculate within reasonable limits.
Real estate offers may sound better
than they really are. A false accusation
will be disproved. Keep a tight rein
on your.temper.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.21):
Lighten up in your approach and you
will gain morecooperation from your
co-workers.Banish doom and gloom!
--A -college student is
encouragement from loyed ones at a
distance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Your healthy optimism will take
you a long way. Plan a romantic
weekend getaway for two and see if
you can leave work early. You need
to spend more quality time with mate.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
A great day to tie up loose financial
ends. An investment deserves closer
scrutiny. Defer to an expert's
judgment. Good luck and romance
come your way. Update your
appearance and wardrobe.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Act on an idea before someone else
does.A whole new c&reer is possible!
Loved one goesalong with your plans.
Romance is somewhat predictable
but not boring. You appreciate the
stability.
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): Reevaluate your financial goals. A close
friend has an idea that will benefit
both of you.Be open-minded.Give a
loved one the benefit of the doubt.

Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas and much more!
Custom Framing - Vacuum Mounting!- Shrink Wrapping

Come to SEAFOOD EXPRESS
on your
ay and-geryourage
as a percentage off your ticket.
Wan

preseni LID

SEAFOOD EXPRESS
SEAFOOD RESTAURANT & MARKET
Sun.-Sat. lla.m.-9p.m.

753-6149

Olympic Plaza

Evy Michalle Jarrett, right, is pictured with her parents, Gladys and
Odell Jarrett, on the campus of Duke University, Durham, N.C. Miss
Jarrett graduated May 12 from the School of Law at Duke University.
Also present for the graduation ceremonies were Jennifer Jarrett of
Anchorage, Alaska, and Jan and Steve Fricker of Lexington.

Reg. 24'to 96'
Graff, Russ, Lucia,
Leslie Fay, Catherine
Hall, Koret, That's Me

We are pleased to
announce that Dawn
Beasley, bride-elect of
Michael Dunnaway,
has made her domestic ,and household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Dawn and Michael
will be married June
22, 1991.

*Color Analysis

1/4.1/30„
Reg.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

32.°° to 64.°°
Dress & Casual Styles

•Skin Care &
Cosmetics

Lee Ann Rayburn

'Instant Image
Makeover

Call Allison' Photography
753-8809
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Pluperfect: Mr. Plutonium meets Mr. Pluto at anniversary
By JULIE AICHER
Associated Press Writer

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. —
When two men who changed the
world more than half a century ago
met for the first time Monday,
there was no mistaking them.
Glenn Seaborg, co-discoverer of
plutonium 50 years ago, was the
one with the periodic table of de-

ments on his tie.
And Clyde Tombaugh, who spotted the planet Pluto in 1930, was
the one wearing the Pluto watch —
Pluto the cartoon dog, that is.
"This watch has no hands, it has
paws," Tombaugh joked.
Seaborg, 79, and Tombaugh, 85.
met at Sandia National Laboratories after Seaborg gave a 50th
anniversary speech about the dis-

coery of plutonium and subSequent transuranic elements (those
with higher atomic numbers than
uranium).
Although the mood was light and
the jokes plentiful, the two men
were serious when they talked with
reporters about their
accomplishments.
"Plutonium plays such an
important role in the affairs of

and atomic symbol for plutonium.
man," said Seaborg, a Nobel PrizeHe said the symbol should be PI,
winning chemist.
The discovery of the heavy, not Pu, "but we just liked the roll
of the P-U better."
radioactive, man-made element led
They decided to name it after the
to the creation of the atomic bomb
.most
recently discovered planet, in
that was dropped on Japan to bring
an end to World War II. It also the spirit of uranium and neptunium, two previous elements on the
made it possible for nuclear reactors to be used to produce chart named after Uranus and
Neptune.
electricity.
But the group first considered
Tombaugh, the last person to
names such as extremium and ultidiscover a planet, said the question
people most often ask him is mium on the basis that the element
whether there's a 10th planet in our they discovered must be the heaviest possible to synthesize, he
solar system.
said.
"I don't think the prospects are
very good," he said. "Therejle.no
more planets Out there." -„'Tombaugh, who lives in MeSilla
Park, N.M., and is a professor
emeritus at New Mexico State University, discovered the ninth planet
while working at Lowell ObservatPADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
ory in Flagstaff, Ariz.
As Seaborg spoke to a Sandia head of Kentucky's public defender
labs audience, he mixed the com- system has been held in contempt
plexity of the search for transuranic of court and ordered to report to
elements with a dash of humor and jail June 22.
McCracken Circuit Judge Bill
sprinkle of his personal life.
He recalled the day he Graves found Paul Isaacs guilty of
announced that two transuranic ele- contempt Tuesday for failing to
ments had been discwered — and appoint a state-paid attorney to repit wasn't at a Northwestern Univer- resent Michael Kariakis, who is
sity chemistry conference Nov. 16, charged in the slaying of Nelda
Chumbler.
1945, as planned.
The victim was slain in DecemIt was a week earlier, when he
was a guest on the television show ber while visiting relatives in west"Quiz Kids!' and a child _asked ern McCracken County.
Kariakis, one of three charged in
him a simple question.
"One of them asked, 'By the the case, faces the possibility of the
way, have any new elements been death penalty if convicted.
Graves said Isaacs would remain
discovered?" he said. "I blurted
out 'Yes! Elements with the atomic in jail and be fined $100 a day
numbers 95 and 96,' and that was until he assigns someone to reprethe announcet1k to the world." sent Kariakis.
The public defender system that
Seaborg, a Ørofessor at the University of California-Berkeley and Isaacs heads provides state-paid
an author, joked about how he and attorneys for people who cannot
his colleagues arrived at the name afford to hire their own. There are

"Can you imagine how foolish
we would've looked?" he said.
He has since co-discovered nine
more transuranium elements such
as americium, berkelium, californium, einsteinium, fermium and
nobelium.
Seaborg said 109 elements have
been discovered, and he continues
to search for heavier elements
"because it's fun."
"It just basically leads to a better understanding of atomic structure and a better understanding of
nuclear structure, which is basic to
everything," he said.

Kariakis defender not named;
Isaacs held in contempt of court

Shannon Blanton, left, of Murray confers with counselor NtichelliYoung, a 1991 elementary education
graduate of Murray State University from Hopkinsville, at the first of four scheduled Summer Orientation
sessions on the campus June 4-5. Miss Blanton is the daughter of Hattie and Cleatus Blanton. The two-day
Summer Orientation sessions conducted by the Office of School Relations at Murray State are designed to
provide incoming freshman and transfer students and their parents With information about the university.
Sessions are also planned June 122-23, July 13-14 and July 23-24.

more than 100 attorneys statewide,
including seven in Paducah,
assigned to represent indigents.
Isaacs, who was at Tuesday's
hearing, said he'll try to stay out of
jail and avoid the fine by having
his attorney, Vince Aprile, file an
appeal with either the Kentucky
Court of Appeals or the Kentucky
Supreme Court. But no action was
taken Wednesday.
"We haven't got a copy of the
order," Isaacs said by telephone
Wednesday. " We won't know
how to proceed until we.get a copy
of the order."
Isaacs said he's had trouble in
the past trying to find an attorney
to represent an indig6t,ddendant
but its the first time he's beemheld
in contempt and ordered to jail.
Aprile said the contempt finding
by Graves was improper because
his instruction for Isaacs to find an
attorney for Kariakis waF impossible to carry out.
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47Eraperies, valances,
sheers, tiebacks, Shades.
Pick one of the 23 distinctive
Norman's of Salisbury custom
designs. or design your own
treatment. Come make your
selections. Or call 753-4834
for in-home service

35% off
.•
—
'
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It's the Lees Carpets sale of the year!
Save money on quality Certified STAINMASTER`m
carpet NOW during our Lees Authorized Dealer Sale.
We've got a wide selection of eye-pleasing styles
and textures for you to choose from in hundreds of
today's most desirable colors.
All Lees Certified STAINMASTER`m carpet in
this limited-time sale is guaranteed to resist stains,
protect against soil and reduce static. All these
quality carpets are manufactured to the exacting
standards that have made Lees the first choice
in carpet for more than seven generations of
American homemakers.
Come in today. See the best — and save the most!

it

Levolor Mini Blinds
and Pleated Shades

All Prices On Draperies & Blinds Include Installation.

FREE Estimates

•STAINMASTER ii cintanni 'owl,of DuPont Company

No Obli•ation
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"The Sound of Music" begins tonight
The curtain goes up tonight on
Playhouse in the Park's fifteenth
summer season of theater with,
"The loveliest musical imagineable..." (New York Telegram and
Sun, 1959). In 32 years the popularity of "The Sound of Music" has
not waned. Still, most have only
seen the movie.
Murray/Calloway County residents will have the opportunity
now to see the Broadway hit version including several songs that do
not occur in the film version.
Director Pat Clement and music
director Amanda Sims have
rehearsed a talented group of actors
and singers from our community
including 10 members of the Children's Theater Company, Intermission and the Young Actor's Guild.
An additional 10 members of these

groups comprise a good portion of
the running crews and front of
house operations for the production. "'The Sound of Music- is the
kind of musical that appeals to all
ages. It's been great to see so many
people of such various ages coming
together, working very hard and
with so much enthusiasm. This is
really what our community theatre
is all about," Clement said. She
added that because of the popularity of the show, advance reservations are very important to ensure
patrons an opportunity to see a performance. "Friday, June 14 has
already sold out and other dates are
booking fast."
To reserve seats for any Playhouse performance call the theater
at (502) 759-1752. Performances
continue each Thursday, Friday and

Saturday at 8 p.m. and each Sunday at 2 p.m. from now to June 30.
Advance reservations do not
require advance payment. You may
pick up and purchase your tickets
when you arrive for the performance; the box office opens 30
minutes prior to performances.
Tickets are S7 for adults, 56 for
senior citizens (65 years old and
up), $5 for students/children, or by
season ticket. Season tickets for the
1991 Summer Season are still on
sale and may be purchased at the
theater during the day, at a performance of "The Sound of Music" or
by calling the theater at (502)
759-1752.
Performances of "The Sound of
Music" are sponsored by Holiday
Inn of Murray.
The cast of Playhouse in the Park's production of "The Sound of Music" held one of their last rehearsals
Tuesday night before tonight's opening. Shown from left are nuns Gretchen Hines-Ward, Ann McKeel,
Oneida White and Margaret Boone.

UK writing workshop celebrates anniversary
The University of Kentucky's
Writing Workshop for People Over
57, the only continuing writing
workshop for older adults in the
country, will mark its 25th anniversary June 23-28,,,
Sponsored by the UK Council on
Aging/Donovan Scholars Program,
the workshop helps older adults
interested in writing explore their
talents.
Instructors for this year's conference are David Dick, director of
the UK School of Journalism, who
will teach non-fiction; George Ella
Lyon, a writer and teacher, will
conduct workshops on children's
literature, picture books and the
juvenile novel; and Jim Wayne
Miller, poet, essayist, professor of
German and a student of his native
Appalachian South, will serve as
the poetry workshop's leader.
Roberta James, director of the
workshop, said, "While being an
experienced writer is not a requirement, being interested in the craft

WEEKLY
PSENTin or 8uS.NESS COAoRrTEE FOR THE ARTS

Today through June 28
Exhibition - Fifty-seven
winning Kentucky photographs:
"Uncommon Views of the
Uncomrnonwealth," free, Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 4
p.m., Eagle Gallery, Murray
State University.
Tonight
Meeting - Camera Club, 7
p.m., Calloway County Public
Library.
June 13-16 and 20-23
Musical - "The Sound of
Music," 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday
and Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday, Playhouse in the Park.

.11m Wayne Miller

of writing and having the desire to
learn to write better are."
James said the age of 57 was
chosen when the workshop was
started in 1967 because it is about
halfway between 50, when people
start thinking about retirement, and
65. the typical retirement age.

Applicants for the workshop who
submit a copy of a manuscript in
one genre will receive a personal
consultation with a workshop leader. Cost is S125 per person for the
six-day workshop that will be held
at the Carnahan House, a conference center at UK.

I. (X) "NBA Finals Game 2," NBC, 16.1,
15.0 million homes.
2. (X) "NBA Finals Game 3," NBC, 15.7,
14.6 million homes.
3. (3) "Roseanne," ABC, 15.5, 14.4 million
homes.
4. (X) "NBA Finals Game 4," NBC, 15.2,
14.2 million homes.
5. (1) "Cheers," NBC, 15.0, 14.0 million
homes
6. (8) "Designing Women," CBS, 14.2, 13.2
million homes.
7. (6) "Murphy Brown," CBS, 14.0, 13.0
million homes.
B. (15) "Coach," ABC, 13.2, 12.3 million
homes.
9. (19) "In The Heat of the Night," NBC,
12.4, 11.5 million homes.

9. (2) "60 Minutes," CBS, 12.4, 11.5 million
homes.
11. (5) "A Different World," NBC, 12.2,
11.4 million homes.
12. (38) "Seinfeld," NEC, 12.0, 11.2 million
homes.
12. (13) "Unsolved Mysteries," NBC, 12.0,
11.2 million homes.
14. (6) "Bill Cosby Show," NBC, 11.9, 11.1
million homes.
15. (X) "China Beach," ABC, 11.8, 11.0
million homes.
15. (10) "Empty Nest," NBC, 11.8, 11.0
million homes.
15. (17) "Family Matters," ABC, 11.8, 11.0
million homes.
15. (35) "20-20," ABC, 11.8, 11.0 million
homes.
19. (20) "Major Dad," CBS, 11.7, 10.9 million homes.
20. (13) "Murder, She Wrote," CBS, 11.6,
10.8 million homes.
21. (15) "Full House," ABC, 11.3.
22. (24) "Doogie Howser, M.D.," ABC,
11.2.
22. (26) "Who's the Boss?," ABC, 11.2.
24. (10) "Golden Girls," NBC, 11.0.
25. (25) "Head of the Class," ABC, 10.9.
26. (71) "Primeume Live," ABC, 10.8.
27. (30) "False Witness" -"NBC Monday
Night Movies," 10.6.
28. (52) "All In The Family," CBS, 10.5.
28. (18) "Matlock," NBC, 10.5.
30. (54) "Anything But Love," ABC, 10.3.

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
•

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

-7

Auto
.
11 11.
.
01
Life
Home
*it
Health
Business
Annuities
A tradition in service
since 1981

Read the
want ads daily

Top 35 television shows announced
NEW YORK (AP)- Here are
the prime-time TV ratings as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
June 3-9. Top 35 listings include
the week's ranking, with full
season-to-date ranking in parentheses, rating for the week and total
homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating measures the percentage of the
nation's 93.1 million TV homes.

•

ARTS CALENDAR

David Dick

(602)

1 7
5-3-063
21
Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

30. (50) "Evening Shade," CBS, 103.
30. (36) "Perfect Strangers," ABC, 10.3.
33. (58) "Baby M," Part 2- "ABC Monday Night Movie," 10.0.
33. (32) "Growing Pains," ABC, 10.0.
35. (42) "Fresh Prince of Bel Air," NBC,

My Dad's
Far Above Par!

Riverboat needs
musicians, singers
for summer cruises
Musicians and singers are
needed for the "Paducah Jubilee"
river boat that will start cruises on
the Ohio River from the foot of
Broadway St. this summer. A variety of music will be presented on
the boat, including jazz, blues and
Dixieland. Call 1-554-7727 after 6
p.m. for an audition appointment,
or send tape to Whalers Catch,
306 N. 13th St., Paducah, Ky.
42001.

Suits and
Sportcoats

1/2 Price

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

Dress Pants
and Dress Shirts

30% 50% off
Men's Ties
-Large Group-

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

E,

1/2 Price
Alexander Julian®

Knits, Sportshirts
and Pants

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

25% off

CORN-AUSTIN®
Shorts
Solids & Plaids
Starting
at

Milierray Ledger & Times

FREE TIE!
A '20 Value

Knit & Golf Shirts
Starling

at

15

95
. ea.

14.95 ea.

With purchase of an
Alexander Julian
Chambray
Shirt (While Supplies Last)

20% off

Sportshirts
Plaids & Stripes
40.4*
R.9.

JUST ARRIVED!

Cool Socks Boxer Shorts
Braided Betts • Shoes
and Fresh Fragrances

24•95 ea.

Nylon Warm-Ups
59.95

DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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Chicago claims first NBA title with teamwork
"When you play a great team, you need everybody," Johnson said.
"We just couldn't overcome that hurdle."
But the Lakers got surprising contributions from rookies Elden Campbell and Tony Smith. Campbell had 21 points, exceeding his previous pro
high of 12, and Smith added 12.
**We knew there would be different personnel," Chicago coach Phil
Jackson said. "It took us about a half of the game to get ahold of the
ballgame."
Sam Perkins led the Lakers with 22 points and kept them in the game
down the stretch. Johnson had 16 points, 11 rebounds and 20 assists, one
shy of his own Finals record for assists. He did set a record for a fivegame Finals with 62 assists.
Johnson "put out a great effort," Los Angeles coach Mike Dunleavy
said. "I'm proud of the effort that our guys made ... especially the two
young guys."
Johnson was the first of several Lakers to visit the Bulls' locker room.
With both players in full uniform, he and Jordan hugged for 10 seconds.
It was one of sevsral times that Jordan fought a futile battle with his tears.
"This is one 6f the most emotional times for me," he said. "I tried to
hold it in, but it's hard."
Chicago lost only two of its 17 playoff games, and the sweep in Los
Angeles marks the second consecutive season the Western Conference
finalist has been victimized like that. Detroit won the title last Season in
five games by winning the last three in Portland.
But the homecourt didn't hold any' advantage for the Lakers, who finished second in the Pacific Division. then Surprised the Trail Blazers by
winning the Western finals in six games.
"When you get this far, you want to go all the way," Dunleavy said.
"But the team that beat us deserved to win. ... They made all the big
shots. They made the tough shots. They made the long shots."
Each team's biggest *lead in the first half was five points, and Los
Angeles led 49-48 at intermission. The Bulls led 70-62 midway through
the third quarter, but Los Angeles tied the game 80-80 going into the
fourth. With the Lakers ahead 88-86, Perkins was called for a flagrant foul and
(Coned on page 11)

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — Michael's moment was a moment to be
shared.
The best basketball player in the NBA finally was part of the best team
in the NBA. The shadow hovering over the Chicago Bulls disappeared as
surely as the Los Angeles Lakers' hopes.
"It should get rid of the stigma of being a one-man team," Michael
Jordan said. "My teammates have stepped up, and the stigma is
removed."
The Bulls won the first title in their 25-year history, and Jordan got his
first in his seven NBA seasons. They did it together by beating the determined but decimated Lakers 108-101 Wednesday night.
Jordan won the most valuable player award for the series. But it was
the Bulls who won four consecutive games after losing the opener.
"There's not one MVP on this team," Jordan said, "there's a bunch of
MVPs."
That was driven home dramatically in the ultimate triumph.
Scottie Pippen led Chicago with 32 points, the first time in the Bulls'
17 playoff games that Jordan wasn't their top scorer.
John Paxson buried jumper after jumper, scoring 10 of his 20 points in
the last four minutes as the Bulls pulled out of a 93-93 tie with a 15-8
run.
Bill Cartwright had a career playoff-high of seven assists, including the
one on Paxson's 19-footer that gave Chicago the lead for good, 95-93.
with 3:54 left.
Horace Grant contributed 11 points, six rebounds and two blocks.
And Jordan, of course, did his share — 30 points, 10 assists and five
'steals while playing the full 48 minutes.
"1 know we shocked a lot of people, but we did it. We as a team did
Jordan said.
'"You hear so much talk about him as an individual player,' the Lakers' Magic Johnson said, "but he's. proved everyone wrong with this
championship."
The Lakers nearly proved everyone wrong Wednesday night as they
came close to extending the series to a sixth game Friday night in Chicago. Starters James Worthy. with a sprained ankle, and Byron Scott with a
bruised shoulder, didn't play.

Magic, Lakers
gave it a fight
INGLEWOOD, Calif.(AP) —
Magic may have been upstaged
by Michael, but the originator of
Laker Showtime didn't make his
final bow after all.
Magic Johnson backed off
talk of retirement Wednesday
night and vowed to come back
next year, brushing off questions about whether his desire.
for a sixth championship had
waned.
"I'm hungry to win every
year I play," he said after the
Lakers' 108-101 loss gave the
Chicago Bulls the NBA championship. "Why would I play?
For money? If our team wasn't
hungry, we wouldn't be in the
championships, maybe not even
in the playoffs."
But for the second time in
three years, the Lakers fell short
in the Finals. During that time,
they have won just one game in
a Finals series, Game 1 against
the Bulls. Los Angeles was
swept by Detroit in the 1989
Finals and lost to Phoenix in the
second round last season.
(Coed on page 11)

Foul ball?
AL balks at expansion vote
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— Denver and Miami have a little
more waiting to do before they
finVy are approved as the National
League's expansion franchises.
The American League, still,
angry over last week's decision on
the division of expansion money,
refused Wednesday to take a final
vote over a hangup on how the new
clubs will draft players.
The eight-man major league
ownership committee unanimously
recommended approval earlier in
the day' and NL owners also voiced
unanimous approval in a straw
vote.
AL president Bobby Brown said
his league wasn't prepared to vote
now, but he expected AL owners
would approve within 30 days.
"I think Denver and Miami are
going to be approved by the two
leagues in very short order," commissioner Fay Vincent said.
The differences between the
leagues were highlighted when
Brown appeared alone at a news
conference. Vincent and deputy
commissioner Stephen Greenberg
appeared later with Pittsburgh
Pirates chairman Douglas Danforth.
head of the NL expansion
committee.
"There are a number of American League clubs that weren't

thrilled with the allocation of
money," Vincent said. "They're
unhappy. They will get over it."
Vincent decided last week that
AL teams will get S42 million of
the 5190 million in expansion fees
and that all major league teams will
contribute three players each to the
expansion pool.
Greenberg attended the AL
meeting and said he listened to
owners "venting steam, venting
displeasure."
Oakland general manager Sandy
Alderson said earlier he believed
the AL should reject the $42 million it would get from expansion
and not contribute players to the
talent pool. Vincent said that was
not an option and the decision was
final.
"It's not worth it," Alderson
said. "You get $3 million and look
at what you're giving up. It takes
about 52 million to develop the
average major league player."
California Angels president
Richard Brown appeared to agree
with Alderson's thinking.
"I wouldn't want to give up
three of our top 22 players for 53
million," he said.
H. Wayne Huizenga. who would
become Miami's owner, said the
delay "is obviously disappointing
to
II

E COURSE®
DALE CARNEGI
Now Forming
August Class

I
'Additional Self Confidence
'Communicate More Effectively
'Acquire a Better Understanding of 'Control Tension and Anxiety
'Remember Names
Human Relations
•Gain Leadership Abilities
Presented by Charles D Eubank di Assoc Inc
Dale Carnegie Founder
747 Oak Hill Road
Evansville, Indiana 47711-5369
I
"Accredited by the Council for Continuing Education 1. Training"
I
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Father's Day
Tanning Gift
Certificates
FOR FATHER'S ONLY

0Visits For
1

15

Offer Good Through Saturday, June 15
Get

Personal Attention From The New Management
At

Wolff System Tanning
Center
Olympic Plaza
753-WOLF

Murray State assistant coach Craig Morris spells out the rules for the annpal slam-dunk contest at the
Racer Basketball Camp last night. Former Racer player Greg Coble delighted the campers with a special
slamming exhibition after last night's contest.

San Diego gets Hurst off the hook
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Bruce
Hurst had to wait a little bit to see
if he'd improve to 7-3 and tie his
best career start.
Hurst did the unthinkable Wednesday night when he allowed
opposing pitcher Omar Olivares to
hit a two-out, two-run single in the
second inning.
But Hurst was the beneficiary of
a five-run, eighth-inning rally as
the Padres beat the SL Louis Cardinals 7-2.
"Other than that one pitch. I felt
all right," Hurst said. "I shook it
off by the next inning. In between
it wasn't a pretty sight."
Hurst allowed only four hits over
eight innings. He's given up only
eight earned runs (1.85 ERA) in his
last five starts, including Olivares'
two-run base hit.
"I was thinking, 'Here goes

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER
Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted Driving
Range
Miniature Golf..
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

3 00
3.00
2.00
1 75

50C

Lessons By Appointment.
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
753-1152
MURRAY, KY.

1
A

another pitching performance down in the eighth inning.
With Cris Carpenter (7-2) pitchthe drain," Padres manager Greg
Riddoch said. "He could have ing, Scott Coolbaugh led off the
ended up shutting them out."
Padres' eighth with a single. Jose
"It was not a good pitch," Hurst
Mota came in as a pinch runner
said. "It was just fiat and out a
and Thomas Howard pinch-hit for
changeup that I threw hard. He's a
Hurst. Howard lined a bunt to Cargood hitter, anyway. I was trying to
penter, but Bip Roberts' hit-andpitch him like a regular hitter, anyrun single. sent Mota to third, and
way, and just got a little careless. he scored the go-ahead run on
"Fortunately we came back in
Tony Fernandez's single.
the eighth and made it so it was a
Juan Agosto came on and allowlittle less painful."
ed an RBI single to Tony Gwynn
After allowing Olivares' single. and a two-run single by Tim
Hurst retired 14 straight batters
Teufel. Mark Grater allowed an
before Rex Hudler hit a bunt single
RBI single to Benito Santiago
in the seventh.
before getting the final two outs.
"After (Olivares' hit), it might
"You're trying to figure out how
have been the best changcup I've to get someone on and bunt him
had in a long time," Hurst said. over. Then all of a sudden, you're
"That really helped me. The ball down five runs," St. Louis manager Joe Torre said. "But we've
reacted the way it should."
done that to people, too. In fact, we
Hurst struck out four and walked
one. His 7-3 record matches his did it last night."
Olivares allowed the Padres only
best previous start, in 1989.
three straight singles in the second,
Olivares pitched well for seven
but San Diego used those hits to tie
innings, but the bullpen collapsed
the game at 2. He threw seven
innings for his longest outing of
the season. His previous best was 5
2-3 innings Friday in a 5-2 loss to
San Francisco.
Olivares is a rookie who used to
pitch in the Padres' organization.
"I was very excited," said Olivares, who was facing the Padres
for the first time.
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Compare your insurance
coverage with our HOME
DEFENDER Policy. .at
low preferred rates

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
211 S. 12' St

753-3415

States Auto
Insuranc•
Companies

David
RAMEY
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The loss of Mo Soltani to
softer in Murray and Calloway
County is unmeasurable, but the
loss of the person is even a
greater one.
Soltani, the popular assistant
coach of the Murray High Tiger
soccer team, died in an automobile accident early Saturday
morning. He was 36. Life, and
death, isn't fair.
Rocky Shapla, a fellow coach
with Soltani and James Weatherly, mourns for his friend.
"It's such a tremendous loss,"
Shapla said. "He had that special gift to touch people's lives.
We're not just talking about the
kids on the Murray High varsity
team either. We're talking about
the kids in the recreational
program and in the school. I've
never been around someone who
had the kind of affect. on lives
that he did."
Mo was a kind, caring person
and those who knew only the
intense coach on the sidelines
were cheated. This was a man
who was concerned about kids
driving around on prom night,
and opened his home up to
them. This was a man who was
so deeply moved by the pain
and suffering during the Ethiopian famine that he used his
considerable sculpting talents to
create touching bronze portraits.
Works of art that show the
deep and intense pain that he
felt for their plight — the same
_kind of pain that people who
loved Mohamad Soltani are feeling right now.
"This has really hit all of us
hard," Weatherly said. "Mo was
someone who just had such a
tremendous impact with the
kids. And not just the kids in
the soccer program. He was just
such a giving person. His
knowledge of soccer wasn't the
important thing. The relationships he had with the kids was
what made him so special."
During the five years he was
associated with the Murray High
soccer program, the Tigers were
76-19 and won two regional
tournaments. But the records
and the accomplishments are
secondary to the hundreds of
young people whose lives he
shaped and molded.
Many of those young people
packed the chapel of the funeral
home in a memorial service
Sunday night.
"It's hit the kids rather hard,"
Weatherly said. "They're all just
devastated. There's really not
much you can say. We've told
them that he would want them
to go on with their lives."
Mo, on the sidelines, was
intense. As intense as I have
ever seen a coach. He was
always yelling. Demanding perfection from players and
officials. But his competitive
presence on the sidelines didn't
hint at the kind of friend he
was to people like Rocky
Shapla.
"He was so competitive and
tried to instill that kind of
competitive nature in the kids,"
Shapla said. "He wanted them
to be the best they could. But
when it was over, it was over.
Off the field, he was such a
deep and caring person. He
only saw the good in the kids.
And it wasn't just soccer kids.
He would help a kid who was
struggling to stay in school.
The kids respected him. There
was such a bond between
them."
Now, the kids, Shapla and
Weatherly, and all the other
people he touched, must deal
with the loss of a great friend
and fellow coach.
Friends may contribute to a
special Mohamad Soltani scholarship fund at Murray High
School.
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Heart
Winners from the Americanweek
at
Association tournament last
(from left):
the Murray Country ClubRayburn
Top left photo, Allen winners; and
Ed
Adam Grogan, overall second overHely and James Venable,
all. Top right photo, Ethlene McCallon
overall
and Wanda Brown, women'sFike
and
winners. Right photo, Bobby
Julian Rogers, senior winners.

BASKETBALL
Any Calloway County Middle School
seventh -grader who would like to attend
a team camp at Murray State the last
week of June must attend a meeting on
Saturday, June 15h at 10 am at the
CCMS gym For more information, contact Joe Stonecipher at 753-0392

SOFTBALL
An open invitational softball tournament
is scheduled for July 4-6 at the Trigg
County Recreational Complex in Cadiz in
a welcome home Desert Storm celebration. Entry fee is $100, and deadline is
June 25. For more information, call
502-522-3161

RUNNING
Adam Lanning and Barry Knight have
had plenty success recently in Triathlon
action Lanning, age 61, won first place
in his hometown in the men's over-60
division at the Memphis in May Triathlon
Knight, took second in the open division
at the Cummings Triathlon in Cummings,
Ga., and second at the Mach-Tenn
Triathlon in Tullahoma, Tenn He also
won the Bank Florida Fitness Challegne
in Naples, Fla on June 2

BASEBALL
The Cincinnati Reds will be conducting a
tryout camp for boys ages 16-22 at Paducah Community College on Thursday.
June 20 This includes sophomores and
juniors in high school American Legion
players must have written permission for
the post commanders The camp will
begin at 9 a m
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Lynn Grove Feed and Seed/Allison
Photography defeated McKnight and Son
Sawmill, 18-2 in Kentucky League play
Tuesday. Mike Hudson and Jeremy
Workman each pitched for the winners,
while Workman tripled and homered
while Wesley Smith doubled

PARK LEAGUE
In Park League play, Kopperud Realty
defeated Ryan Milk 26-7 Tuesday night
John Kopperud led the winners with four
hits including two homers while Brandon
Morris and Charles Scott each had four
hits and homered Justin Maynard and
Derek McCallum each had three hits.
while Jacob Payne, John Garfield, Matt
Duke, Mitch Woods, Derek Stalls, and
Rodney Emerson all had two hits while
Brian Hopkins doubled For Ryan Milk,
Chase Wallace had three hits, and Brett
Storey and Mitchell Smith each had two
hits
•Willie Morris, of B P. East Main, was left
off a report in Wednesday's Ledger and
Times. Willie doubled and singled in the
BP win

COLT LEAGUE
Taco John's defeated Bank of Benton 6-5
in Colt League play Tuesday Mitch McClain went the distance for the win, and
struck out 11 Casey Williams had three
hits with two doubles while Greg Wall
doubled and T J Myhill had two singles

BASEBALL
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Former San
Francisco pitcher Dave Dravecky will
have his left arm amputated next Tuesday to alleviate chronic infection and
nerve damage in the arm, the Giants
announced The surgery will be performed at Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center in New York Dravecky,
35, has underdone three previous opera
lions to remove cancerous tumors from
the arm, most recently in May 1990
SANTA MONICA, Calif (AP) — It took
a year to work out, but the Montreal

SCOREBOARD

Chicago claims ...

(Cont'd from page 10)
Pippen's two foul shots tied the game at 88. The Bulls retained the ball
and Jordan's 10-footer put Chicago ahead 90-88 with 7:30 to go. But the
Lakers fought back.
A free throw by Smith and a layup by A.C. Green gave them a 91-90
edge, and Campbell's dunk boosted the lead to three points with 6:35
remaining. But Los Angeles went scoreless for nearly the next four
minutes.
Meanwhile, Pippen hit a 3-pointer to tie the game at 93. Then Jordan
had two steals before Paxson put the Bulls ahead to stay with his
19-footer.
"I was able to find some openings and my job is to shoot the jumpers," said Paxson, who made 9 of 12 shots. "Magic had to worry about
Michael and Scottie, so that left me with some room."
Paxson then hit an 18-footer on a feed from Jordan and a driving layup
that made the score 99-93 with 3:03 remaining. A hook by Perkins broke
Los Angeles' cold spell with 2:44 to go.
Chicago went ahead 103-96 on a layup by Jordan and a jumper from
the top of the key by Paxson surrounding a Perkins free throw. Again, the
Lakers charged back.
Perkins hit two free throws, a short jumper and another foul shot to
close the gap to 103-101 with 1:13 left. But Paxson came through again
with an 18-footer with 58 seconds to play, and Johnson missed a 3-pointer
with 35 seconds to go.
The Lakers were forced to foul the rest of the way, and Pippen hit two
two free throws and Jordan one to close out the scoring.
"Three to four years ago we depended on Michael to pull games out
for us down the stretch," Paxson said. "That was unfair to him. That's
why it was satisfying for us to be able to win the championship as a
team."
"They played like champions," Jordan said of the Lakers, who won
the NBA title in five of the previous 11 seasons. "Magic is not going to
go down without a fight."
Expos finally have a new owner The
The Lakers scored more than 100 points for the first time in the series.
National and American Leagues gave
It
was only the second time in 17 playoff games that the Bulls allowed
final approval to the sale that tranfers the
more than 100. They set an NBA playoff record by allowing 92.2 points
team from Charles Bronfman to a group
headed by Calude Brochu, the club's
per game, breaking Detroit's mark of 92.9 Set in 1989.
president Brontman had owned the club
Los Angeles set a record for fewest points in a five-game Finals series
since it entered the league as an expanwith an average of 91.6.
sion franchise in 1969 The price of the
sale has been reported at $100 million in
"We had five new guys and a new coach," Lakers center Vlade Divac
Canadian currency
said. "Next year we will be much better."
"We played a pretty good game," Smith said, "except for a few misGOLF
takes at the end."
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A ruling in
In the end, ,the Bulls became the first team since Portland in 1977 to
federal appeals court has overturned the
win
the Finals in their first appearance.
PGA Tour's ban on irons with squareThey filed into their locker room, and Jordan knelt in a circle of his
shaped "U" grooves The 9th U S Circuit
Court of Appeals said Karsten Manufac
teammates. Then they all huddled, put their arms around each others'
tunng Co of Phoenix, which makes the
and recited "The Lord's Prayer."
shoulders
and
irons,
square-grooved Ping Eye-2
Then the shout went up, "Yeah, yeah."
players who use them had raised serious
questions about the PGA Tour's proceLater, Jordan sat on a bench with the championship trophy in his arms,
dures in ordering the ban, the most seriwife Juanita on his left and his father James on his right. His mother
his
players
allowed
ous being that the PGA
approached and she looked into her son's eyes.
Dolores
manucompeting
who had contracts with
facturers to take part in one of the votes
"It's what we worked for so long," she whispered.
The 3-0 ruling allows players to continue
Jordan covered his face and ,cried.
to use the clubs in tournaments The
very proud for Llie team. I'm very proud for my family," he said.
"I'm
a
until
effect
in
remain
to
injunction is
trial determines whether the ban would
"We finally capped it off after seven years."
be legal. The PGA Tour's Policy Board
voted to ban the clubs from its regular
and senior tours, effective in January 1990 But U S District Judge Paul
Rosenblatt of Phoenix issued a preliminary injunction, requested by nine players
and the clubs' manufacturer, blocking the
ban two weeks before it was to take
effect
DENVER (AP) — LPGA player Heather Farr, who is suffering from a recurrence of breast cancer, has undergone a
successful operation to have a tumor
removed from her skull Farr underwent
five hours of surgery Tuesday at the University of Colorado Hospital The
26-year-old Farr was first diagnosed as
having breast cancer in July 1989 and
had a mastectomy. Earlier this year, she
underwent surgery to remove a tumor
from her back and also had a bonemarrow transplant

BASKETBALL
PORTLAND, Ore (AP) — The 1992
U S. men's Olympic team will make its
debut in Portland next year in the first
Tournament of the Americas. The competition. featuring a U S squad that will
include NBA stars for the first time, will
determine the four teams from the Western Hemisphere that will participate in the
1992 Barcelona Games The competition
will feature 26 games, six involving the
United States, from June 27 through July
5, at Memorial Coliseum Other countries
to be represented are Canada, Cuba,
Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico, Argentina,
Brazil, Uruguay and Venezuela
DETROIT (AP) — Chuck Daly has
agreed to a contract extension to coach
the Detroit Pistons through the 1991-92
season, the team announced. Daly
signed a two-year contract last summer
which included an option for the 1991-92
season He had 15 days after the playoffs concluded to decide whether he
would return next season

GENERAL
NEW YORK (AP) — The National said
it was halting an ambitious 17-month
effort to become the nation's first allsports daily newspaper, buried under
punishing losses and dogged by problems in attracting paying customers The
newspaper, controlled by Mexican media
baron Emilio Azcarraga, said it would
cease publication with today's issue The
final edition carried the banner headline.
"WE HAD A BALL" with 'The fat lady
sings our song," written underneath
Frank Detord, the editor and publisher,
said the newspaper lost about $100 million That was about as much as it had
been reported Azcarraga was prepared
to spend over the five years that it was
expected to take to become profitable

The absences of James Worthy,
out with a „sprained ankle, and
Byron Scott, who had a bruised
shoulder, were overshadowed by
the performances of Campbell and
Smith, who had seen little action in
the series.
Scott, who had averaged only 4.5
points in the Finals, and Worthy,
who was averaging almost 20
points a game, sat on the bench in
suits.
Campbell, who had two points in
the series and didn't play in Games
1 and 4, scored 21 points in 27
minutes.
Smith hadn't scored in the playoffs and did not play in the Finals
until Game 4. He averaged only 1.3
minutes in the Western Conference
finals against Portland and played a
total of four minutes in the series
against Golden State.
"We were going good and got
the running game going," Smith
said. "We added a little quickness
to the lineup."

Exhaust Systems

"SWING FOR THE GREEN"
at the
1991 Racer Golf Classic

For All Your
Automotive Exhaust
Needs...

When: Tuesday, June 18, 1991
Time:

1:30 p.m. shotgun start

Place:

Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course
*** Hwy 280 off Hwy 94
East of Murray city
limits.

$5000 Entry Fee Includes
Cart Rental, Green Fee, Meal

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
BILL RAYBURN

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.

762-6813

514 South 12th Street

-.•-••••

753-8355

901 Sycamore

David King
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Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pet
'W
542
27
32
Totonto
526
27
30
Boston
483 36
30
28
Orion
463 4./.
2.9
25
New Yon
439 6
32
25
Mitivaukee
IrtS
393
34
22
Cleveland
357 10,4
36
20
Batortior•
Wiest Divis)on
GB
W
I. Pct
610
23
36
Oakland
576 2
25
34
Monesota
569 24
25
33
Calitornia
4'/,
534
27
31
Seethe
528 5
25
28
Texas
500 6/.
28
28
Chicago
OA
464
30
26
Kansas City
Wednesdays Games
Oakland 3 Detroit 1
Stunts 5. Boston 3
1.6hvauliee S Californta 0
Kansas City 9, Flattimors 8 10 innings
Toronto 1. Cleveland 0
1.4nnesota 6. NOVI Yon 3
TIMIS 4. Chicago 2
Thursday's Games
Kansas Cnv (ACcier 3-7) at Balloore IR Smith
3-0J, 6 35 p m
Toronto (Key 9.2) at Cleveland (Nagy 2-6), 635
P.m
New York CM wai 0-0) at kilInnesota iS ndison 9-2)
706 pm
Chicago (Hibbard 4-4) at Touts (Alexander 3-1)
7:35 Pm

F
90r

HE

Detroit (Terreu 3 Eo at Seattle (Dialucia 6-3). 905
m
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct,
W
L
655
19
36
Pittsburgh
536
26
30
Ilkew York
27
526
30
Si Louis
500
29
29
Chicago
431
33
25
1.4ontrsal
431
33
25
a
)
PhoMdtpipn
West Division
GO
Pct
W
L
579
24
33
Los Angeies
2
545
25
30
At:anta
517
29
31
San Otego
509 4
29 28
Cincinnati
397 107.
35
23
Houston
390 11
36
23
San Francisco
Wednesday's Games
Francisco
Chicago 6 San
Montreal 10, Cinannal 9 •
Pittsburgh 2 Los Angeles 1
Atlanta 6 New York
Houston 3, Philadelphia 2
San D.go 7, St Lam 2
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (T Wilson 2-4) al Chicago (Scanlan
2-2), 120 pm
Philadelphia (Da.issus 2-2) at Houston (Kile 0-1),
1 35 pm
Loa Angeles (Belcher 6-4) at PInsburgh (Tornhn
3-2). 205 pm
St LOWS (Tewksbury 4-2) at San Diego (Peterson
2-1 or Hamrna•or 0-0), 305 r)
Cincinnati (Hammond 3-5) at Montreal (Barnes
0-21 635 pm
Atlanta (P.Smrth 0-0) an New 'fork (WNtehurst 3-2).
6 40 pm

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

1 So. SYCAMORE

D
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
Friday's, 2 - 9 PM
JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL DINING EVENIts)G
WITH A NIGHTTIME MENU OF:
•Rudy's Fried Chicken•All You Can Eat Fish
Dinner-Ribeye Steak Dinner-Delicious BO
Ribs•Fried Shrimp Special-Fludy's Famous
Plate Lunches
Enjoy "A Taste Of Home Cooking" With

US.

Hours: Mon. - Thurs. 5:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Friday 5:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Closed Sat. & Sun.

753-1632

Murray

Court Square

(Aliv

it

dq,3-

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

3RD
1985 Chevrolet
Astro Van
Ot $4,987

180

law Month
30 Months

Tan & Blue, 94,xxx mi, Air, AM-FM
Cassette, Custom Aluminum Wheels, 5Passenger

1983 Chevrolet
Astro Van

753-0489

6th & Main

MSU athletics and the new
Regional Special Events Center.
/- LA ClIppor Jeff Martin Is Tournament Guest of Honor

..r.•••
-.0•••••••••••••a.s.

'Your more than one company agency."

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

$15.00 Optional Contest Entry

I-Mart

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Ross Insurance Agency
Lar7

This six-person scramble tournament will benefit

Installer and Manager
of Complete Exhaust Systems

ri.
Sat.
43

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Magic,Lakers
(Cont'd from page 10)
In Game 5, with two of their
starters out, the Lakers were given
little chance of winning, yet they
played perhaps their best offensive
game. Aided by 33 points from
rookies Elden Campbell and Tony
Smith, the Lakers kept it close until
the final minutes.
"Their *arts kept them in the
game," Mkhael Jordan said of the
Lakers, who set a record for fewest
points in a five-game Finals, averaging 91.6.
"I knew Magic was not going to
go down without a fight."
He didn't. Notching his second
triple-double of the series, Johnson
had 20 assists, one short of the
NBA Finals record he set against
Boston in 1984.
Lakers owner Jerry Buss no
doubt breathed easier after Johnson
said he would return next season.
On Tuesday, he said he would take
a few weeks this summer to consider retiring.
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Ot13$5,987

216

Per Montt
30 Months

Blue, 77,xxx mi , Air, Power Windows,
Power Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Intermittent
Wipers, AM-FM Cassette Captains
Chairs, 7-Passenger

1986 Dodge
Caravan LE
$6,987

118

'

Per Month
36 Months

Red, 79,xxx mi , Air, Tilt, Cruise Intermit
tent Wipers, AM-FM Cassette, 7-Passen
ger

1988 Plymouth
Voyager SE
tee '8,987

225

Per Month
wa Months

White, 50,xxx mi , Air,' AM FM Stereo,
Tilt, Cruise, Intermittent Wipers 7-Passenger
Payments based on 14.99 APR with 101 down
See:
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert
Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden.
Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran,
Gen Pim

On

equal trade equity plus tax &

TOYOTA

OF MURRAY INC.

liC•flef

515 S 12th St
Murray. Ky.

753-4961
Open unt!1
7 p m Ng
KY 1-800-599-036S

•
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Little drummer boy

Senate subcommittee working
on solving town's erosion problem
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
.,:nate subcommittee has taken a
"critical first step" toward solving

an erosion problem that threatens
part of Hickman, said U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.

Allergy 8 Asthma Clinic
of
West Kentucky
RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D., P.S.C.
Announces new and extended hours
Monday thru Thursday:
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 - 12:00 noon
Injection!: given on Mon. & Wed only
8:00 am - 11:45 a.m.
1 -00 pm - 545 p m
(502) 753-7451
Route #2, Box 39
Murray, Kentucky 42071

The Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water on
Monday authorized a budget
amendment that, if approved by
Congress and the president, would
allow the U.S. Army Caps of
Engineers to spend up to $250,000
to study the problem.
The recommendation must be
approved by the full committee, the
Senate and House. McConnell was
optimistic it will become part of
the 1991-92 budget.
"The chances are good that very
soon we'll be able to begin the
study," McConnell said. "For the
first time we'll be able to figure
out the magnitude of the problem.
how much it's going to cost to fix
it and how quickly we need to act
to fix it."
Corps engineers inpsected the
bluffs in August, but couldn't
begin a formal study without
authorization. Sliding a year ago
consumed a 20-by-35-foot section
of Magnolia Street and has also
crept within 50 feet of two homes.
Erosion also threatens two
500,000-gallon water tanks and
city buidings housing fire, police
and other services.
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Two-year-old Alex Kuhn, of Columbus, Ohio, played his drum along with Bill Gay, left, of Lexington, Ky.,
and Andrew Endsley of Perrysburg, Ohio, at a Civil War encampment Sunday at Shakertown near PleasAssociated Press photo
ant Hill, Ky.

enton & Poducah * * * Fleming — Benton

Poducoh54 Astronauts awakened
a• to fix faulty freezers

Sofas, Loveseats, Recliners, Tali,les, Lamps, Accessories, Bedroom Suites, Dining Room Sui es, Dinettes, Sectionals, Mattresses & Box Springs, Sleeper Sofas, Entertainment Centers,
Night Stands, Desks, Etc.... By Broyhill, Thomasville, Lanes,
La-Z-Boy (Benton Only),Seal Cochrane, Klaussner, Barclay
and many more famous Nam :2 Brands. All at one Discount.

0

%All Floor Samples

Hurry for Best Selection.

Every Piece Sol
- Professional Decorato
Your Broyhill L
Thornesville
Shopping Center
of the South

ns FurnuturC Inc

BENTON, KY.
305 N. Main St.
(142)127 3,111I
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SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) Wednesday.
"Yeah, if this continues to hap— Astronauts aboard space shuttle
Columbia were awakened four pen, that's probably what we'll be
times overnight — three times to doing," came the reply.
Mission manager Dan Womack
work on two troublesome freezers
and keep blood and urine samples said Wednesday that the freezer
collected during the flight from trouble had not damaged the
samples.
spoiling.
"They're still frozen and they're
"Sorry, guys, but it's our only
hope for saving these samples still protected," he said.
The astronauts have been have
tonight," Mission Control told
commander Bryan O'Connor and been monitoring the various systems in the body and collecting
crewman James Bagian.
Despite the crew's efforts, the -blood, urine and saliva samples to
freezers still were not working understand the effects of weightright when the astronauts got up lessness on the body.
NASA said the information is
this morning to start what is
expected to be their final full day needed in planning longer missions
and to understand space motion
in orbit.
"We're still having trouble with sickness, an ailment that affects
3
the refrigerator-freezer units," many astronauts.
a
At times the astronauts have also
Mission Control told O'Connor
after awakening the astronauts 90 sat blindfolded in a turning chair,
minutes later than usual so they stared into a rotating dome while
wearing marked contact lenses and
could sleep in.
The astronauts were instructed to strapped on neck collars.
leave the doors of both Spacelab
Besides the two refrigeratorfreezers closed, put today's urine freezers in Spacelab, there is one
samples in a middeck locker and icebox in the middeck of the crew
leave today's blood samples in a compartment. It was turned off eartray on the work bench. Ground
lier this week because of a foul
controllers sent up a new list of odor, but it could be reactivated if
repair procedures.
both lab freezers fail.
By midmorning, Bagian had
The shuttle is scheduled to land
completed the first step to cool the Friday morning at Edwards Air
empty freezer so the samples can Force Base, Calif. Four of the
be transferred there later in the seven crew members will stay at
day. The crew then could work on the desert base for a week of tests
• the freezer that currently holds all on how they readapt to gravity.
the specimens but had been heating
In preparation for landing, the
up.
astronauts plan to close Columbia's
The astronauts, meanwhile, per- payload bay doors a half-hour earformed more breathing tests to lier than normal because of a loose
monitor lung function in door seal.
If the seal prevents the doors
• weightlessness.
.
3
The first wakeup call came about from shutting tightly, the mission
will be extended one day for a
11:30 p.m. Wednesday to fix a
water-dispensing line that serves spacewalk to fix the problem. The
rat cages aboard the shuttle. Col- shuttle could burn up during its
fiery entry into the atmosphere if
umbia is carrying 29 rats.
Around midnight the astronauts the doors aren't closed tight.
were awakened to work on two
faulty freezers inside the shuttle's
medical laboratory.
During a later visit, Bagian got
one empty freezer running while
the temperature continued to climb
in the other freezer, which contained the samples collected from
WASHINGTON (AP) — More
the astronauts during their medical
than half of the nation's cable TV
research mission.
Bagian was awakened again systems could be subject to local
about 3:40 a.m. to move the sam- price regulation under rules being
ples from one freezer to the other. considered by the Federal CommuEngineers suspect the cooling nications Commission.
The commission scheduled a
coils and vents on the freezers are
being blocked by ice. Earlier, vote today to revise rules that curNASA said lint might be blocking rently exempt about 97 percent of
the nation's 9,600 cable systems
the vents.
Because of the temperature prob- from regulation.
The FCC is considering a Bush
lems, the astronauts have had to
move the blood and urine samples administration-backed proposal that
back and forth between the freez- would allow only systems facing
ers, using one freezer while they competition from at least six overdefrost the other. The problems the-air broadcast stations to avoid
began the second day of the flight. regulation.
Such a proposal, if adopted,
"Can we plan on just playing
musical refrigerators, then, through would give local governments conthe end of the mission?" O'Connor trol over the prices charged by
asked Mission Control on about 60 percent of cable systems.

FCC considering
price regulation
for some systems

STATE AUTO OFFERS SOMETHING SPECIAL
Its the Auto/Home Discount with Special,
reduced rates if both your car and home
are insured with the State Auto Companies. Find out how much your savings
can be
Dan McNutt, AAI
RoprosontIng
st•or• Arlo
' 1•••••••••••
C•••••••••
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Alabama man

Mrs. Ethel Isabelle Isabel

Device might
have saved men
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charged in case

MAYFIELD — A worker at the
Purchase District Fair was arrested
Wednesday morning and charged
with burglarizing King's Flower
art County, Tenn. The Rev. Jimmy Shop in Mayfield, according to a
Mrs. Ethel Isabelle Isabel, 97,
Allison officiated.
Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn., died
published report.
McEvoy Funeral Home of Paris,
Monday at 10:45 p.m. at West
Lonnie Wayne Brummitt, 37, of
Tenn., was in charge of Athens, Ala. has been charged with
View Nursing Home, Murray.
arrangements.
Born Sept. 30, 1893, in Earle,
third-degree burglary in connection
Ark., she was the daughter of the
with a Monday night robbery at the
late Jacob Robertson and Dora Carflower shop.
ter Robertson.
Someone broke a shop window
She was married July 7, 1912, to
to gain entry, pried open a file
Hampton Marshall Isabel who died
cabinet and took approximately
KINGS MILLS, Ohio (AP) —
March 31, 1976. Also preceding
$1,400 in cash and checks in a gray
Two men electrocuted in an amuse- metal box inside a bank bag. A
her in death were three sons, Irving
ment park pond probably would be clerk told police Brummitt was in
Isabel, June 20, 1985, Thomas
alive today if an inexpensive safety the shop Monday evening when she
Isabel, April 28, 1974, and Lemuel
device sold in most hardware stores put the box into the file cabinet.
Isabel, Feb. 28, 1917.
had been installed, a federal safety
Mrs. Isabel was a member of a
Brummitt, a sub-contracted
official said.
Baptist Church at Earle, Ark.
employee working in carnival
The two men were electrocuted games at the fair this week, was
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Anna Mae Herrington, by a faulty electrical pump Sunday questioned by police, and a search
Jessup, Md., Mrs. Jeanette Glas- at Kings Island Amusement Park of his car and his motel room
gow, Springville, Tenn., and Mrs. while trying to rescue a man who determined he did not have any
fell into a pond next to the park's money. But during surveillance
Janice Camp, Memphis, Tenn; one
son, David M. Isabel, Big elifty, beer garden. The man suffered an later that night, police observed
Ky.; 15 grandchildren; 26 great- electrical shock but survived.
Also Sunday, a woman fell to
grandchildren; six great-greather death from the park's Flight
grandchildren.
Graveside rites were today at 10 Commander ride. That accident
was under investigation. Both the
m. at Wofford Cemetery in Stewride and the beer garden attractions
were closed pending completion of
BARDWELL — The Carlisle
the investigations.
County grand jury will hear
William Murphy, local director charges next week against two
of the U.S. Occupational Safety Bardwell men accused of shooting
and Health Administration, said at the home of Sheriff Will Ben
Prices as of9 a.m.
that the pond's aerator pump had Martin.
7")
been inadequately grounded and
During hearings Wednesday, dishad a broken ground prong and an trict judges found probable cause to
oversized circuit breaker.
Industrial Average--...........-4.;)
send the cases of Gary B. Polivick
Previous Close ............... 42961.99)
The amusement park was not and Lloyd W. Todd to the June 20
Air Products..................681/2 immediately cited for safety grand jury, according to a pub( A.T.C. Class A ............. 377/s - 'Is i
violations.
lished report.
AT&T „.----.-......_.„363/s • 1/s
"If that system had been in
They are charged with criminal
Bank of Murray
160B 1
place and if it had been working,
Bell South
A7unc) we probably wouldn't be here mischief and wanton endangerment
in connection with a May 5 inciBriggs & Stratton
31s/s - 1/2
today," he said.
dent during which someone fired
.141/4unc
Chrysler.
Killed were Darryl Robertson, upon Martin's home with a semiCSX Corp................. 451/1 • 0/.
20, of Hamilton, a park security automatic rifle and pistol. A serDean Foods
451/4 • 1/s
guard, and William Haithcoat, 21, vice station and a convenience
Dollar Gee. Stores..........141/sunc
of Cincinnati.
(Exxon ........................ 577/1 + 1/s I
store in Bardwell were also
The third man, Tim Binning, 20, damaged by gunfire later that
Ford35 • 1/4 )
General Motors........
423/sunc i
of Mariernont, was listed in good night.
'Goodrich..........-..........-391/s + 1/s
condition.. Oi ficials of the park
Todd, 19, was arrested by state
I Goodyear
331/8 • 1/s
northeast of Cincinnati said it police in La Center three days after
I.B.M.—.--.-----_.1005/s . 7/s
wasn't clear how Binning got into the shooting. Police said witnesses
50unc
Ingersoll Rand
the pond.
provided a description of his car.
K-Mart..---..........--.....363/s • 1/2
He is charged with two counts of
Ky. Utilities......................221/sunc
first degree wanton endangerment,
Kroger
21 1/4 + 1/4
LG & E Energies..- 401/1 + 1/1
one count of first degree criminal
t McDonalds
337/1 1/s'
mischief and two counts each of
i J.C. Penney
)
53711 + 'I,
second-degree criminal mischief
s, Quaker Oats...............61s/s + II/2
and third degree criminal mischief,
Federal•State Market News Service June 13, 1991
401/4 + 1/2
Sears
4
Includes
police said.
Report
Market
llog
Area
Kentucky Purchase
Snap-on Tools
301/4 + 1/4
Buying gallons Recelp bt Act. 185, Est. 550 Harrows &
Polivick, 33, was arrested five
Ginosteady to .50 higher Sows steady to IOU lower.
621/2 - 1/4
Texaco
$523033.00
after the shootings by police
days
---.
US 1•2 230.250
...
-149.50.52.00
US 1.2 210.230 lbs.t Time Warner..... ..... 957/s + 7/s
Ill. He is charged with
Cairo,
in
552.0033.50
UST
441/4unc
LS 2-3 230.250 lbs
551.00.52.00
one count of first-degree criminal
LS 34 240.270 Ihs
+
42s/s
1/4
Wal-Mart.........
i
Sows
mischef and two counts each of
340.00-41.00
Woolworth
32 + 3/.)
US 1.2 270.350 lbs..-S41.00.42.00
wanton endangerment,
US 1.3 300-400 lbs.first-degree
( C.E.F. Yield ...........
..... 5.24
$42.00-43.110
US 1-3 400.525 lbs..
criminal mischief
second-degree
343.00.44.00
up
and
525
1.3
LI
Additional Information Available
criminal mischief,
third-degree
and
Upon Request.
14-.•,
Boars 334.00-3300
a district court clerk said.
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Brummitt spending about $75.
When questioned later that night,
Brummitt had $100 on him —
more money than he had made at
the carnival. Police also found the
flower shop's money box and bank
bag in a garbage can behind Brummitt's motel room. He was arrested
at 2:30 a.m. Wednesday on the
burglary charge and was also
charged with driving on a suspended license. He was in Graves
County Jail Wednesday in lieu of a
$5,000 cash bond.

SEE DAVID YORK
1989 Pontiac Grand Prix
Loaded
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

9,900
III

753-2617

Carlisle grand jury
to hear shooting case
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A real Stall
With all the strength. durability and long life

577HL.

you
litsthisi Wogs As Hunt As A SM.
expect from a Stihl-built trimmer...but at an all-time
See the full line
low pike.
of Stihl trimmers
The new FS-36 CUT 'N TRIM has many of the features of
and brush cutStihlt more expensive trimmers. and contains new engineering advances
ters at your Stihl
dealer.
for easy use and maintenance.
• Lifetime Warranty on electronic ignition.
• New dual-line cutting head with automatic 'bump line advance.
• The rugged 30.2 cc engine runs cooler and features a flow through primer
for easy starts.
• The FS-36 comes with a free pair of protective goggles.
Now you can have world-famous Still quality bundled up in a trimmer
that cuts down the toughest weeds and puts a tnm on your lawn
11
that would make a barber jealous. si2
All this in a lightweight. easyto-handle ST1HL trimmer at an
unbelievably low price!

Murray Home & Auto
753-2571
Murray
Chestnut St.
5:00 p.m.
a.m.
7:30
Sat.
p.m.;
a:so
a.m.
7:30
M-F,
Hours:
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Every Special Dad deserves
a gift from

INSURANCE

414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies
"Free help in filing claims

.
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0\\bes.t
‘..,----\„LYONS

investment
ss you.
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day for a
.oblem. The
during its
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I tight.

Member New York, American and Midwest Stock
Exchanges and 5.1.P.C.

gDaTA

for my clients"
*I have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance.
•I have a variety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each
individual.

9 DAYS ONLY!
SHONE%
Hwy. 641 North
753-9257
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SUMMER LUNCH SPECIALS

s cable TV
:ct to local
rules being
rat Commu-

Deluxe BLT Sandwich

25% OFF ALL

$4.29

Strips of crisp bacon, American cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise on grilled wheat brad,

*Chicken Salad Sandwich

:hedulcd a
les that curpercent of
ble systems

$4.29

Chicken Salad, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise all on grilled wheat bread.

Club Sandwich

Suits, Sportcoats, Dress Pants
Shirts and more!

$4.29

Your choice oftender baked ham or sliced turkey brew,Swiss and American cheeses, lettuce, tomatoes,
mayonnaise and bacon on grilled wheat bread.

ring a Bush
iroposal that
tems facing
1st six overIns to avoid

All sandwiches served with French fries.

*Barbecue Chicken

$5.29

Everything on Sale!

A boneless breast of charbroiled chicken smothered In barbecue sauce. Served with your
choice of rice or potato and slaw.

if adopted,
nments concharged by
ble systems.

SUMMER DINNER SPECIALS
*Beef Tips

Watches, Belts, Ties, Cologne, Socks.

$6.29

Tender beef tips sauteed with green peppers and onions.
ECIAL

,21 Barbecue Chicken

Special,
Id home

$6.29

A boneless breast of charbroiled chicken smothered in barbecue sauce

Compa-

Half O'Pound

wings

$5.29

A juicy half-pound ground beef patty charbroiled to your order, topped with onion rings or sauteed
mushrooms.

AN

Steak N' Shrimp

$7.29

University Square

A USDA Choice steak charbroiled to your taste and served with your choice of charbroiled or fried shrimp.
All dinners served with your c.hoice of rice or potato and our All You Care to Eat Soup,Salad and Fruit Bar.

3-4451
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That's no UFO fleet! It's Venus, Jupiter and Mars
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
bright planets Venus, Jupiter arid
Mars will appear to rendezvous in
the evening sky for the next week,
a rare spectacle that may trigger
ruports of UFO sightings.
Anyone on Earth who looks to
the west during the few hours after
sunset through June 21 will see the
planets within 3 degrees of each
other — roughly one-third the
%,idth of a fist held at arm's length
4,:ainst the sky.
The planets will be closest Monday evening/ when they form a
Li:angle only 1.8 degrees wide.
The last time they were so close,
American colonists were arguing
ith King George about taxes.
The best view will be Saturday
,vening, when the thin crescent
'loon will appear just to the left of
planets. From left to right in
order of increasing brightness will
le Mars, Jupiter and Venus.
"We don't get a chance to
-.once the sky very often any more.
We've drowned it in artificial light.
iUL these planets manage to shine
1irough anyway and :remind us
:here's a whole universe out
-tiercL'', said -astronomer Edwin C.
i,rupp.: director of Griffith Obser-, dtor!. in Los Angeles.

_

investigates and debunks UFO
sightings for the Committee for the
Scientific Investigation of Claims
of the Paranormal.
"More than one out of every
four UFO reports turns out to be a
bright planet or star. Venus is the
queen of the UFOs. Mars and Jupiter are sort of crown princesses,"
said Klass, a retired senior editor at
Aviation Week & Space Technology magazine.
Krupp said he expects "to get a

hovering in the west," Astronomy
magazine said in a news release
from its office in Waukesha, Wis.
"It might generate UFO!
reports," said Philip J. Klass. who

"It's fascinating to be able to
-ooiL op into the sky and see other
,orlds." said Alan N1acRobert. an
.ssociate editor at Sky & Telescope
.ittgazine. "We need to look up
.rid see beyond our own little lives
.1 our own little world now and
The celestial event is called a
7a'sing of planets.
''So eye-catching will be the db. 'ay that newspapers and radio and
' V stations are bound,to get calls
iskywatchers reporting a
right t.:F-0 with lights all around it

When Worlds Align
On the evening of June

15. the
planets Venus. Jupter and Mars
cluster together with the crescent
m0011 in the western sky.

The storm, caused by a series of
,olar flares, reached major levels
Xednesday afternoon, said Charliss
:.'arpenter, a solar technician with
he National Oceanic and Atmo,pheric Administration in Boulder.
Those levels were expected to
.ontinue today, he said.
Solar flares occur when sunsots. which are areas of strong
.,agnetic fields, disintegrate and
:lease enormous amouhts of ener:y. A cloud of particles that fol)ws the flare creates geomagnetic
•orms on Earth.

J.

Such storms cause homing
-:geons to lose their way, upset
-i)litary command systems. cause
ornpass needles to act erratically
nd produce northern and southern
ghts. Such a storm in 1989 dis-

- Axed power in Canada for nine
ours.
Solar flares can also pose a
T.azard to satellites and astronauts
n space. But NASA said the cur-ent activity shouldn't endanger

Help
Wanted

Legal
Notice

For the best family
ADVERTISEMENT FOR
PROPOSAL FOR BIDS /

on June 15
and distances lr,)m the Earth
JUPITER 555 r" .277 m.leS

•
0
I

94 5 r"

Jn

miles

• AP Karl

Tate

space shuttle Columbia, which
began a mission June 5 and is scheduled to return to Earth on Friday.

5274482

arm

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in
District
the Calloway
Court be Trellis McCinsion. administrator with

"Their voltage was varying
pretty significantly." he said.
Utilities were warned about the
flares this week so they could
adjust their operations to prevent
equipment damage caused by the
power surges.
Another flare, which erupted
Tuesday night, could continue the
disruptions, said NOAA forecaster
Norm Cohen.
"This is quite exciting and quite
exhausting because it rarely happens," David Spcich, a space scientist at NOAA. said of the
phenomenon.
Solar flares occur in 11-year
cycles. The current cycle began in
1986 and is believed to be near its
peak. It has produced some of the
strongest activity since the 1950s.

TRACTOR TRAILERS
No EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
1kACICIR MAIER TRAIMIG CURE
UNIANCK

NURSING HOME

1-800-334-1203
OPENINGS available at
Sunshine Center Christian
Day Care Ages 2-4 years.
Limited °palings, day camp
program Ages 5-10 years
753-6695 "A day care dedicated to the spiritual needs of
sour child"

Jerry McConnell

Insurance
7534199
'bee load Clain mrytc.e'

MAKE a friend For life'
Scandinavian, European,
Yugoslavian. Australian
High School Exchange StuArriving Audents
gust Host families needed'
American Intercultural Student Exchange Call tolltree
1 800 SIBLING

020
Notice

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

family of RiGlover wouLt
like to extend our appreciation for all expressions of kindne,,
shown during the lo,,
of our loved one.
A special thank you
to Rev lames Hale
and Rev Ricky Con
ningham for their
words of comfort
We extend our appreciation to the staff
of Lourdes Hospital
and to Blalock-Coleman Funeral Horne
for their support and
service.
May God bless each
of you
r
Veopal I I iick)
and Fatrull,

chard

FOR SALE
OR
RENT

Court
to
Close
Square On 5th St
$16000 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
infor mation.

3 bedroom house in
country, 2.2 acres.
Call (618)
548-2846

BUYS ARE
WAMNG...
LOST German Shepherd/
chow mix Reddish black
coat White paw (right)
white spot on chest 4
months old State Line
Road area 492 8873
Reward

N Mt OASSIREDS!
whotheif yours in the

Casablanca
Ceiling Fan

merest lot a washing
machine or•gym set,
you'll find it in
.the
Murray

Ledger & Times

Clearance Sale
*Lifetime Warranty Fans
First Come - First Serve
No% ihat we are entering or giirage side seas
we want you to be informed II4.1i1 114.11.1.'•

omits
LECTRIC

II

We do work 2 days In advance to le-iies
you Deadlines are 41' M %lop I IF mid 141A ‘I
on Sat Yard sales do have Iii he paid in advance
and are $7.50 per clay.
1,,

For assistance call, 751

SUPPLY

PAYING too much for
health insurance/ Insurance plans offered through
the National Business Association have affordable
group rates For free recorded message call 24
hours 1-800-869 6107

The

Lease For Less at
(MAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1191 Silverado
loaded 1109474 $35,91 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius Tax tale & License
ea elo Closed End Lease

,

N208 E. Main

5-

,aimmob

Available lltru Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sive pohcy pays for
Skilled, intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever For free information
call:

NOTICE TO
BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will
received by the
County
Calloway
Board of Education at
the office of the Board
p.m..
1:30
until
Thursday. June 20,
991 for the furnish rig of ,labor, meter
lats. services and
equipment required to
(instruct 1991 Pas
ing for Callowa‘
County Schools, Cal
lov•.ay, Kentucky. An
the appointed time
and place all prop
osals will be publicly
opened and read.

ir

war owl &a
4..1110••••••1140111•

INSURANCE

of Amos Lax, deceased.
toofthis
Exceptions
Mate
he settle"
ment must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:09 a.m.
June 24, 1991, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Wednesday's disruptions in
Alaska. New Jersey and Virginia
were believed cause by a solar flare
that erupted late Monday, the fifth
since June '5.
Cohen said the flare was
believed responsible for sudden
increases in power-line voltage
reported by utilities in New Jersey
and especially in Virginia.

NO SPECIAL

Ambitious

LEARN

I
SUN

94t

Te

NO layoffs

homemakers needed for
management positions

Now Open

Specifications and bidder qualifications may be
secured from the office of the Food Service
Director The right to reject any and all bids,
waiver informalities and to accept the lowest
and/Or best proposal is reserved by the Board•of
Education

rritieS

AVON Needs Representatives to take orders winew free
make-up computer. Limited
time offer. 753-0171.

Hiring for House of Lloyds
Two party lines Top coms
AVON representative
mission 800-467-2104.
needed Up to 50% com- 800 467 3880
mission $8& $15 lilts Delayed billing Door to door NURSES Aide for doctors
unnecessary Insurance office Two days per week
Fri. & Sat.
available Assist Mgr Send resume to P 0 Box
1040W, Murray. KYA2071
- 1-800-866-2243North Benton, Ky
COVENENT Transport hir- OTR Drivers 12 months
For reservations Call:
ing tractor trailer drivers 1 experience. 23 years of
year OTR experience. age, drug testing required
single 19-22 cents East Hornady Truck One Start
coast pay incentive pay, 23-26c/mile, tarp/vacation
Benefits package Age 23 pay. safety bonus, spouse
AS SEEN ON T V Teams 27 31 cents passenger program
1-800-648-9664
TO DRIVE 1-800-441-4394

FousLand Supplies for food Service

MARS

EARTH •

visit
Backstreet Station
Family Music Show
entertainment

Sealed proposals will be received by the 130:11d of
Education of the Murray Independent School
District until 1:00 p.m. June 21. 1991 at the Board
of Education Office, 9th & Poplar. Murray,
Kentucky. for the purchase of:

Planet positions

•

Regulus.
On July 13, Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, the crescent moon
and Regulus will stretch upward
from the western horizon in .a
16-degree-long line.

Oen
Legal
Notice

VENUS L-4
er;
t

they fit within a 0.7-degree circle.
The planets will remain within 7
degrees of each other through late
June, when Venus and Mars will
appear closer to the bright star

planets grouped more tightly than

010

010

•

this June," he said.
Mosley said the closest the three
planets have appeared since 1000
B.C. was on Jan. 3, 245 B.C., when

three planets were closer than they
are now was Dec. 23, 1769, he
said.
The three planets were almost as
close on Feb. 10, 1951 (2.1
degrees) and Aug. 7, 1966 (2
degrees). They also will be 2
degrees apart on Nov. 17, 1995.
Mosley said the three planets
will be similarly grouped in the
years 2152 and 2196, but too close
to the sun for easy viewing.
"You'll have to wait until Aug.
I, .).277, to actually see these three

CLASSIFIEDS

Venus
v••• r",
Jupiter •

COME see the perennials
available
in bloom' Featuring dayli- CASH LOANS
Perlies hosta and many more from $2000-$20,000
consoliOpen evenings and sonal loans debt
Call
weekends C&C Nursery, dations
1 800-955-6268
753-2993

OLESALE

the moon joins the

party."
The three planets only appear
close because they lie along the
same line of sight from Earth. Venus is now 63 million miles from
- Earth, Mars is 203 million miles
away and Jupiter a distant 558 million miles, said Alan Dyer of
Astronomy magazine.
An apparent grouping as tight as
this month's is exceptionally rare,
happening once every 120 years on
average, said Griffith astronomer
John Mosley. The last time these

lot of calls asking, 'What are those
bright objects?' especially on

Magnetic storm "I
disrupts radio
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) —
P,adio communications in Alaska
sere disrupted and power surges
4.ere reported in Virginia and New
'ersey as a geomagnetic storm that
as battered Earth for more than a
--.eck intensified, scientists said.

Saturday,.when

753-8194e
Ledger ft Timm

classified departnielit

DRIVERS OTR, Van/Flat
35 states 1 -year experience verifiable Start 24-28
cpm with 3 years benefits
1 -800-444-6648

OWNER Operator, tractors
only for 48 state flatbed
division Late model trac
tors needed 50% advance
instant settlements 1st in
1st out dispatch PFT
Roberson 800-237-3534

DRIVERS Trucking School
graduates Make a right
lo-more -money Cal PRoPEL_NovLoccgmis_apat plications for pan-time help.
Hunt
J
800 2JB HUNT We pay for Apply an person from 8arn to
your OTR experience-up to 1pm at 401 Sycamore,
$ 28 per mile Training Murray
available for the inexper- RELIABLE maid's helper
ienced driver E0E/Sulatect Hours Saturday approxito drug screen
mately gam-12 noon Sunday appeaximately
9am 3pm Teens welcomed Early American
Aurora, KY
Motel
474-2241

MANAGER
TRAINEE

A rapidly expanding
Rent-To-Own Co. is
experseeking
manageienced
Manment staff_
agement skills and
must.
abilities a
Sales and collection
experience a plus.
We will train! Must
have previous manexperiagement
ence. Valid driver's
license required.
• Competitive Salary
• Bonus Program
• Benefit Package
Call Or Inquire At:

759-4487
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WILL - -do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753-1016
WILL houseclean and do
gardening 753-7480
WILL keep and care for
lady, or husband and wife
in my home in Hazel Ex
pertenced Good refer
ences 492 8510
WILL stay with sick or elderly any shift Good references and experience
Consider live-in 753-4590
for information
WILL wash arid wax cars
for $20/per car 753-0588

100
&Islam

oPPortunkY

EXPERIENCED breakfast/
grill cook is wanted Job
pays $4 75/hour or more
depending on experience
and reliability to work
Please apply in person at
Majestic Royale at the Hob
day Inn, Murray. KY

Career Opportunity
P Ti. has a position available for a responsible, careerminded individual We have a Ong histery of growth and are
ofienng unlimited potential for the right person The starting
salary will be very competitive with outstanding benefits The
successful candidate should have a college degree, some
computer background, excellent peone skills, willingness so
earn, and a minimum of at least 3 years work experience
Send resume to:

Paschall Truck Lines
Personnel Department
P.O. Box 1305
Murray, KY 42071

EXPERIENCED Prep-cook
is wanted Job pays
$4 75/hour depending on
experience Please apply in
person at Maiestic Royale,
Holiday Inn, Murray, KY
EXPERIENCED reporter
needed for 6 day am newspaper Layout skills a plus,
resume, clips to Frank Robinson, editor, P 0 Box
518 Maysville, KY 41056
EXPERIENCED carpenter
wanted 489-2303 t
FRIENDLY Home Parties
has openings for demonstrators No cash investment No service charge
Highest commission and
hostess awards Three ca
talogs over 800 items Call
1 800 488 4875
HOUSE of Uoyd s Decor
More Party Plan wants
supervisors to interview/
train demonstrators No fu
nancial investment, Free
Call
training'
1-800-874-1124

Administrator:
Long term care
Progressive Nursing facility in Western
Ky. is seeking to hire administrator. Must
be currently licenced for Ky. nursing home
administration. Salary & benefits commensurate w/experience. May send confidential
resume and inquiry to Susan Hamilton, Dir.
of Operations. Wells Corp. 1614 Parrish
Ave., Owensboro, Ky. 42301 (502) 6844559.

CYTOTECHNOLOGIST
CT(ASCP)or eligible for flexible, day-shift,
full-time, opportunity at a modern, progressive acute care hospital located in the Lakes
area of Western Kentucky.
The successful candidate will be responsible
for processing and screening FNA; non-gyn
cytology and occasional gyn smears.
Our salary is competitive, and we offer an
excellent benefit package,including medical
and dental, educational reimbursement,
paid life insurance/retirement plan/disability insurance and relocation allowance.
Interested applicants may send resume or
call Amaryllis Chandler, Recruiter, at 502444-2877 or Sally Gough, Laboratory Director, at 502-444-2868 or 1-800-633-1178 (In
KY)or 1-800-626-5435 (Outside KY)extension 2877 or 2868.

LOURDES HOSPITAL
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42002
FOE

•

7 • • ••••

LOVING mother will care
for children of all ages in her
home near East Elementary 753-5049

NEWT:One:opt in-affordable
Gardenspace Green
house especially designed
for the gardening enthusiast Applications being
SINGERS, country, gospel accepted for dealers Call
and easy listening Nash- 1 800-467 7055
ville Records TV producer
holding FREE auditions in THIRD largest MLM company enters U S #1 in Ja
soon
Murray
pan $5 billion in sales
618-997-8245
Nikken s world patented
TRUCK Driver Trainees
Message
products
Poole Truck Line can pro
1-800 324-2337 ext 0686
nearby
a
at
training
vide
facility for you to drive pro- WOLFF Tanning Beds
fessionally Tuition is low New commercial home unwefinancial aid available if its from $199 Lampsyou qualify In 4 weeks Lotions Accessories
you II be eligible to drive for Monthly payments low as
Poole Classes start soon $1800 Call today Free
Call 1-800-225-5000 ext New Color Catalog
1-800-462 9197
414 Dept BW 2

HOUSE of Lloyds Decor'
A CHANCE OF A LIFEMore Party Plan now hiring
school/
TIME, Bored with
demonstrators' No invest
Tired of the same old jobs/ menu l Company paid hos
Not ready to settle down/ tess
Call
giftsl
Sun producte has immedi
1 -800-421-4589
commerfor
openings
ate
M S Carriers OTR Drivers
cial account representatives Need 18 years & Start 26 cents per mile
over outgoing and enthu
assigned tractore get home
sestic individuals No expolicy great benefits Call
perience, we train Trans
for more about your future
portation furnished Per
800 231-5209
sonality will get you thus jobl
13 IMMEDIATE OPENMin
Travel opportunities to
INGS NEED a job/ A
neapolis New York, Flor
Hope for the future/
oda California, Las Vegas & GED/
You may qualify if 'You do
much much more !aimed'
not have your GED or high
ate cash bonus opportunidiploma 'You are
school
be
to
ties Too much fun
of 16 &
worki If this is for you. see between the ages
This
Lawson on Friday, 21 We are an E OE
Ms
project is funded by the
June 14 at Holiday Inn from
Kentucky Private
12 00-1 00pm only Dont Western
JTPA
Council
Industry
Lawson
wait. see Ms
Out Of School
NOW' Waitress experience Call JTPA
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
or similar type helpful but
8a m 11 30a m
not necessary

:
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BABYSITTING in my Murray home Experienced
mother loves kids Big yard
lot of toys Call Deb for
appointment 759-4967

15
111E MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

t the three
ince 1000
I.C., when

Te circle.
i within 7
'ough late
Mars will
right star
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h upward
ion in a

lion
led

3 in my MurExperienced
ads Big yard
Call Deb for
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tan

ANTIQUES by the piece o 30 TAPPAN Gas Range
collections Call 753 9433 Tappan microwave RCA
after 5pm
portable TV wremote Tappan vent hood All for $150
CASH for mobile home
753-3050
will
tires $7512 each We
remove Will also buy ax
les 527-2932

9'xT WOOD garage door.
753-4123 alter 5pm

AAA Deal-Swimming pools
JUNK cars and trucks were overstocked with
brand new family size
437-4087
aboveground pools 16'x30'
home
repairable
OLDER
0 D 15x24 swim area with
off main road Trees, pas- sundeck, fence & filter only
ture, with good garden soil $888 complete' Full financClose to lake or fishing ing and installation arlocated in northern Tennes- ranged Call toll free
see or southern Kentucky. 1-800-284-7946 ask for
Write to P0 Box 1345, Ken
Murray, KY 42071
CANNING Jars All sizes
436-2837
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts. FACTORY has 4 steel
buildings for immediate de901-642-6290
livery. Save 10003 due to
USED and junked air condi- customer cancellations
tioners. Will pick up. 25x30, 30x40, 40x60,
436-2904
Call
50 x 96 .
WANTED: Old political/ 1-800-542-2576.

For Sale

il•CilineaMO

SPAS-Spas-Spas Save
$100's Factory Direct.
Dupont acrylic, quality
guaranteed Whirlpool
bathtubs and saunas Call
(205) 486-7919 Southland
Spa, P 0 Box 638, HaleyOW, AL 35565

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding' We now otter
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars.
proof sets. U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies, they also make
wonderful gifts and investments. Visit us today at the
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray),
the Mercantile (Aurora) and
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates
502-753-4161.

SUNTAN booth 753-3488
TANNING beds Wolff system Factory direct Top
quality commercial and
home units from $1995
Immediate delivery Save
bigl Call toll free
1-800-223-6743
USED carpet for sale
759-1515

UZI 9m Carbine original
model, hard case, 2 barrel,
mint condition $2000
OBO Serious collectors
only 753-1002

Appliances
advertising pinback LOG homes. Over 40 stan- CHEST type freezer 21
buttons-paying $125 for dard models Free bro- cult. 2 years old $135
certain Bryan-Roosevelt- chure. Honest Abe log 753-3742
Davis-cox- Taft-Coolidge. homes, Route one, Box
Send photocopy to Collec- I34ck, Moss, TN 38575. GOOD used electric dryer
436-5651
tor, Box 5754, Lincoln, NE 800-231-3695
68505
ORDER the spa designed
for you. Murray Hot Tubs
Home
115 S. 13th St.
Furnishings
WANT to buy Nordic-track
436-5851 after 4 30pm
POST frame buildings. 1950's MAHOGOGANY
30'x40'x9 erected $5,195, china cabinet. Excellent
plus freight. Other sizes condition. $200. 753-3042.
150
available Blitz Builders
Articles
RECLINER Excellent con1-800-628-1324
For Sale
dition Call anytime.
POWER-Matic chain mor- 489-2982
1990 MODEL Yazoo YR 60
tiser. $1500. Delta HomeRight Angle Drive with
set,
craft brand saw $150. COUCH, dinette
2,080 hours on machine
Mon- washer and dryer, refriger8am-4pm
489-2613.
brand new deck. 95% reator, patio set, wheel-chair,
Fri.
built $4800 Also other Yared area rugs Sell reasonzoo mowers for sale Call SQUARE hay bales in field
able 753-2891
436-5851 after 4 30pm
502-227-2760
COUCH with two matching
chairs. Earth tones, wood
frame Good condition.
759-9220 leave message.

Service Technician

Toyota of Murray, Inc. is now accepting
aggressive applicants to fill a Service
Technician position. Experience necessary. We offer an excellent benefit package and a stable future with a fast growing
company. All serious applicants should
apply in person to Russell Maness Toyota
of Murray 515 S. 12th St. Murray, Ky.
Monday thru Friday. No phone calls
please.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY

Inning Beds
rcial home un199 Lamps:cessories
ments low as
I today Free
ir Catalog
197

age
age
age
age
age

ty
nst4e, careerirowth and are
The starting
1 benefts The
degree, some
willingness to
rk experience

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $7.73
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.33
age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed

NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency

les

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

FULL size bed with box
springs & mattress Three
bar stools. Excellent condition. 753-7687 after 5pm.
KING-SIZE waterbed Excellent condition $200
527-8573
LARGE business desk,
wood Includes glass top,
plastic floor mat and padded swivel chair. $300.
753-2516.
LIKE new. King-size
waterbed with recessed
headboard. Semi waveless mattress with 3
second interval. Excellent
condition. $250 753-7628.
200
Sports
Equipment
GAS golf carts 436-2116

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

2 CEMETARY lots. Murray
Memorial Gardens. Gardens of Everlasting Life
$350. 442-7147
AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1295 Call Mayfield 247-7831

FA RRisgkucTioN

n Western
.ator. Must
'sing home
commenonfidential
nilton, Dir.
14 Parrish
,502) 684-

Houses
For Rent

Real
Estate

2BR 753-9866

2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central H/A appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR, appliances, W/D hookup. central H/A, curtains,
carpeted 1004 Main
$360/mo $300 deposit
759-1265

2BR Small quiet court
2a miles east of Murray
(Lakeway court) $125 mo
759 1691 or 753 8216

2BR on private road off 94
East $215/mo Deposit required No pets 753-8848
before 8pm

2BR brick house on N 17th
Street $250/mo + $250
deposit No pets 492-8535
after 5pm

Preparing To Move
BARN SALE
Multi-Family
Fri., June 14
8-5:30
Sat., June 15
8-1:00

2BR small trailer Furn
'shed, very clean Hwy
1836 436-5550

2BR, townhouse furnished,
carpeted Close to campus
$300/mo + $300 deposit
753-0919

3BR farmhouse East of
Murray $250/mo Deposit
No pets 753-8848 before
8pm

Mobile
Homo For Rent

I

2BR. 2 bath Central air on
large private lot Linzy
Beane residence
436-2582

GIST
. day-shift,
progres-

the Lakes
esponsible
k; non -gyn
ears.
ie offer an
ng medical
iursement,
plan/disallowance.
resume or
er, at 502tory Direc3-1178 (In
KY)exten-

For More Information Contact:
W. Dap Farris — (502) 492-8796
James R. Cash — Broker

FAL
L13
2

Although All listens' In This Advertisement is Obtained From Sources Deemed /tellable, The
Auctioneer, Real Estate Broker And Owners Make No W•rearity Or Guarantee, Expressed Or Implied,
As To The Accuracy Of The Information Ilerein Contained It Is For This Reason That The Buyers
Should Avail Themselves The Opportunity To St•ke Inspection Pnor To The Auction All Announcemeets Day Of Sisle Take Preerawnee Over All Other Advertisements
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Far A.

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
GATLINBURG Summit electric or gas Walking dis
breathtaking mountain top lance to college 753-5209
views of mountains Fireplace, balcony, kitchen InMobile
door pool, Jacuzzis HoneyHorne Lots For Rent
moon & weekend specials'
brochure
Free
WANTED Retired coup.
1-800-242-4853, (205)
with travel trailer to share
988-5139
5 acres % mile N Hazel
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock on 641 Owner at white
block house
lout. bag only $1.50 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
Heating
play sand 50Ib bag only
And Cooling
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to AIR conditioner repair free
Coast Hardware 753-8604 estimates 436 2904

EMI

PATIO stones 2-x8"x16"
gray or red 69c ea Also
2"x 12" square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red just
$1 69ea We have red

USED air conditioners for
sale 30 day warranty
436-2904

WOOD Heating and A/C
We clean and repair winoctagon-square paving
dow and central air condi
stones for 55¢ ea and 18"
tioners 759-1979 or
square bnckfaced patio
753-0530
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604
320
PINE Bark Mulch or NugApartments
gets 2cu ft bag only $2.59
For Rent
just
bag
ea. Top soil 40Ib
$1.79ea. Potting soil 40Ib '1BR upstairs apt near uni
bag only $1.99 ea Also versity, appliances
lgal. size Shrubs or $185/mo. Available 6/1/91
Azalea's are just $2 99 ea. Coleman RE. 753-9898
Coast to Coast Hardware
2BR, 2 bath duplex
753-8604.
Kitchen, den, utility room
TIME share units and and carpet $450/mo
campground member- 753-6448
nights
ships. Cheap' Worldwide 753-0608
selections. Vacation Network U.S. and Canada 1 or 2BDRM apartment
1-800-736-8250/305-771 - 753-4109
6296 Free rental informa- 2BR apartment on Hilltion 305-771-6331.
wood All appliances furnTOPSOIL - pickup or we ished, W/D hookup, central
deliver. 753-0277 or HA No pets 753-3843
759-1090. Welch Sand and 2BR apt appliances and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo, lawn maintenance. Near
Ky.
University. $275/mo. Avail6/1(91 Coleman RE
able
dirt
rich
good
TOP Soil,
Ideal for yards and plant 753-9898
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446 28R duplex, MD hookup
Bogard Trucking & Exca- central H/A $325/mo
vating Inc
753-9240
WOODEN storage build- 2BR Executive apartment.
ings: 8x 16' starts at $1095; Central H/A, stove, refriger10x16' $1424.50, 12x24' ator, dishwasher, lawn
$2395. Other sizes avail- maintenance, outside storable. Acree Portable Build- age, deck. Available now.
ings 502-247-7831.
Coleman RE 753-9898

PRIVATE Investigato
D.B.A. Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite #102,
Murray, 753-2641

Mobile
Homes For Sale
1040 2BR trailer $1200
759-9263
12x60 2BR, new refrigerator, new heating unit, stove,
dishwasher. 753-2336 after
6pm
12x65, 2BR, 2 full bath
New gas tank optional
$4200 436-2639
14x80 3BR, 2 bath, 1989
Buccanner Take over payments 753-2856
14x80 3BR,2 bath, must be
moved 436-5272
$15,900 1991 16x80 3BR.
2 bath, Fleetwood
America's *1 selling home
Keith Baker Homes Hwy
79E, Paris, TN 644-0012,
1-800-533-3568

W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer
June 20, 1991 • 5:00 p.m.
Real Estate Sells at 6:00 p.m.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.
Owner - Juanita Flowers, Inc. - Juanita Lynn, President
Large Commercial Lot and Property Located 2 Blocks from MSU Campus
Owner Retires - Reducing Holdings - Wants To Sell
Location served as successful florist shop for several years - walk-in cooler green house and grow sheds offered separately.
Real Estate Terms: 15% Down Day Of Sale Balance Within 30 Days
Personal items to sell under Absolute Terms.
ANTIQUES:ladies hats 1920's,oak frame flat top trunk, wooden mop bucket,
erector set - American 1913, erector set • Gilbert 1929, antique youth bed,
antique typewriter, single tres.
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS:dishwasher - portable, heavy duty frame holder, like
new Royal Travel luggage(man and woman),stereos,old radio, DP weight set
with bench, large fireplace screen, electric sweepers - Hoover (2), GE
refrigerator, solid cooper tub, Brandy sniffer, Frigidaire 220 air conditioner
(window), Hotpoint 110 air conditioner (window).
FURNITURE: hi-level dresser, louvered door portable foldout bar, piano
bench, glasstop coffee table, wing back chair, redwood deck lounge.
COLLECTIBLES: old school desk, old Flint stainless steel carving set, old
baby clothes, glassware - old, cyrstal ware, old metal office desk, side by side
wash tub with stand, 78 rpm record albums, wooden baskets, old wood frame
hanging lamp.
MISCELLANEOUS: Mercury On Line Computer System, old six volt
charger, wood tool chess for full size pick-up, aluminum storm doors, clay and
plastic planting pots and hanging baskets, other miscellaneous.

*rooms

DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
heat Days 527-1987
nights 354-6335

210
Firewood

320

200

240

Articles

AtlIcles
For Salo

Wont
To Buy

ist MLM corn
U S #1 in Ja
lion in sales
Drld patented
Message
337 ext 0686
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1990 14x70 BELMONTE,
2br, 2 bath, modern interior
Partially furnished Like
new Someone to take over
payments 753-7455 or
492-8604
BANK Repos - down pay
ments starting as low as
$299.00, 2 & 3 bedrooms.
doublewide repos also
available BEST HOME
CENTER. Hwy 45 South,
TN
Jackson,
901-422-2825
IF you want a fancy, expensive trailer. DON'T call But,
if you're looking for a
simple, well-kept mobile
home, we have a 1985
14x70, 3br. 1'4 bath, unfurnished on a rented lot,
for only $9975 759-1552
WHY RENT? New 14 wide,
2br. only $137/mo Keith
Baker Homes, Hwy 79E.
Paris, TN 644 0012.
1-800-533-3568
YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
bedroom, $10,999 00
$127 22 per month
$88500 down, 1225°i
APR, 180 mos Free delivery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45
TN
South, Jackson
901-422-2825

BRICK duplex, 2br, 1 bath,
garage 2 years old Days
Nights
753-7688
759-4703
CARPETED, 2br duplex in
Northwood Patio, carport,
central HA, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher and disposal, W/D hookup Bedroom wall-to-wall closets.
Many kitchen cabinets. 20fix
30ft. storage building with
overhead door. References.
$400 deposit. 5400/mo. No
pets. 753-3018

4BR, 2 bath in Murray,
close to campus Completely furnished including
washer & dryer Available
August 15th Ideal for college student No pets
$500/mo 395-7911
UNFURNISHED house
near Murray Wil) hookup.
modern kitchen, large carpeted living room dining
room, 2br Garden, garage
$350/mo Deposit References No pets 753-7551

DUPLEX Freshly decorated,1Br, unfurnished
$225/mo lyr lease + deposit No pets 753-3913
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450/mo lyr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753-2905
NEWLY redecorated 2br
duplex Central H/A, W/D
hookup, yard mowing provided Westwood Dr $350
759-4979 or 753-8859
NICE 1,2 3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house 1-4br
house W/D hook-up. Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606
LIKE new, large 2br duplex,
carport, appl , gas heat,
deck, lease No pets 710
Sycamore 753-7457
NICE 3br stove and refrigerator furnished Central heat/air Half of the
utilities $450/mo, deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753-1953 days, 753-0870
nights
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437 4113 EHO

1BR house, Newly remodeled inside and out Fireplace, large lot $220/rno +
deposit. 753-9564 leave
message.

FOREMAN, CUSTODIAL
MAINTENANCE.
Full-time pctition. Qualifications: Degree
in business administration or related field
with four years of recent custodial supervisory experience at a university or large
industry. Should have ability to manage
multiple crews, communicate effectively
with university personnel of all levels
Familiar with quality control systems,
cleanliness standards, hazardous communication laws, custodial equipment,
and cleaning procedures. Job entails
managing 50 - 60 custodians, maintaining
inventory, inspection, vacation and attendance records, and training new employees. Salary commensurate with qualifications. Screening of applicants will begin
immediately and continue until position is
filled. Send resume with references to
Terry Steiden, Physical Plant Department, Murray State University, Murray,
KY 42071. EOE/MFVH

HELP WANTED
REGISTERED NURSES
Looking for a change and a challenge?
The Purchase District Health Department
has a vacant Home Health Nursing position, to provide patient care primarily in
Marshall and Calloway Counties. Possible classifications are Nurse II-1V, based
on education and experience. Salary
range is $9.05/hr. or $712.50 biweekly to
$10.99/hr. or $824.25 biweekly. Excellent
fringe benefits and 10% salary increase in
the first year. Compensated on-call and
overtime. Full time applicants are sought,
but consideration will be given to part-time
and alternate work schedules. Other vacant nursing positions exist in Clinical
areas. All applicants must be graduates Of
a school of nursing accredited by the
National League for Nursing and be
eligible for Kentucky licensure, Transcripts and completed applications required. Resumes cannot substitute for
applications. Applications may be secured at any area Health Center. For more
information, contact Jeanetta Berry.
Home Health Coordinator, at 502-4449625, or Sharon Godec, Nursing Director,
at 502-247-1490. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

AKC Chow puppies Blues
Paris
and blacks
901-642-1689
AKC SCOTTISH-Terrier
female puppy $150 SFA
Himalayan kittens, $150
Shots & wormed
489-2246
AKC Yorkshire puppies
Wormed, shots DOB
04/15/91 2 females 1
male 901-247-5839
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
PET Pen, 1101 Story, tropical and goldfish, birds, reptiles, small animals, dog
grooming 759-1322
WHAT'S so different about
the Happy Jack 3-x Flea
Collar'? It worksl For dogs &
cats' At Southern States &
better feed stores
#10
Public
Sale

Yard Sale
Located 5 mileS North of Mir
ray lust alter Almo Heights tom
left Jackson Rd or on 641 turn
right on 464 then left on Jackson
r ght Rd aporox 114 mile on
items for sale include lamps
IN og room fables, tires
books and knick
chothes
knacks bicycle. plastic freezer
ci.ps, toys, small window tan

9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fri., June 14
Sat, June 15

Yard
Sale
Fri., June 14
121 South
Lynwood Estates
3rd house on left
8:00 until 5:00
Glassware, jewelry,
ladies & girls clothes,
microwave
shoes,
oven & misc. items.

94 West, 1 mile past Lynn
Grove to Jim Scott Rd.
turn right. First barn on
the right.
Furniture, jewelry decor
ator lams clothing toois
stove pipes much more

Garage
Sale
1507 Dudley Dr.
Fri., June 14
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat., June 15
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Small dresser, area

rug, misc. household items, toys,
clothes - baby, little
girl, ladies size 6-14,
mens Big Sale'

Carport
Sale
Fri. 7:00-5:30
Sat. 7:00-12:00
803 N. 19th
808 N. 19th
Tiller,
stereo, 1
clothes & lots of '
misc items

Carport
Sale
Fri., June 14
8-4
610 S. 9th St.
Old quilts, old quilt
tops, much misc.,
books, jeans, other
houseclothes,
plants, traverse rod,
mini blind, lots of
good junk.

Garage
Sale

Yard Sale
Fri., June 14
Sat., June 15
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
121 South to
Lynnwood Dr.
Lynnwood Estates
Furniture,
carpet &
items

Camelot Subd.
Left onto Gibbs
Store Rd., right
Camelot,
onto
right onto Merlin,
2nd house on left.
8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Friday
Dishes, toys, games,
some furniture, assorted
household items

tent,
misc.

FRIDAY 1 DAY
YARD SALE
321 North 5th St.
8 a.m.
Rain or Shine
things,
Baby
clothes
toys,
and DpT rowing
machine.

YARD SALE
Sat., June 15
1002 Fairlane
Antiques (telephone,
corn shelter, whiskey
still, railroad lamps.
typewriter, well pulmany
ley/bucket,
others) guns, water
Coleman
skis/vest,
stove, lantern. clothes,
furnishings, bed linens, books, small appliances Inquire about
oil tank and log splitter

Yard Sale
805 N. 16th St.
Fri., June 14, 8-?
Sat., June 15, 8-?
Baby clothes & shoes,
clothes,
maternity
other adult clothes &
playpen,
shoes,
walker, car seat. etc .
toys, games, houseplants, arts & crafts,
knick knacks, sewing
machine, electric typewriter, new quilts and
lots of other neat stuff.

Yard Sale
1417 Vine St.
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 to ?
Baby clothes infant to
3T, women's clothes &
shoes, Elvis memorabilia, video game,
baby furniture & toys.
desk, VCR 's, washer,
lots more
No One Before 8 a m

Garage
Sale
Every Fri. & Sat
8-5
William Body
Shop
Corner of
Chestnut
& Industrial Rd.
New [te"-s eve'y
week

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222. toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

YARD
SALE
18043 Ridgewood Dr.
(off Wiswell Road)
Friday
June 14
7 - 12
Cancel if Rains
Lots of new clothes
and shoes, many craft
baskets,
items,
lamps, full comforter
and lots more

ADJOINS GOLF COURSE
4 Br, 21/2 bath house at a reasonable price - S 110,000
Call the 'Home Team' NILS 1(3097

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Leftovers Sale
R.J. Brewbaker's
Restaurant
Sat., June 15th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Great deals on tables,
chairs dishes, silverware plastic storage
microcontainers,
refrigerators
waves
and much more Your
chance for top quality
at low prices

Carport
Sale
Friday,
June 14th
1511 Kirkwood
Drive
8:00 a.m.

AUCTION SALE
Sat., June 15th — 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
1/2 mile west of Lynn Grove, Ky.on
Hwy. 94.

4

.4
4

Will sell a large lot of nice furniture, small
appliances, glass and china, stoneware, cast
iron, quilts, antique items, tools and lots
more. Bedroom suite, odd beds, water bed,
springs and mattresses, maple table and
chairs, maple desk, other tables and chairs,
nice hutch, couch and chairs, t.v.'s, metal
cabinets, exercise equipment, nice quilts,
stone pitcher, cast iron items, hand tools,
tiller, mowers, truck load of doors and
windows, antique items, lots of flea market
items.
For information call

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128 I nu (t'o% e. k.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Boats
& Motors

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Hoterts Realty 753-1651
or 489 2266
UOMMERCIAL building
2•300sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terbacis Rd 753-0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm

•
c4itT.14::',:t_N\.41'-'14'04.
•RN'.

?`:.

‘••l"

s

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
1 1/111 \ 1 _111

I 2TII ST COMMERCIA
'orver of 120 & Sharpe la
$75.00
est area
Mahe offer 753-0375

AVE THOUSANDSMI

SHADY lot veRichardson
t• iiler Water and septic
59000 489 2294 or
'24 2539

ISO

Homes
For Saes
33R brick 5 miles south
east 1360sq ft 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot new well
ar,cl septic Mid $40s
436 2742
bath fire
-BR brick 1
oirice West of Gatesboro
565 000 Also 3 city lots
$ 1 0 500
9 500
53 0800
PEAUTIFUL 5br brick 3 nath 4 car garage On 4
icres 5 minutes from Mur
•ay Will consider trade
'53-3672 after 5pm
_ONDOMINIUM ground
ioor unit with garage Low
,blibes. wheel chair ac
,:essable Fa sale or lease
753-3293
XTRA nice duplex 2br 2
ith skylights. ceiling fan
:uiet country setting. close
town Shown by appoint--ent only If interested call
- 53 • 5870
OR sale custom built 3br
_2 bath home offering quality
.vorkrnanship and pleasing
mentor design and color
eaturrrig raised ceillngs•ound top windows marble
faced fireplace and dessg
nor kitchen Call 753 3903

1'0

SI

RUST LOTS IN TOWN,
Woodpile & Prestoa Heights
Cadergrosiad utilities Joke as
area
Rd
.tobertsoa
753-037s
lioneSellen

_AKEFRONT lots Pine
tf Shores $16 000pr
9'41 after 5pm

WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br, 2 bath
vecovered dock 354-6006

Motorcycles
1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha full tarring trunk
and bags 23 800 actual
miles 192 8425
1985'OMAHA Virago 700
Shaft 'drive Only 7800
miles Adult driven Perfect
condition Must see $1395
OBO 759 1259

2 HOUSES for sale 1 mile
Hwy 94 West 753 4448 or
753-4843

1989 SUZUKI Quad Racer
250 Call after 5pm
436 5692 or '53 4514

FRESH on the market 29r
home in good condition
Near AASU campus
$29,900 Contact Kop
perud RE 753 1222

700 VIRAGO. less than 400
miles Fully dressed, like
new 753-3672 after 5;xn
480
Auto
Services

IDEAL location near MUr
ray High 3br 2 bath brick
home Central H A newly
redecorated and ready to
move in Mid 705 For add,
ttonal information call
753 5644

NEW and used bres Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

IMMACULATE home with
central heat and air over
looking wooded hillside
Property includes 13 acres
with barn and fehced area
for horses Only $59 500
MLS 2919 Contact Kop
perud RE 753 1222
NEW 3br 2 bath home
Double car garage front
porch custom oak cabinets
w full lighted ceiling Qual
ity throughout Near oaks
country club $82 000
Warkenbn Penner Homes
759 4422 435 4013 9r
345-2462
OWNER Must sell Make
offer 9 acres convenient to
Murray Benton the lakes
3br 25ath eat in kitchen
with appliances family
room dining room living
room extra large attache°
garage Private fenced in
ground pool patio De
tached garageshop Pas
ture Well maintained
Kopperud Realty
753 1222

Father's Day Blowout Sale
We congratulate each and every father
with those spectacular Specials:
'Ail* Recliners in Stook
Starting at

$99.99

Take An Additional

10% Off

'All Tools. Mens Jeans. Dad Wreaths Chaise
Lounges 8. Chairs Take An Additional

10% CO

Now we know 10% does not seem like aid nOwever
these prices have already been adjusted to give you, the
consumer a great deal Adding 10% oft these items
should assure the BEST DEAL available, so come on
down and check out all our terntic gift ideas ter dad,
grandpa and the whole lamity

Marshall County Outlet
321 N Main

Benton. KY 42025

Murray Auction House
121 N. past MSU Football Stadium
Auction Every Saturday at 6:00 p.m.
Seating;Air Conditioning Concession

3 4 miles on

New, Entertainment centers. computer desks.
baby dressing table, 3 piece oak cocktail & end
tables. tools, porcelain dolls, silk flowers, white &
pine tables, several Victorian style pieces

Used; Jukebox. cigarette machine, Lester piano,

salad bar & containers, bingo blowers wicards,
dishes, bar stools, glassware, too many
tens to list'
We buy & consign items daily.

restaurant

HourS: Wed.-Fri. 11-7;

Sat. 11-?: Sun. 12-5

Phone 753-4436 or 437-4078 after 8:00

Starting June 20th
Outdoor Flea Market
Thurs.-Sun. $5 a day, $15 for all 4 days

Karen Parr - AHO
H.G. McGary - Auctioneer

t.f .

Auto
Ports

WORLD OF SOUND
Your #1 Car Audio
Professionals Now
Offers Sales, Service & Installation
On All Brands

30 yrs. Experience
A

taco') s:weos Repa reC

222 S. 12' 753-5865

1972 CHEVROLET
2 door hard top 753-0196
1978 PONTIAC Grand
Prix $600 489-2696
1979 CAMARO new inter
ior rebuilt motor primer
492 8792
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille blue 1 owner.
86 000 actual miles
loaded 753-9240
1980 MONTE Carlo AM'
FM cassette Good condi
tion 435-4168 days
489-2141 after 5pm
1984 AUDI 5000 S turbo
Black, 4-door wisunroof
Good condition $3500
753-3493 after 5pm
1984 CHEVROLET Cava
liar wagon Tilt, cruise
many extras Nice 66 000
miles Can be seen at Garrison Motors 641N
1984 TOYOTA Supr4
Loaded air, roof cruise
Super sound system New
high performance tires
Price reduced Must sell
753-8500 weekdays
436-5371 nights and
weekends
1985 ISUZU I-Mark Meroon, 5-speed good condition Buy or take over payments of $148 25/m0
436-2021
1985 MERCURY Grand
Marquis LS loaded 56 000
miles $4995 1985 Olds 88
Royal Broughm LS loaded
81,000 miles $3995 1988
Corsica 43.000 mles
$4650 1980 Cutlass
Broughm 74,000 miles
$1500 437-4723 or
437-4934
1986 CHRYSLER New
Yorker turbo loaded,
leather, ivory Beautiful excellent condition 1978
Coevertible Tnurnph spitfire. Red, lookciruns great
753-8220
1987 CHRYSLER Conquest TS' Silver excellent
condition New tires and
rims new turbo Still under
extended warranty Asking
$8200 OBO Call 436-5375
ask for Mark
1987 COUGAR LS Cassette.pow p s p/rn
Reduced to sell $5950
Must sell Fast 753-6022

Make A Clean Sweep
With Classifieds
Clean out your closets and basement ‘sith a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!

the
MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916
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Services
Offered

Beryls's
°tiered

ADORABLE, friendly kit
WILL mow yards Reason
A LICENSED electrica
tens Free to a loving home
estimates
rates
Free
able
contractor JAMES C GAL
753 2993
No job to large or to small
LIMORE ELECTRIC Com
WHILE they last Bean bag
mecca' and residential fast 474-2300
refills 753 9234 111 N
ALPHA Builders Carpen- courteous and efficient ser
WILL mow yards Also light
12th. Street
try, remodeling, porches, vice 759 1835
hauling 435 4169
roofing. concrete drive- MITCHELL Paving Seal
ways painting mainte- coating and hauling Over YARD landscaping, bushhogging and grader work
nance etc Free estimates 30yrs experience Free as
1967 FORD F100
Free estimates 436 5430
489 2303
1537 or
753
timates
352-V8, very good condi
1221
ANTENNA repair and in- 753
Don $850 527-2225
stallation Replace or install MOODY S mower repair
1979 CHEVY '4 ton pickup
channel master antennas, Pickup and delivery Ali
71,700 miles Good condi
rotors and amplifiers Ran
bon $2495 1985 Chevy dell Beasley Buchanan, work guaranteed
753 5668
510 Blazer, loaded Tahoe
Tn 901 642 4077
1987
45,000 miles $6200
MOODY'S mower repair
CuST0111 KITCHEN CABINETS
ANY remodeling, building, Pickup and delivery All
Chevy S10 Extended cab
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
esFree
roofing
8
painting
4-wheel drive, automatic
work guaranteed
All Types Of:
timates References
52,000 miles $6595
753-5568
Custom Woodworking
435-4632
437-4723 or 437-4934
MOWING In-town only
1987 CHEVY 4x4, S10, APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Good cut, trim all objects &
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
major
3
by
Factory trained
4sp 80,000 highway miles
perimeters, power blow all
-Drop by & see our shOwrOom
manufacturers Most parts walks etc 753 0611 be435 4301
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind knny Bread)
in stock on my truck All fore 8pm
7515940
1988 TOYOTA pock-up
work and parts warranted
Aluminum wheels, bed
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
Ask for Andy at The Ap
cover Sharp Must sell
link fence, dog kennels, rephance Works, 753 2455
$5000 753-0789
sidential, commercial Free
APPLIANCE SERVICE
estimates 753-9785 or
1989 CHEVY Silvered°
Kenmore Westinghouse 753-3254
Every available option
Whirlpool 30+ years ex 30,000 miles 1 ownerPAINTING-Interior and Expenance Bobby Hopper
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
bought new Tool box, bed
terior Free estimates
436-5848
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
rails and custom pin stripe
Small repairs Reasonable
753 2915 after 6pm
AZ services Roofing
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
753-6844
rates
fencing painting, plumb
1990 MAZDA SE -5, ing electrical, hauling tree PLUMBING
Free esu
loaded, $7800 Call work landscaping All ar
mates Affordable rate
9am 9pm 436 5642
Same day service All work
ound handy-man Free es
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
guaranteed 753-4200
timates 436 2868
510
BACKHOE Service ROY PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
HILL Junior Thorn. opera
Campers
436-5255
tor 30 years experience
1976 26FT Class A motor
Septic system, drrve ways
ROCKY COLSON Home
home 43xxx miles extra hauling, foundations etc
Repair Roofing, siding,
nice condition, tilt cruise, 759-4664
painting, plumbing, conpower, roof air, large genercrete. Free estimates Call
ator, awning Will sell or BLOCK, brick, concrete fin
474-2307
trade for custom van of ishing Basements foot
drives
garages
ings
equal value 435-4128
ROGER Hudson rock haulwalks 30yrs experience
ing, gravel, sand, dirt. &ryeCLASS IV load leveling 13yrs in Murray area
way rock 753-4545,
trailer hitch Complete 753-5476 Charles Barnett
753-6763, 759-1823
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, conGTW 10 000 lbs TW
Ser
Lawn
BLUEGRASS
work, sidewalks & patios covered with
crete
repair
10004bs $275 753-8019
SEWING machine
vice Mowing, mulch land
Kenneth Barnhill
brick.
scat:etc,. hauling Free esti
753-2674
mates 753-1221
SHEETROCK finishing,
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
BOGARD Paving Paving textured ceilings Larry
and sealing driveways and
Chrtsman 492-8742
For A Job Done Right Because We
parking lots Over 20yrs
Guarantee Our Work.
17FT Runabout wefth 115 experience Free esti- STALLONS Roofing, SidEvinrude 753-0196
mates 753-9552 or ing and Painting Free esti3fOrr.0
mates 474 8064 after
1965 RUNABOUT in good 437-4391
6pm
condition with 75hp Evin
BOOKKEEPING service
rude OB in excellent condi- offered 759-9655 ask for SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
bon $1000 Call James at Margie
Aubrey Hatcher
435-4425
line of equipment including,
624 N. 4th St., Murray
BUSH hogging, Grader 60ft. aerial trucks and brush
Calvert • Greg (036,--.
753-8590
work
blade
Tom Thurman
chipper. To assure a safer
SALE
CARPET and vinyl repairs operation at a lower comChris Bearden. Bus, Ugr.
1982 Crest 24 ft.
Specializing in front wheel drive,
petitive cost Free estiand installation Proles
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr.
Pontoon Boat
overdrive, automatic & standard
obligation.
without
mates
sional service Glen Bobber
New hoot & carpet, new
transmissions.
Day or nite, 753-5484
759-1247, leave message
aluminum top, 65 h p
F vinnide, excellent condiWe Service What We Sell
CHM ChIm Chimney T C Dinh Repair and Main!on 85.000
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- tenance Electrical - CleanCall 753-8809
* FREE ESTIMATES *
OF MURRAY
zen discounts We sell chim- ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty
ney caps and screens. Street 753-6111 office,
Phone
515 S 12th
1985 CREST 40f1 pontoon 435-4191
753-0606 after 5pm
Murray, KY
7534961
houseboat. sleeps 6
WILL do plumbing All guar.
generator, gas furnace,gas CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
anteed 435-4169
cook stove, A/C, gas/ and Cooling Service Corn
1987 PONTIAC Grand Am
electric, refrigerator (2) 34 plate installation and ser
Bush removal In
LE. maroon/grey, as. prb, gallon gas tanks 100hp vice
Call Gary at TREE &
town only Free estimates
AM/EM cassette, rear de759-4754
Johnson Commercial
quality work, good prices
frost, tilt cruise, low miles Good Condition. Fully
DAVIDSON Roofing New 753-0611 before 8pm
Excellent condition
equiped 1 owner boat roofs and repairs Tear offs
753-0639 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Docked at Cypress Bay and re-roofs Written guar
Service Center, cleaning
1987 TRANS Am blue/ 753-2085 or 753-8662
antee Local references
servicing $15, most repairs
silver, pw cruise new tires
1986 17 INVADER, w/140 753-5812
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
46xxx miles Make offer
Mercruiser 50-75 hours
Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5,
DRYWALL, finishing or ad
753-7925 after 4pm
1979 SeaRay, 21', w/240
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
dibons 753-4761
753-8988
Mercruiser Cuddy Cabin
electric
LICENSED for
YARD work, mowing, trim1988 CHEVY Barretta Ex- 753-7192
gas refrigeration Installa
ming. odd lobs of any kind
cellent condition
1989 16/u FT Glassport
nort and repair Free esb
Free estimates 753-8463
753-3346
ski boat Excellent condi
mates 753-7203
bon 753-9842
1988 CHEVY Beretta Gray 20FT, 1989 Fun & Sun EXTERIOR painters with
w/burgandy interior Power cruiser, 90HP V-4 John- experience 759-9134 ask
windows and locks tilt, son seats 8, AM-FM cas- for Lonnie or Paul
Moduler Home
cruise 47xxx miles
sette stereo, live well w/ FENCE sales at Sears
June 15, 12 Noon
$5,900 Daytime 753-5532 depth finder Bought new, now Call Sears 753 2310
After 5pm 753-8353
S. 121 to Mt. Carmel Church, turn left, then right to Ky.
used very little 753-8636 for free estimate for your
Lake Dev. Left at Y, 3rd Road to left & right to Isabel!
needs
1988 FORD Taurus blue
31FT Burnscraft FibergPiazza property.
V-6, air, P/L. clean $4000 lass houseboat Fully selfGENERAL Repair plumb
753-8268
contained &head, sepa- igg roofing tree work
1988 WHITE Cutlass Ca- rate shower, new 30 gallon 436-2642
lais burgundy interior 1 hot water tank, new AC/DC
GUTTERING By Sears
owner 31.000 miles. refrigerator, overhead air, 2
Sears residential arid corn
Honda
gal)
(90
tanks
fuel
loaded new tires Excellent
mercial continuous gutters
condition 753-4477 after generator New depth finder Marine radio Newly installed for your specifica5pm
tions Call Sears 753-2310
redecorated, sleeps six
Price reduced to $15.000 for free estimate
1989 BERETTA GTU Red
Must see 753-8500 weekN
loaded tinted windows days, 436-5371 nights and G W CONSTRUCTIO
-room, utility, 1 bath, electric
3
Gerald Walters roofing
753-6554 or 753-2846
weekends
painting vinyl siding all
baseboard heat, 145 ft. well, 2 car carport with workshop. Lot
1990 CHEVROLET Cava- 32FT Houseboat Excel- kinds of remodeling Phone
110x200, fenced yard.
489-2267
lier Red. 14.000 miles lent
condition $8000
down day of auction. Balance 30 days with passittg_off
20%
warranty
Factory
436 2116
HADAWAY Construction
deed.
759-1361 after 4pm
remodeling, paint
34F T Seagoing house- Home
ing wallpaper carpentry
CAR Stereo Installation
boat Good condition
covering No icib too
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
$10,500 Call Bob Wynn at floor
small 436 2052
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Wayne Wilson,
753-2975
753-4333 or
Audio Specialist. Dixieland
plumbdo
will
HANDYMAN
Censer, 1 block from MSC 75HP EVINRUDE outelectric and carpentry
board motor Excellent ing,
dorms
Reasonable rates
Condition $700 Call
CLASSIC Car 1960 Ford
753-9838
James at 435-4425
Thunderbird Recent corn
HAULING topsoil sand
WI
pieta overhaul. upholstry HARRIS Flotboat
bank gravel washed
and new tires 70 145 Evinrude motor Bomber
gravel. whiterock of all
crappie boat w/90 HP John
miles Excellent condition
mulch and other type
Sat., June 15th, 1991 at 10 a.m. at Dorothy Thurman
$7500 753-5154 after son motor depth finder, types
hauling available Call
the
All
motor,
cover
trolling
home.From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.94 East to Hwy.497,
50m
Kenny 759 1039 anytime
extras 753-9274
1990 PONTIAC Transport
SE van, loaded 10,000
miles 1988 Buick LeSabre
753 1078

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm, 759-9816 753 0495

CARS
'31 Toyota Corolla_...'3,987
10 Toyota Corok__.$8,98/
'99 Pontiac Grrd ML.. 417
.....10,487
89 Too2
'99 Toyota Celia GT... 4187
'89 Cress'ode................11587
Toyota Cala
Nadi
11 Toyota Cressida._ .....'13487
18 Toyota Caniry...........1,487
17 Chevy Cavalier Via;o04,981
'17 Dodge Shadov........1117
M Toy,
'85 lkirt. Caorri
14 Buick Century LTD
'84 Toy. Tercel SR5........./$17
'83 Toy11
11 Chevy
TRUCKS
'99 Toyota long
'19 Toyota l.rdcruiser...16,987
89 Toyota Elcab414.....10,481
'81 Toyota
'18iFad FIR Van
'88 Toyota 4 PiJnner......'1147
'88 Prrouth Voyager ...1187
'87 Toyota lmg Bed 484.'7,987
$M7
'87 Toyota 1
M Fad Ranger 414
'95 Ford Bronco
15 Dodge Clare
'85 Cheri As Yr
1 414
.....!3.987
'84 Toyota
14 Dodge lir 15,0 SE...$4187
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APPLIANCE REPAIR

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeleakitten,Inc.
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r_7i Smith
Masonry

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.

Mathis Transmission
Service
753-6374

FOR

Joel

TOYOTA

SERVICE
NEALE• BACKE
RAFSewers
Septic Tanks
Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

I
8t[AC
SEC
AR

489-2470

Real Estate Auction

.....„.AM111111110011M
lr

.„,

wk,

1411 111
"11111P

bedroom, kitchen, dining

e
Wilson Real Estat
753-3263

Broker • Phone
Dan Miller, Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

Real Estate Auction

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free as
timates 759-1683

PUNCH 45 $225 15th An
niversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. MUSIC Mu,tray's
Rockford-Fosgate aiiihorized
dealer Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113

A1A 'Landscaping and
grounds keeping Mowing
trimming tree removal,
hauling mulching Ma or or
minor cleanups 492-8254

135

Vans

A1A T ENTERPRISE Excavating dozing, backhoe
service hauling, levees,
ponds roads, driveways
Parking lots septic tanks
foundanons basements
topear,- dirt, gravel, land
scaping etc 753-0577

1978 CHEVY Beauville
window van new tires very
dependable 474-0115 or
474-8119
1981 FORD Van, custom
Ec.onoline Good Condition $2750 753-5292

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery Murray 436 5560
LAWN CARE Mowing, bagging, aerating, seeding, fend

turn right onto Hwy.497 go straight at Port of Murray,
then turn first road to right. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell 2 bedroom trailer, 1 bath, central heat, washer &
dryer, wood stove, ceiling fan, couch & chair. Lots #745 and
746 in Anderson Shores.
Terms: 20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with
passing of deed. Auction held jointly with Terry Paschall Real
Estate.
Terry Paschall - Broker 753-5814

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
135-4111
Lynn Grove, Ky.

'zing Call Bob at 753-1831
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THURSDAY, JUNE 13, 1991

LOOKING BACK

Today is Thursday, June 13, the 164th day of 1991. There are 201 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty-five years ago, on June 13, 1966, the U.S. Supreme Court
issued its landmark "Miranda vs. Arizona" decision, ruling criminal suspects had to be informed of their constitutional rights prior to questioning
by police.
On this date:
In 1886, King Ludwig 11 of Bavaria drowned in Lake Starnberg.
In 1888, Congress created the Department of Labor.
In 1898, the Yukon Territory of Canada was organized.
In 1900, China's Boxer Rebellion against foreigners and Chinese
Christians turned violent.
In 1927, a ticker-tape parade welcomed aviation hero Charles Lindbergh to New York City.
In 1944, Germany began launching flying-bomb attacks against Britain
during World War 11.
In 1967, President Lyndon B. Johnson nominated Solicitor-General
Thurgood Marshall to become the first black justice on the U.S. Supreme
Court.
In 1971, 20 years ago, The New York Times began publishing the
"Pentagon Papers," a secret study of America's involvement in Vietnam.
In 1977, James Earl Ray, the convicted assassin of civil rights leader
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., was recaptured following his escape three
days earlier from a Tennessee prison.
In 1982, King Khalid of Saudi Arabia died at the age of 69.
Ten years ago: A scare occurred during a parade in London when a
teen-ager fired six blank shots at Queen Elizabeth II. The U.N. Security
Council debated Israel's attack on an Iraqi nuclear reactor. Rescuers in
Frascati, Italy, gave up in their attempts to save 6-year-old Alfredo Rampi, believed dead after being trapped in a deep well for nearly four days.
Five years ago: Benny Goodman, the clarinet-playing "King of
Swing," died in New York at the age of 77.
One year ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III, testifying before
the House Foreign Affairs Committee, urged Israel to accept a U.S. plan
for peace talks (Baker gave out the telephone number for the White House
-switchboard,-telling the Israelis--publicly--"-When you're serious about
this, call us.").
Today's Birthdays: Actor Richard Thomas is 40. Actress Ally Sheedy
is 29. Tennis player ,Bettina Bunge is 28.
Thought for Today: "Life is a very sad piece of buffoonery, because
we have ... the need to fool ourselves continuously by the spontaneous
creation of a reality ... which, from time to time, reveals itself to be vain
and illusory." — Luigi Pirandello, Italian dramatist (1867-1936).

Ten years ago
Michael L. Jackson, a 1981 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has received an appointment to the United States Military
Academy, West Point, N.Y.
Fred R. Swann, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy H. Swann of Murray,
received the degree of doctor of
optometery at Southern College of
Optometry, Memphis, Tenn., on
June 5.
Tina Sue Sheppard and Marty
Carraway were married recently at
Palestine United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Hopkins,
June 5.
Twenty years ago
Contracts have been approved
for construction of an interceptor
sewer line and a lift station for

Murray Water and Sewer System
by Murray City Council.
Janie Hughes of Calloway County High School and Steve Brooks
of Murray High School have each
been awarded $200 scholarships by
Murray Civitan Club.
Murrayans commissioned in
Army ROTC Program at Murray
State University were Jan Buxton,
James Gantt, Carl Hoke, George
James, Michael Jeffress and Joseph
0. Wilson.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Manker, June 6;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Earl
Turner, June 7; and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. George Odell Choate,
June 8.
Thirty years ago
Gingles Wallis, local pharmacist,
has been named to the Board of

-47r

Directors of Bank of Murray.
William Walmsley, assistant professor of art at Murray State College, and Joseph Michael Ford, art
student at MSC from Henderson,
will have art work included in a
statewide festivals being held this
summer at Kentucky State Parks.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Clark Hale, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Faughn, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Black, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. H. Conner and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Miller.
Anita Lester, Kentucky Dairy
Princess, spoke at a dinner at
Triangle Inn, sponsored by Ryan
Milk Co.
Forty years ago
Pfc. Harry Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Smith, is serving

DEAR ABBY: My son got into
serious trouble and is in jail right
now. He is 19 and began getting into
trouble with the law three years ago.
He's close to his grandparents, who
live out of state, and when he first
got into trouble at age 16,I kept them
in the dark about it as long as I could.
They eventually found out, and I
know they worried a lot.
My son stayed out of trouble for
more than a year. He went to counseling for alcohol abuse and other
problems. -I realized he still had
problems. But three days ago, he
and a friend of his broke into
someone's garage to steal and were
caught. My heart broke once again.
My son is now in countyjail. I visited

BLON DIE

'dation, conovered with

with United States Air Force at
Tacoma, Wash.
The Rev. Paul Thomas Lyles has
been appointed as pastor of First
Methodist Church, Murray, to
replace the Rev. George W. Bell
who has been appointed as pastor
of Galloway Methodist Church,
Memphis, Tenn.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Perry and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Edmonds,
June 6; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Buron English, June 7.
Miss Betty Roberts and Billy Joe
Farris were married June 8 at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse J. Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGee of
Urbana, Ill., are the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.P.
Roberts.

DEAR ABBY: Please discuss fathers tickling their young children.
They seem to get some sadistic pleasure out of expressing their love (?)
by tickling the little girls and boys
until they scream with laughter,then
pain — then end up in tears!
This needs cliscussion, Abby. I
DEAR BROKENHEARTED: think it's sadistic! Do you?
Since your mother always asks,
MRS. B. IN JOPLIN, MO.
and feels especially close to this
grandchild, I think you should
Yes. Children
DEAR MRS.
tell her the truth now.Eventually who"end up in tears"are experi-

.m011111111

DAGW000,FOR HEAVEN'S
SAKE, wHAT HAVE YOU
DONE THAT 1, DON'T
KNOW Aeour

By GARY LARSON

THEFARSIDE
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CLASS BULL-si

DEAR ABBY: The woman who
was upset because her husband's
friend held his fork incorrectly just
about sent me through the roof. I
wish all I had to worry about was
how my friends held their dinner
forks.
I'd like to tell that woman that if
• more people would hop their forks
in their fists like a 3-year-old child,
but were smart, college-educated,
well-mannered and had great personalities, our country would be
much better off.
, I suppose a man could be a rapist,
murderer or drug dealer. but as long
as be held his dinner fork properly,
he'd be -OK? That woman should
come. down from her pedestal and
start dealing with issues like world
peace,abused children,caring for the
elderly, and feeding the homeless —
who would be happy just to eat, let
alone hold a fork properly!
S.B-ROSEBURG,ORE.
Abby's family recipes are included in
her cookbooklet. Send a long, self.
addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 44.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby, Cookbooklet, 13:0. Box 447, Mount
Morris, III. 61054. Postage is included.)

Okety tVitnky, let's

heve kine4 ba11.

DR. GOTT

el drive,
standard

DEAR DR. GOTT: For the past two

years I have had recurring yeast and
Sell
*
arranty
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WANT THE CHEAPEST POSSIBLE RATE FOR TWO NIGHTS
EACH AT SIX DIFFERENT QUAINT
BED- AND- BREAKFASTS, WITH
A ROOM IN EACH THAT OPENS
ONTO A VERANDA OVERLOOKINO

A
HA,HA! THT'
A 6(1)1)ONE! HOD, HA!'
atILY !! HA, HA, HA!!!

...WHEW! TFIANKS,
I NEEDED THAT
SERIOUSLY, NOW,
WHEN OID 40U
)
klANT TO TRAVEL'?
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"The guy creeps me out, Zeena. Sure, he looks like
he's just minding his own business — but he always
keeps that one eye on my house."

NEXT WEEK
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I days with
ischall Real

1 Imitates
5 Weaken
8 Stride
12 Malay canoe
13 Three: prefix
14 Aroma
15 Jeff, to
Lloyd
16 God or
goddess
18 Types of
radios
19 Printer's
measure
20 Sow
21 Near
23 Estrada ID
24 Aquatic
mammal
26 Offspring
28 Leather belt
29 Insane
30 Ms. Zadora
32 Bosc
33 Concerned
with

1

2

3

1 Church part
2 Advances in
rank
5

THAT WAS A BEAUTIFUL
RAIN WE HAD LAST NIGHT..

IT RAINED ON OUR LAWN
AND OUR TREES AND
ALL OUR FLOWERS...

41
47

8

7

55

11

18

21

20

27

26

25

23

22

31

30

29

25 Snares
26 Remainder
aHealthr
bubt
222987 C
Unlocks
resort
31 — poetica
33 Cooking
vessel
34 Rave
36 Lowest point
37 "— Vice"
Asn
uner ID
4
30
9G

discharges
41 Knocks
42 "God's
37
Little —"
36
44 Sagacious
45 Facts
40
38 39
46 Foretoken
45 46 48 Rocky hill
43
50 Doris —
44NUN
51 Sticky
49
substance
INN
°NNN
53 Eastwood ID
54
54 Japanese
drama
53NNNNN
34

33

UU

NUN

N

DIAL-A-WORD'
puzzle.
Clues for
iods:s 's cro,,smord

UU

NUN

•

52

10

9

10 Amusing
entertainer
11 Gaelic
16 Profound
17 Scotland —
20 Headliner
22 — and fro

14

17

28

35

6

16

24

PEANUTS

3 Vast age
4 Allen ID
5 Beef animal
6 Dry
7 Fruit seed
8 Italian river
9 Dentists'
org.

13

19

32

OOP M000 0000
OOM 00M0 0000
00P 001210000110
M0000 000M
00 000 MUM
UOU MUD OUM00
00 PM0 OMO MO
00000 000 000
UMOU 000 OM
0001M OOOMO
01100000 M0 MOO
OMOO 'DOOM 01110
MOO PC100 00

DOWN

4

15

4

Answer to Previous Puzzle

government:
abbr.
34 "— Window"
35 Viper
36 At this time
37 Herbie and
Michael
38 Chair
40 Transgresses
41 Sun god
43 Station break
44 Which thing?
45 Fulfill
47 Play part
49 Language
peculiar to
a people
51 Scottish cap
52 Delay
55 Withered
56 Affirmative
57 Algerian
seaport

12

Thurman
Hwy.497,
)f Murray,
;ion signs.

, washer &
s #745 and

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

40
—
„

ght to Ky.
to Isabell

•

and no father should be permitted to play such games.Excessive
tickling is said to stimulate
children inappropriately. To
subject a child to this kind of
"play" is child abuse. It's the
business of adults to protect
children from any kind of child
abuse — and while it may appear
innocent and "all in fun," it
should not be tolerated.

CALVIN and HOBBES
ray

io

encing pain — not pleasure —

she will have to be told, unless
you intend to deceive your parents about the boy's whereabouts
until he's served his time. If so,
yoor chances for pulling it off
are slim.

him there and managed to hold back
my tears in front of him, but I cried
all the way home.
Here's my problem: Should I tell
my parents, who are 1,000 miles
away, and cause them all this grief?
My mother telephones every weekend to "check in." I didn't have the
heart to tell her this Sunday. Do you
think she has the right to know? She
always asks about her grandsons
and is especially close to this one. I
just don't want her to worry.
BROKENHEARTED MOTHER

57

NUN
NUN

1-900-454-35351
!Extension #702
R
,141,0(

eN 44‘.

bacterial infections. My gynecologist
is as baffled ag I am and has tried every treatment she can think of. I've.
been tested for diabetes, don't take
baths, use mild soaps and do everything possible "to avoid infection. Is
there any'explanation?
DEAR READER: Because you
have been under the care of a gynecologist, I assume that you have suf.fered repeated vaginal infections.
Your situation is complicated by the
presence of both yeasts and bacteria,
an unusual pattern.
Like many parts 'of the body (such
as the gastrointestinal tract), the normal vagina contains some yeasts and
bacteria. Ordinarily, these inhabitants check and balance each other;
yeast inhibits bacterial growth and
vice-versa. When this balance is upset, either yeasts or bacteria are free
to cause infection.
For example, women who take prescribed antibiotics may subsequently
experience yeast vaginitis because
yeast-inhibiting micro-organisms are
killed by the drugs. Conversely, women given anti-yeast compounds (such
as Nystatin) often develop bacterial
vaginitis. These are iatrogenic (physician-induced)infections that require a
delicate balance of treatment in order
to re-establish the normal yeast/bacteria ratio.
On the other hand, some healthy
women seem to have a natural tendency to one or the other vaginal infection. The cause of this is not known
but may be related to immune deficiencies, repeated exposure to an infected sexual partner, the use of intrauterine contraceptive devices
(which provide a ready source of infection), allergic reactions to spermicidal jellies or condoms or contraceptive foam, poor personal hygiene. and
chronic infections of the upper genital
tract (uterus and Fallopian tubes). In
such women, gynecologists must obtain detailed medical histories (in-

cluding in-depth questioning about
sexual and bowel habits) and perform
meticulous examinations to discover
the sources of infection.
Also, other diseases (such as diabetes or AIDS) may predispose women
to vaginitis.
Your gynecologist probably investigated these possibilities, yet you are
still experiencing symptoms. Therefore. I suggest you request a referral
to the gynecology clinic in a medical
center. Your repeated, combined infections, which occtirsingly and in cycles, are a diagnostic dilemma. Your
symptoms may be the result of iatrogenic factors, such as one type of infection following treatment for another, that must be objectively
analyzed by a super-specialist.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Vaginal Infections and Disorders." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1.25 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
(E) 1991 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
A GENUINE
CAT-a-NINE-TAILS
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Celebrating 19 Years of Savings, Service
and Customer Satisfaction

,
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unive,Prar
Self-Cleaning Oven
)30 Electric Range

Model JBP24GN
Easy to clean upswept cooktop.
Two 8" and two 6" plug-in Calrud*
surface units. Automatic/ oven
timer and dock. Black glass oven
door. Large storage drawer.

A Special Anniversary Price
On Our Best Selling Pair!

Carry-Cool
Air Conditioner

WASHER

Model JVM1341
I 0 tit ft. 4.4% 11%. 1..41V to use
de( ironic tout h controls vs ith
digital displas and tlok. Replaces
range hood Built-in exhaust fan.
Nolo Start.

Model ATP06FA
5,800 BTU, 115 volts, 7.4 amps.
Easy installation. 2 fan/2 cooling

DRYER

Model DDE5808M
Model WWA6600M
•Durable porcelain enamel •Heavy duty dryer with
finish top, lid and tub.
durable porcelain enamel
•6 cycles including regular drum.
cycles with 3 soil level
•4 cycles including timed
regular cycle and Permanent
selections- and soak.
•4 water level selections.
Press and Knits cycle.
•3 wash/rinse temperature 3 drying selections.
Removable up-front lint filter.
combinations.

Prompt, Reliable Service
Do-It- Yourself Help

ONLY

ONLY

Written Warranty Protection

25" diagonal
TABLETOP REMOTE
CONTROL T.V.
MODEL 25GT501

8299

$369

Convenient Credit

speeds. 10-position thermostat.
Built-in handle.

GE ANSWER CENTER
800 626 2000

SERVICE

• Digital Remote Control
(19-button)
• On-Screen Operating and
Status Displays

46" diagonal
WIDE-SCREEN REMOTE
CONTROL STEREO
MONITOR-RECEIVER
MODEL 46GW950

180Days

VHS CAMCORDER
MODEL CG650

Same As Cash*
WHITE HOT REBATES—MAY 17 THRU JUNE- 30, 1991

$20 to $10
REBATES

Extras Can Help You Save More!
3. FREE HAUL-AWAY*

1. FREE DELIVERY*
2. FREE HOOK-UP'
We provIde free normal irtstallis
Mos of washer..dryers sod ranges.

Offer Good Through June 16
Excluding Air Conditioners & TV's

4. TRADE-INS TAKEN
We offer treMis allowances for
qualified major semplimaces

',kali for details.

GECAFe
Financing for GE Appliances

Wt. Appreciate Your Business!

* For qualified applicants Imam ;nig a GI applo
ante under a (Att. Retail Inuallment Corn
rati Plan

753-1586

212 E Main St

'4..
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